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This Lhesis is a consideration of the Egyptian background of the Apocalypse of Adam, 
Nag Hammadi Codex V ,5. Pari I contains u presentation of the text: A new edition with 
all meaningful reconslructions which are highly probable, au signs as various super-
linear strokes, the nomina sacra-lines and the peculiar J-signs, and finally all different 
punctuations and a new translation of the text which elucidates some obscure sections. 
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PREFACE 

This thesis concerning the Egyptian background of the so ca.lied 
Apocalypse of Adam docs not claim to be a complete presentation of the 
text and of previous research. It first of all considers issues which might 
be relevant for the consideration of the Egyptian background. 

When the plan of the present work grew out of my first contact with 
The Nag Hammadi Library in English by James M. Robinson. little more 
was intended than to present the Apocalypse of Adam in Swedish., its 
mythology and theology and to do a short comparative study. 

However, out of my studies in the Coptic language under the 
guidance of Dr. Bo Frid at the University of Lund an increasing inte,rest 
of the ancient Egyptian influence on the Nag Hammadi texts developed. ll 
is this issue part JI-IV of the thesis deal with from different aspects atfter 
the edition, translation and presentation of the text in part I. Prof. Tord 
Olsson at the University of Lund gave me encouragement and confidc:nce 
to consider the text in this rather original way. Without his guidance, 
scholarly assistance, criticism and encouragement this work would never 
had been completed. 

The final formulation of the thesis I owe a dept of gratitude Lo Sr. 
Mary Patricia OSsS at the Birgittine Monastery of Vadstena. 

There is still much more to be done in this field but I have chose1r1 to 
present my work al this stage, because I think it is of considerable value 
to make the text available lo other scholars and maybe inspire others to 
continue where I stopped. 

Haga. Odeshog. December J 991 
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I. PRESENTATION OF THE TEXT

Introduction 

The Apocalypse of Adam (ApocAd) is a Coptic text which is a part 
of a collection of manuscriplS (MSS) which were found in about 1947 1 in 
Upper Egypt in the region of Nag Hammadi near the ancient 
Chenoboskion. 2 The text will be considered from its Egyptian 
background. 

The collection of manuscripts consists of thirteen codices (52 
tractates, ca 1000 pages). ApocAd is a part of Codex V. The complete 
collection of texts is named lhe Nag Hammadi Library or Nag Hammadi 
Codices. 

Scholars have had a long wait for the texts because of dramatic 
events such as the revolution in Egypt 1952 and the Suez Canal crisis 
1956. A complete edition of the texts became available first in the 1981D's. 
The time has come for scholars of philology and comparative religion to 
start their work of analysing the texts. 

In comrast to lhe Qumran scrolls there are no archaeologiical 
discoveries in connection with the Nag Hammadi discovery.'.' We cannot 
say how or by whom the texts have been used. Nor can we say by whom 
or why the collection of texts has been buried near by the Nile were it 
was foui1d.4 

The starting point of our research is consequently not the best. Th1ere 
are simply two facts that we may consider with confidence: 

1 The MSS are preserved al the Coptic Museum in Cairo. They are now published in 
facsimile:''FacsimiJe Edition of the Nag Hammadi Codices". When there is reference to 
the MS of Codex V it is always this facsimile edition which is intended. It might be 
mentioned that the disintegration of the MSS have continued even after that they were 
collected at the Coptic Museum. Jean Doresse who together with Togo Mina was the first 
scholar who studied the MSS was obviously able to re;1d more 1han is possible today. 
The value of the facsimile edition is of course first of all that the texts now are avail;1ble 
for scholars aJI over the world bur also that the texts are preserved as they were when 
they were glazed. 
2 The exact place of the discovery has not been found again. Therefore all connecti,ons 
between discoveries in the caves of hcm1its with the Nag Hammadi texts are uncenain,. 
3 It seems possib(e to connect the hermits who lived in lhe urea of the discovery at the 
time when the MSS were buried wi1h the texts, but because the difficulties in finding the 
exact place of the discovery it must unfonunately be maintained that there are no certain 
archeological discoveries in connection with the Nag Hammadi texts. 
d There are some speculations in the introduction of The Nag Hammadi Library in 
English by James M. Robinson as to why or by whom the texts were buried. These 
specular-ions seem to be quile possible but they remain speculations. Only two facts are 
certain: The MSS and that they were found near Nag Hammadi in Upper Egypt. 'It is 
11ccess;1ry to keep tn these 1wri facts if lhe 1exts are to be analyse.cl with a fair amournt of 
cenainty. 
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1. The manuscript (MS).
a. The language.
b. The content of the text.
2. The place of discovery.
The purpose of this thesis is to study ApocAd only in view of these

two facts and to present some conclusions from them to improve the 
understanding of the function, the ''Sitz im Leben", of ApocAd in Upper 
Egypt. 

The Coptic language 

ApocAd is written in Coptic, the last stage of the ancient Egyptian 
language. It is possible to distinguish at least five Coptic dialects: Sahidic 
(S), Achmimic (A), Subachmimic (A2), Fayumic (F) and Bohairic 
(B).(Part IV of this thesis will also consider the relationships between 
ApocAd and some ancient Egyptian texts written m Middle Egyptian and 
Late Egyptian, the first in ,early hieratic and the last in hieroglyphic 
writing. Some demotic signs will also be considered.) Sahidic Coptic (the 
southern) seems to have preserved its ancient character bener than the 
other dialects, especially concerning the vocalization. 

The relationships between the different dialects are uncertain. 
Usually they are mixed with each other. 1 ApocAd for example is written 
jn Sahidic but with a significant influence from other dialects. Let us lake 
some examples: 

iinpe; ( S)  in  ApocAd ii'n,,pe; (A,A2) 
e1e; (S) in ApocAd a1e (A2) 
teNOV (S) in ApocAd fNOV {A,A2) 
NHV (S,A,F) in ApocAd NHOV (B,F) 
oyn cti.eNe (S) in ApocAd oy...a cti.aNe (A,B,F) 
wee; epti.T (S) in ApocAd uepti.T (A,A2) 
Hati.ti.V (S) in ApocAd Raeoy (F) 
Hepe; (S) in ApocAd Hti.pe (A2 ?) 
A, Bohlig has argued that there is a significant Fayumic inflUJence in 

tl1e text. H.-M. Schenke on the other hand maintains that NHC V,2-5 
displays a pre-classical Sahidic dialect. Here it is enough to establish that 
the relationships between the different dialects are complicated in 
ApocAd, but it must be maintained that the text is written in Sahidic and 
that there are influences from other dialects as Fayumjc and 
Subachmi.mic. 

1 For general descriptions of the Eg.yptian language and its different phases and d1alccts
cf: 
Erman, A. Agyptische Gramrnatik. 
Gardiner, A Egyp1ian Grammar. 
Grapow, H. Vom Hieroglyphischen - Demotischen zum Koptischen. 
Till, W. Koptische Grammati.k (Saidischer Dialekt). 
Till, W. Koptische Dialektgrammatik. 



Introduction to the translation and the edition

The MS of ApocAd is well preserved. In the introduction to "The 
Nag Hammadi Library in English" there is a general presentation of the 
manuscripts. For a more detailed codicological analysis of Codex V, cf. 
"Nag Hammadi Studies (NHS) XI and the article "Codicological Analysis 
of Nag Hammadi Codices V and VI and Papyrus Berolinensis 8502" by 
James M. Robinson and of course "The Facsimile Edition of Codex V". 

Lacunae are indicated with square brackets in the translation and the 
edition. Some of the lacunae have been reconstructed by A. Bohlig and 
G.W. MacRae in their editions from 1963 and 1979. The translation and 
the edition take these reconstructions and translations into consideration, 
but are based on the facsimile edition of Codex V. 

Is it really necessary to present a new edition and a new translation 
when we already have reUable editions and translations? In the 
introduction to "The Presentation of the Text'' it was emphasized that 
there are simply two facts we may consider with confidence: The 
manuscript and the place of discovery. The conclusions of this thesis are 
based upon these two starting points and therefore I have considered a 
meticulous study of the MS necessary. The result of this study of the MS 
is presented in the form of a new edition which contains: 

1. AJl meaningful reconstructions which are highly probable.
2. All signs as various super-linear strokes, the nomina sacra-lines

and the peculiar T" -signs. 
3. Finally all different punctuations.
l11e further motivations of this new edi1ion with all its details will

gradually become clear for the reader but let us not forestall the 
conclusions of the thesis. 

The translation is an improvement first of all because the 
philological results are closely connected to the study of the religion of 
ApocAd and the structure of the text as they are presented in this thesis. 
In this way it has been possible to elucidate some obscure sections of the 
text. Major divergences from earlier translations will be motivated in the 
notes. 

Greek loanwords are placed in parentheses.' 
The lines over some names, nomina sacra, are marked in the 

translation because of what is said in the chapter about this Coptic custom. 

1Research concerning Greek loanwords (which are very common in Copti c) is 
incomplete.Examples of works in this very important issue are: 
Schiller, A .A. K•NCIIN and K•NC11N1u in Coptic texts in 2nd By,. Bull. 1959 p. 175 
etc .. 
Wesse!y, K. Die Griechischen Lehnwoner der Sahidischen und Boheirischen 
Psalmenversionen in Denkschrift der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften. 
Cf. also the chapter concerning Egyptian translations where literal renderings of some 
Greek expressions are an important component. 
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Dots in the square brackets in the edition indicate missing letters. 
Dots under a letter indicates that the letter is visually uncertain. 

English words placed in parentheses in the translation are supplied 
for the sake of clarity. 

Coptic signs placed in parenthesis in the edition are written above the 
ordinary text in the MS. 
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Edition of NHC V,5 

� n.non>ivt,c: ih,,b,�H 

ti.n0Ki..>-.y1j11c ni..i.�a.lH 1li. 
Ht nt'l!!JHpe CHe epolcl iii 
111u -i, iip011ne · ecix1&1 ii 

--

l10C xe CWTl1 8Nll.!!JII.Xt ni. 
-

!!1HP8 CHe· OTII.N 1ni.pe<tTt.. 

HIOtl HSI nHOYTE 810>-. 'i'H 

nKa.a 11ii eyai. TUHll.11.Y" 
Nei 1100!!Je- N"ii11i..c ne iii oye 
ooy UII.CNII.Y epoci· UO>-. 'iH 
n,ewN 8NTII.N!!JWne UO>-. 
iizn<i'· ll.CTII.HOi 8V!!lb.Xe 

13 iire oyrNWCIC iia nNOYTE 
14 nl!!III. tN88' 11.VW N8Nt1Nt 
1:5 ne NNNOC Nll.rro.oc N!!l ll. 
16 eNea· NeNxoce ri..p ne e 
17 nNOYTE Ull.'ITII.HION Hii 
18 NICOH tTNHHll.'l' NH ne 
19 NENCOOVN HHHOV 11.N' 
20 TOTE ll.'ITW!!I NII.N iisi nNoy 
21 TE ni.pxwN iiTE NtWN 
22 Hii NICOH iN oyew�· TO 
23 Tt 11.N!!JWnt eewN CNa.y· 
2◄ 11.yw a..ciKai.a.N Ncwci iic 1 
25 n1eooy n'iti neN2HT 
26 llo.NOK Hii Tl!KHll.11.y eyall. 

27 Hii trNWCIC Nijopn e

28 11l 1: NECN1cie N2HTN· i.ylwl 
29 'i'tnll!T no>-. 11110INI 
30 Ill.lei ,1111e uoylj I •. lt:NQf 

31 I ..... IN I . IFil .. l E N  o 

32 lstreltfeb.l.lnl .. elti..c� 

9 HOO!!!e=walk about. The same meaning as the Greek TTEpt.TTaTEw=live. 
11 !!!Wne="become" in this particular text means "come int.o existence" as di�tinct 

from create. 
20 a..•tTW!!I z'ii oyew>-ic=decide agninst in wrath, i.t:. condemn somebQdy to death 

according to Jewish-Christian tradition. 



Translation from Coptic of NHC V,S 

l 64 The Apocalypse (aTTOKO.AlJtµLc;) of Adam 
2 The revelation (a.noKO.AlJtµLc;) which Adam 
3 taught his son SeUi in 
4 the seven hundredth year, saying: 
5 Listen to my words, my 
6 son Seffi. When (6rnv) the god had 
7 created me of 
8 the earth with Eve your mother, 
9 I lived with her in a 

10 glory that she had seen in 
11 the aeon (alwv) from which we had become. 
12 She taught me a word 
13 of knowledge ('YvwoLc;) of the eternal god. 
14 And we resembled 
15 the great eternal angels (ci'Y'YEX.oc;) 
16 for ('Ycip) we were higher than 
17 the god who had created us and 
18 the powers who were with him, whom 
19 we did not know. 
20 Then (TOTE) the god, 
21 the sovereign (cipxwv) of the aeons (alwv) 

17 

22 together with the powers, decided (against) us in wrath. Then(TOTE J 
23 we became two aeons (alwv), 
24 and the glory in our heart 
25 left us, 
26 me and your mother Eve 
27 along with the first knowledge (yvwoLi:-) 
28 that breathed in us. And 
29 it fled from us, 
30 it entered into [ ] great 
3 l [ ] grea[t 
32 generatiJon ('YEvE<i) I ] which 

28 Nl'le see 66:21. 
32 65:1-9 makes sense only if 64:32 is reconstructed streNei..1 lnl eln.e!:i=llhe 

great generation I l which. 
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n 

1 lwne eaol» tH neib.lWN b.N erl..,Nl 
2 !!J � lnel eao>. N2HT'f b.NDK 
3 Hii elyln. TeKHb.b.V" ..,,_,_._ 
4 ._c,wic eaoyN dcnop" iir e 
5 HNNOI NNeW N" er,e nb.i 
6 aw 1.NoK 1.e1t1oyu epoK 
7 11npb.N iinpwt1e eTHHb.V 
8 en tcnopb. Te iitNos iir e N e  i.. 
9 ti e110>. NZHT<i· HNNCI. Nrao 

10 ov eTHt1b.V .. cove UD>. 
11 HHOi 11,.NOK HN TtlCHll,.11,.V 
12 eyai,,. iisr trNwcrc N!!JI. e 
13 Nez NTe nNoyu NTe THe 
1 ◄ xrN noyoer!!J eiiiHi..y I.N 
15 XI CIIW eaeNeeHye eyHO 
16 oyt awe 2upwt1e· rou 
17 b.NCOVWN ONOVTe eTl.'f 
18 ti..H I ON· NNeN o rb.p b.N 11e 
19 N!!JHHO NN!'fSOH" b.Vlll 
2 0 U!!JH!!Je R't1o'f iii oyeo 
2 1 Te Hii oyHNffR'ei..>. • Hii 
22 NCb. Ni..i .i..e b.N!!)Wne 
23 ue NNellH 2"11 neuH'i'-
24 b.NOK .i..e NeiNKDT 'i'1i nHe 
25 eye tin ni..aHT" Nei 
26 Ni..y ri..p ne e!!JDHeT 
27 Npw11e H'1b.HTO UQ>-, 
28 NH ere R'nfilisoH ecoy 
29 WN neye1Ne" enil..H Ne 
30 eeNeao>. b.N Ne l2iil t;11c011 
31 ij'u n�oy,;e eri..'fyl1i.1110 11 
32 110N NeyolyTi � l 
33 ..... Iv· 1.vlw 
3◄ l •. _. _Hpwh1eel

9 en•C!!Jwne in 64:32 and 1>.cB(l)K in 65:4 refer to reNEll. in rhe lacuna of 64:32. 
In this way the problem wirh 65:9 is solved. The name, the heavenly name of 
Seth, is the seed of the great generation. Or rhe seed is from him. 
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(had not become] from this aeon (alwv) from which we 

2 became, I 

3 with Eve your mother. But (ci>J-.ci) 

4 it (the generation) entered into the seed (crnopci) of 

5 great aeons (aiwv). Because of this, 

6 I myself have called you 

7 by the name of that man 

8 who is the seed (onopci) of the great generation (yevEci) 

9 or rather (17) is from him. After 

10 those days the eternal knowledge (yvwolc;) 

11 of the god of truth 

12 withdrew from 

13 me and your mother Eve. 

14 Since that time we 

15 received wisdom about dead things 

16 like (ck) men. Then (TOTE) 

17 we recognized the god who had 

18 created us. For (yap) we were not 

19 strangers to his powers. And 

20 we served him in fear 

21 and slavery. 

22 And (Be-) after that we were 

23 in the darkness of our heart. 

24 And (8e-) I slept in 

25 the thought of my heart 

26 for (yap) I saw three 

27 men before my face 

28 whose Likeness I could not know, 

29 since (e-m8e-) they 

30 were not from the powers 

31 of the god who had (created] 

32 [us.] They passed through [ 

33 [ J And [ 

34 ( ) men [ 

19 

This presupposes identity name - generation - seed, an iden1i1y which also qcqirs 
in 83:4. 
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lffl 
leyl�eat t111QC Ni..1 xe rlwoylt:1�
t1t1i..y � .11,,, i..11 uo>, ett ntlNlKoT
NU nHoy· i..yw swrii
ene ntewN Hii tcnopi..
t1n1pwt1e e'fiit1i..y· ""
en.,n1wNeT nwa 1:ji..po<1· n H
en..<1ei no>. iiaHf'i<' i..yw

-- --e,o>. aN eyai.. reKcyNzyroc
TOU iiTep1cwfii ueil!j1rr,,
xe ihoorov NN1Noc Np w 11 e
eittt1i..y· NH ne uyi..aepi..
TOY NNb.api..i• Ton 11.N'II 1rr,,
aoH II.MOK Hii eyai.. ap1rr,,i 'iii
neuHi'· i..yw 11,,nxoetc nNoy
Te eT�'ITb.HION ll.'lll.Zepi..l'i'
HneNHT-c> no:,..· nexi..<1 Nb.N
xe ITi:H nae oy NtT!TN
<11 i..aot1 'iii nniiui'· ate
iiuflicooyN i..N xe b.NOK
ne nNoyre eri..<1Ti..t1Ie
THVTN' 1rr,,yw i..iNt'le uoyN
tpwTN ,Noyiilii:' Nrs nwlii
Upi..'i evtVXH !CON8" TO

.... " 

Te 1rr,,yKllo.Ke l!jwne 8IXN N!N
I ... ).. TOT! i..nNoyn eTb.'I
lri..lt110N i..<1ri..t1I0 NN o v
!!,Hpe no>. iii11r'1 lt1li( {lVl
lalii;' luKt1i..i..y
I .IKc: 1t1tl 

. le ice l 

.1)) "iii oel 

N1<1e makes one think of the Hebrew !!Im in Gen. 2:7. but also of the Egyptian
conception where 1he symbol of Life is the breath which the gods breathe into 1he
nose of the king, The Egyptian word for Hl'le is consequently nry. Cf. also the
Egyptian expression Vw·k n 'n!) n�mw m srt·i"Thy breath of Hfe is sweet in my 
nostril" . (Steindorff, G.: Urkunden des agyptischen Altertums. Section IV p. 
944. Leipzig 1906-9).
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[they] said to me: arise

Adam from the sleep
of death and hear
about the aeon (alwv) and the seed (orropci)
of that man
to whom the life has come,
who came from you and
Eve your wife (ou(uyoc;),
When (T6n-) I had heard these
words from the great men
who were standing
before me, then (TOTE) we
sighed, l together with Eve, in
our heart. And the lord, the god
who had created us, stood
before our faces. He said to us:
Adam, why were you
sighing in your heart?
Do you not know that I
am the god who created
you. And I breathed into
you a Sptnl (TTVEUµa) Of life
in a living soul (tJiuxil),
Then (T6TE) darkness came upon our
eyes. Then (T6TE) the god who
had created us, created a
son from himself [together] with Eve
[your mothe]r

[ 

[ 

[ l in the

21 
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1 
2 

3 
◄ 

s 

lfi! 
I ... nHleeyle .• Ii

n1o.!!1l •. l a..jcov"ltt 
oyen1eyH1a.. ecao>.i" 
NTf! T!KHb.a..y· T 0 
T! lo.CTb.KO UO>- NZ H 

6 fH NII n..KHH NT e 
7 nncooyN N!!Jlo. e 
8 Nez• "V"' a..cp.t..lWK! 
9 NCIIIN Nil OVHNTIWI 

10 nn n._i "VP Koye1 
11 NII Nuoov iin neN 
12 wiia• ._ieiHe ri..p xe ti.i 
13 !!jWff! lb. TeUVClb. 
14 t1n nHoy· tNOV se 
15 fflo.!!jHpe eii"i tNti. 
16 sw>,n N._K no>- iiNb.i 
17 nti.yco>.nov Na..i e 
18 

19 
20 

21 

22 

23 
24 
25 

26 

27 

28 
29 

30 

27 

10>.. xe NIPWH! effi 
H._V NH na..iNb.V

epoy N!!Jopri 11 
nti.HTo no>.· x e 
---HHNNC... Tpb.XWK 
IUO). NNIOVO!l!!j 

tin 

... vw 

l HSI
l

reireu._ 
iice 11oyiii" 
Nil po11ne NT e 

Ii..· lrolte 
l ..•... 2l11z1o.>-

It is not possible 10 reconstruc1 67:27 with cerinin1y. trt:Nt:a.. has been suggested 
but only a. is visible and the years of somebody or something else might have 
been finished. 
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1 [ the] thought [ 

2 my [ ) I knew 

3 a sweet desire (Em8uµla) 

4 for your mother. Then (T6TE) 

5 the vigour (cixµ11) of 

6 our eternal knowledge 

7 was destroyed in us 

8 and weakness 

9 pursued (8lWKElV) us. 

10 Therefore the days of 

11 our life were made few. 

12 For (yap) J understood that I had 

13 come under the power (Ecowta) 

14 of death. Now 

15 my son Seffi, I will 

16 reveal to you the things 

17 which were revealed by 

18 thosemen 

L 9 whome I first 

20 saw before 

21 my face: 

22 After I have completed 

23 the times 

24 of this generation (yEve-ci.) 

25 and [theJ years of 

26 [ 

27 have been finished, [th]en (TOTE) 
28 [ Jslave 
29 [ 

30 

23 
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10 

lfil 

l 

qu11ilolyQ'{NOly no:,..l 
r .. p Nl1l1 UNHoyl,eyl� 
tiawoy iin lnNoyul fi 
n-.NTOKp i..ln>p· xt el�t 
T .. KO iici..p-.� INIH Nia 
nNOVT£ ""INTolKpi.. 
rwp • .xe e<1erli..Klt ca.. 
p-.'!k NI H uo>. leHl nKi..a 

-...... 

UO>- IITN NH �T�CKW 
n NC w o y • '1 11 I Iulo>. 
'iii tcnop" INnl N1pw 
H e· NH n�l 'Io v l Ill n e 
ap"T epooy l'iic1 nilwii'i ii 
n trNwc1c ln-.elJ ni..<i 
ei uo>. iiaHT lHNl eyai.. 
Te K ,o .. Iii, y • N �y t ri..p 
N!iMHO HHO'l ne·

tttiiici.. Nb. i C�II NHOV ii 
11 HNN01 ii11i,lrrlt>.oc 
IN atNK>.Oo>.ltl eyxoce 
eyNII.XI iiNIPllli1t ef'M 
H"Y uoyN eoronoc n�l <1 l 
t!iOOn ii1HTl<1l iici neffijl"'i: J 
lt7n nl111.ia �I 

oyrN=spill. An act of libarion.
The meaning of this complicated sentence is that the god the almighty destroys all 
flesh from the earth with that which the flesh seeks after, i.e. the water, and with 
the seed of the men to whom the life of knowledge h:is been given. i.e. those who 
got the name i.e. Seth. 
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[ 

For (ycip) rainwater of 
the [god] the 
almighty (,ravTOKpchwp) 
will be spilled [to] 
destroy all flesh (acip�) of 
the god the almighty (rravToKpchwp) 
to destroy 
[all] flesh (acip�) from tl1e earth 
through this (the water) which it (the flesh) 
seeks after, with those 
from the seed (airopci) [of] the men 
to whom the life 
of the knowledge (yvwaLt:) 
were given. This which 
came from me and Eve 

your mother. For (ycip) they were 
strangers to him. 
After this 
great angels will come 
on high clouds. 
They will take those men 
to the place (T6rroi:) where 
the spmt (rrvEvµa) 
[of] life dwells [ 

[ 

Page 68 is blank in the MS. The end of page 67 and the beginning of page 69 
indicate that the papyrus is a pan of the tractatc which therefore has a long lacuna 
here. 
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I:[_ I 
1 I ltt't tl_lNl .. llftO 
2 lay. . .•. IN ntit1l11o.ly· 
3 l .•. lel .• _!!jwlne x1N Tne
4 !!I'- nKl ... a .•. .. J 'INllo.!!IWXn 
5 lisi nilHHH!!fe Tlt1p<1 iin Tell. 
6 p11..� a1 IN1Hooy· I TOTe nNoy 
7 n n11ITIQ1t tit10<1 uo>. Fi 
8 ne<1swlli"t1· a..yw <1NeNoy 
9 xe 'R'n<1l1lot1 exli NIHooy· 

10 a..yw l<1N11o.ltlslot1 HN!'ll!IHP! 
11 tiii Nelyatlolt1h no>. iii tKt 
12 ■wToc· lt1IN INtlfiNooye e
13 Ta..<1t Hne �.x.woy· HN ii 
14 a11o.>.11o.n iiTlel me n11o.<1Hoy 
15 n epooy 11o.<1Ku,y Ti 
16 xi1 nK11o.la·l 11..yw nNoy 
17 n Nllo.XOQC iiNwae· nH e 
18 
19 

20 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

26 

27 

28 
29 

Te NtreN; .. N .. HOVTC epo'I 
xe .i..eyKh.lS:.iwN' xe etc aH 
HTe a..h.pelal epo-. aii tKt■wToc 
H N  Tl!KC"ilHt HN NU!!IH 

-
"' ..... P.! HN Neya1ot1e· HN Ney 

lnliiooye lt11°M iiu..>.a..,:i; lNlrlel  
lrne Nlti et .. lC;t1Qyln epo 
loy llo.KKb.11..V Tixti nK11o.al 
I 
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[ 
[ 

] glory 
] there 

[ ] come from heaven 
to ea[rth. ] 
aU the [people] of the flesh (aapc) will be left 
in the [waters.] 111en (TOTE) the god 
will rest from 
his anger and he will throw 
his power upon the waters. 
And he will give power to his sons 
together with their women through the 
box (KL/3WT6i;), together with [the] cattle 
which ht; liked, together with the 
birds of heaven which he called. 
He released them upon 
the earth. And the god 
will say to Noah, whom 
the generations ('yEVEa) will call 
Deuca11on: Behold, 
1 have protected you in the box (KL�WT6c;) 
together with your woman, your sons, 
their women, their 
cattle and the birds of 

[heaven] which you called 
[and released upon the earth] 
[ 

20 MS reads epo<1=him. 

27 
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lfi.l 
1 nu lnh.j tNa,,.t R'n�la,,.i Nla,,.licl 
2 NTOIC H1i NeK!!fHpt li1ii oy 
3 HNTppo IChP ppo tX"l'I NT o K 
4 Rii NeK!!fHpt· a,,.yw HHN 
5 
6 
7 

cnopa,,. iiNHV no>- -
..... 

NZHTIC 
Nn Nrp wt1t en iice Na,,. a,,. ie 
pa,. TOY lo,.N tina,,.iho UO>,. IN 

8 K t t o oy· TOTt CtNlo,.!!1111 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

14 
15 

16 

17 

18 

19 
20 

21 
22 

23 
24 

2S 

26 

27 
28 

29 

30 

31 

23 

ne iitic>-oo>-t tin nr 
NOi iioy o e rN· ctNNHY NS r 
Npwt1e tfi1t1i,,.y• NH na,,.y 
Noxoy no>- aN trNwcrc i1 
Te NINOS MNtWN tTii N1a,,.,t 
rt>-oc ceNa,,.a,,.aepa,,.Toy H 
ntHTO NNWU HN NltWN" 
a,,.yw nNoyn Na,,.xooc ii 
Nllllt Xt tTlt oy lo,.ICp Clo,.IO>-
NntNTlo,. i XOO'I Na,,.K· a,,.K 
ra,,.t110 ArneNea,,. xe tKt 
t CW!!I iha,,.sow ron 'IN'
xooc ii11 Nwu xe tNa,,. 
p tttirpe Rnet1ro An e ,c 
XNlo,.I. Xt iin.rrtNtlo,. N 

r, NlpWHt !!IWnt UQ>-
l II Tool� a,,.N· oyn e,lo,- ail
lT'ii Nl'l.!!IHPt lo,.N 
I 

"In the presence of your wing", xNu, is probably an allusion to Ps. 17 which is 
a lament of an unjusrly accused. The wing is the wing of the cherub over the Ark 
on which Yahweh is enthroned. er. also the Egyptian �n I) =wing. 
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1 Therefore I will give the [earth) to you 
2 and your sons. 
3 You will reign over it as kings, you 
4 and your sons. And no 
5 seed (cmopa) of the men who will not step 
6 into the presence of my face in 
7 another glory 
8 will come from you. Then (T6TE) they will 
9 become as the cloud of the 

10 great light. Those 
l l men will come who have
12 been thrown away from the knowledge (yvwcnc) 
13 of the great aeons (atwv) and the 
14 angels (<iyyEAOt;). They will step into 
15 the presence of Noah and the aeons (alwv'). 
16 And the god will say to 
17 Noah: Why have you turned away from 
18 what l told you? You have 
19 created another generation (yEvfo) so that you 
20 can bring disgrace on my power. Then (TOTE) 
21 Noah will say: I will 
22 testify in the presence of your 
23 wing that the generation (yEvEa) 
24 of these men did not come into existence 
25 [through me,] nor (ouTE) through 
26 [my sons 
27 [ 
28 

29 

30 

31 

29 
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21 

l .Q..l.l 
l ... trNh.1c1c· l_lyl .. I b. 
l ..... l NNpwHe nij't1b.V 
lNl'fNTQV uoyN eneyKu 
UHrJ!!lb. N'iKwT Nb.V N'N O V 
Hi. N!!:IWne t'IOVb.b.t· i.yw 
cni.Hoyn epoy 'iii n1pb.t1 
eTHHb.V ilce!!Jwne 111111,,y 
iicoov {x) ii!!lt ilpo11ne '" oy 
COOVN iin fb.4> llb.pcu •• 
i.yw CtNb.!!IWnt N°HHb.y iis 1 
nNi.r're>.oc An ntNoc iio y lo I 
e1N'· iiNt>-.b.b.V iiaw11 NIIWTe 
!!:IWne 'iti neyaHT' e II o >. 
etrNWCIC oyb.b.C iin nNOV 
Te. TOT! NWU Nb.ne!!:j nK1r.a 

..... ... THP'I Upb.y NNt'l!!JHpe. 
xi:ti• HN i'i:"fii'• HN ciiii• 
'INi.,tOOC N'-y Xt Nb.!!:jHpe 
CIIITH tNb.!!Jb..:ac.e• !IC r!Kb.l 
i. ino!!, 'f exii THy�· b. >. >. b.
..... -- - -1!1H!!111T'I IN oyawn t1N
oy;;;:,> i'Ho,>. iiiiaooy TH

.... � - _._...... P.QV NTe ntTNWNa· H npTpe
lnlei'Ncnep11i. pcuo>. tin aloJ
ltrnNolyn nn'-N ToKlp b.Twpl
I .... -.li,01< Hii l. ,hi,l 
l 

!!:IH!!:!HT'f is quite likoly a miswriting of !!:IH!!:IHT'li. 
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l knowledge (yvwuu:;) L
2 [ ] those men
3 to bring them into their land 
4 which is worthy (and) build them their 
5 holy dwelling place. And 
6 they will be called by the name 
7 which is there and they will be there 
8 six hundred years in 
9 a knowledge of incorruption (cicJ>8apu(a). 

10 And angels (ciyye),oc;) of the great light 
11 will be there. 
12 No disgusting deeds 
13 will be in their heart, 
14 only the knowledge (yvwmc;) of the god. 
15 Then Noah will divide the 
16 whole earth among his sons 
17 Ham, Japhetl'i and Shem. 
18 He will say to them: My sons, 
19 hear my words. Behold, 
20 I have divided the earth among you, but (a>..>-.ci) 
21 serve him in fear and 
22 slavery all the days of 
23 your life. Do not let 
24 your seed (unipµa) tum away from the face 
25 of the god the almighty (navToKpciTWp) 
26 I ) I and your [ 
27 I 
28 

29 

30 
31 

31 
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l .Q ... C..I
l l . !!INlpe iiNwae xle
2 cpoc Nl11,.lp, 11-1t-.'I 11n eK11To ulo>.·I 
3 11,.yw tfneHTO NUKIOM" 
4 11,.p1ctpa..r1ze HHO'I IN nK 
5 11x ei'xoop n oyaoTe HN

6 oyi..a ci..aNe· xe n11po1 TH 
7 pq ni,.qe1 UO). N8H1 /iic e 
8 Ni..pi..KTOV iici..10>. HH o K 
9 i.N Hii nNoyre ntni.Nro 

10 Kpi.rwp· i..>.>.i.. ceNi.!!IH 
11 - -

=!!It! 8N oye1110 XW'I "" 
12 oyaoTe iiTe neyeiHe· 
13 Tore epeanKooye no>-
14 

15 

16 

17 

- - --
" 

8 H  ncnepHb. NTe Xl;.H HN 
Lihtee· eyuwK ii11 'lrooy (y) N!!le 
N!!JO iipw11e· ilcuwK e 
80VN t!Kt!Kb.8 iic e IO e I>-. e 

18 eNpWHe efiiHi.y· NH e 
19 Tb. V!!IWllle UO>. fii tNOI 
20 Nr-Nwc,c N!!Jb. eNea· xe 
21 ei.e1aec Are reycoH Nb. 
22 i..pea eNeNri.ysoe1>.e 
23 epooy no>. iiaw11 NIH uooy 
24 HN en1eyH1i.. NIM eTCOO'I 
25 Tore ncnepHb. NXl,,,H HN 
26 l1i.tlee Nb.P HNi'cNooyl c I
27 HHiffp•po· i.yw lnelylKel 
28 lclnepHi. Nll.8WK eaoylNI 
29 ert1tf'tP.11lol RKe>.i..oc 
30 lrorel cul11.l!!jQ,-;1ie "" 
31 l . . . . .  _Nle1.11,1t ,-. l 

2.6 ,pos=seed, but crnipµ<1 i� not used. A more precise meaning of ,po, is "Urnt
which is prepared". 

lU 'They will serve" refers to the members of the seed in 73:3, 
26 The twelve kingdoms together with anoU1er kingdom in line 29 may be the 

thirteen kingdoms in the following hymn. Cf.also tJ1e commentary on strophe 13 
in Part II: "The hymnic section''. 
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l ] son of Noah:[

2 seed will please in your presence 
3 and in the presence of your power. 
4 Seal (crq,payl(nv) it wi.th your 
5 hand which is strong in fear and 
6 commandment, so that all the seed 
7 which came from me 
8 may not turn away from you 
9 and tbe god the almighty (navToKp<hwp) 

I O but ( c.i}J..ci) they wi 11 serve 
11 in humility and 
12 fear of their knowledge. 
13 Then (T6T€J others from 
14 the seed (cmlpµa) of Harn and 
15 Japnetti will go. namely four hundred 
16 thousand men. They will enter 
I 7 another country, they wi II settle down 
18 with those men who 
19 have come from the great 
20 eternal knowledge (yvwcru;), so that 
21 the shadow of their power will 
22 protect those who have settled d0\'111 
23 with Chern from every bad thing 
24 and every desire (im6uµ(a) which is unclean. 
25 Then (Ton") the seed (arrEpµa) of Ham and 
26 Japheth will establish twelve 
27 kingdoms. And their other 
28 seed (orripµa) will enter into 
29 the kingdom of another people (>-aoi;), 
30 [Then (T6TE)] will consider 
31 f l aeons (ctlwv) to [ 

33 

27 "their other seed'' is referring to lhe four hundred lheusand men who will enter 
anotl1er country. 
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12 

15 
25 

lo .i..1 
l I eiHooy, t';ITlel iJN o, 
l11NlewN ihe t11.te1;.pc11,.·
l1;.lyw ceN1;.BWK a1;. ci..1<>.1;. 
neyNo yre·ceN1;.1w1< eaoyN
eNISOH eypl<l;.TNl"Opl NNINOI
iipwHe NH ei'!!loort iti neye 
ooy· ceN1;.x.ooc Nc11>.1<>.11. x.e 
oy re noH NNeiplllt1e n11.v 
1;.aep1>.Toy RneKHTO eao>. 
Na..i ETb.y((ITDY elO)\ tt1 nt 

cnepHa.. Nre xi:H Nii "'iqie 
e v N 11. p •noov N!!le NP w 11e 
11.VXITOV eaoyN tKeewN "" 
ET"-V!!IWne eeo>. iiaHT� i..yw 
l>.VKTO 11neoov THP'I NTe TeK 
SOH HN f'FiiiTppo NT£ TUIIX 
xe 11.necnep1111. iire Nwae eeo>. 
"iii Te"f!!IHpe 11>.'1e1pe 11n e Koy 
Cal!!! TH'P'I HN N160H THPOV 
aN N1ewN er11.ne1<i..111..are 
p ppo eap1..T exwoy· HN Ntpw 

- ..... A He eTHHII.Y HN NH ere N 
- - -pH Nsa..er>.e ut neyeooy· 
lel11noye1pe 11nneaN11.K • 
li..>.>.li.. 11.ynwwNe 11ne K 
l11NIH!!le TNP'I' rore nNoy 
lrel ttlrel NIWN <JN11.t NII.V 
l ... _J aii NH e�l!jij!!je Hl'!fl O Cf I
l. . • -:-tf tici.. ta l .I ye NI( l
clelNNHV exii lnKl�a elrlij 

Cf. NHC lrl,2 62: 14. It is no reason lo presuppose four hundred thous�1nd men 
here even if 73: 12 has four hundred thousand.
The glory of Sakla is not losr but it has become a sign of something opposite. 
nwwNe..,c:hange, turn. The men with gnosis and those who have sertleci down 
wi1J1 them in their glory have changed the people of Sakla. the seed of Noah. 
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l J who are dead of lhe great
2 aeons (alwv) of incorruption (acp6apcr(a).
3 And they will go to Salmi
4 their god. They will enter
5 the powers, accusing (Kaniyopdv) the great
6 men, those who are in their

7 glory. They will say to Sal<Ja:
8 What is the power of these men who
9 stood in your presence.

IO those who were taken from the
11 seed (crrrecpµa) of Ham and JapJieth,
12 who will be four hundred men?
13 They have been received in another aeon (atwv).
14 from which they became. And
15 they have converted all the glory of your
16 power and the kingdoms of your hand.
17 For the seed (crmfpµa) of Noah has

L8 done all your will

19 through his son together with all the powers

20 in the aeons (aLwv) which your power

21 reigns over. Those

22 men and those who
23 have senled down in their glory

24 have not done as you wanted.
25 But (ciAAci) they have converted

26 all your people. Then (TOTE) the god
27 of the aeons (alwv) will give them

28 those Who serve [him

29 I 

30 They will come upon the land 

35 
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14 

lo e I 
l •. 111 LelroyNi..!!jwne iflul
" iis1 �•lfos iipwHe· "" elnl
H'no y xwiH· oyn; iiceNi..

--. � 
Xlll8H b.N 8N NenaeyHllo. N.H
xe iiri.. revtvxH !!iWne i..N
- -

8N oy11x eCXb.311" b.),.),.b. b.C!!jW
- � ne UO>. 8N OYNOI NOVb.3 Cb.3Ne

fire oyi..rre>.oc N!!ib. nu·
Tore ceNi..Noyxe iioyKwii'
- -HN oyeHN HN oyi..HpHae exN
NIPWH! ei'RHi..y· i..yc., epe 

� ....... "' �
oyK111ai' Hii oya>.ocrN ei u�N
Nlell)N efii1111.y iicep Kb.Ke
NII Nllb.>. NNl$0H NTe Nl4ill)C

15 THP ifcnt1Ni..y no>. tit1ooy 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

26 

27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

- ""' -NIUIN 8N Neaooy eTMHb.Y' 
ceNNHY upi.. i "" au 

NOS NK>.OO>.e iioyoe1N iic e 
- - -e1 upi..1 exwoy N" aeNKe 
K>.oo>.e iioyoeiN no>. 11i 
NINOS iiNewN· ce:iiNHV eapi..i 
NII b.llpb.Cb.3, HN m HN 
rl..t11o.>.1H>.' N�ee1Ne NNI 

-- ....... 
-pw11e eTHHb.V eBO>. 811 

n1KwTT HN n1S111Nt ii 
ce,c.1roy iici..rne iiN1i..ilwNl 
Hii Nlb.PXH NT£ 1,111lo11I NC e 
lx 1 hoy· uol>-
l. IQ VN WN3 [
lNl c, e,c.1roy el
lifl lfeWN" nl
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l L ] in which the great 

2 men will be, those who 

3 have not been defiled, nor (o{m,) will be 

4 defiled by any desire (em6vµ(a). 

5 For their soul (t/Jvx11) has not become 

6 from a defiled hand, but (ciAAci) it 

7 became from a great commandment 

8 of an eternal angel (ayyEAo<). 

9 Then {T6TE) fire, 

10 sulphur and asphalt will be cast upon 

11 those men. And 

12 fire togetJ1er with mist will come over 

13 those aeons (atwv). 

14 The eyes of the powers of the illurninators (cpwcrn'JP) will be 

darkened, 

15 tJ1e aeons (alwv) will not see with them 

16 in those days. 

l 7 And great clouds of light 

18 will descend, 

19 other clouds of light from 

20 the great aeons (mwv) 

21 will descend upon them. 

22 Abrasax, Sa15ro and 

23 Gamaliel will descend. They will bring 

24 those men out of 

25 U1e fire and the wrath. 

26 They will take them beyond the aeons (alwv) 

27 and the sovereign of the powers, tJ1ey will 

28 talce them away !from 

29 I J life L 

30 they will take them 

31 aeons (alwv) I 

37 
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l o!"I
1 I lwne iiu NINlolf l . . . .

2 l. IP. H°i-o,,y 11N N111.rrp, oc e 
3 lyolyi.i..e HN N1ewN· cni. 
4 � wne "" N1p11111e: eyeiNe 
5 NN11>.rre>.oc er111111.y xe aeN 
6 !!IHHO HHDOY h.N Ne" i.>.>,i,. 
7 eyp 2w1 � tcnopi.. Na. ,>r i. tt o · 
8 Rl>.>-.IN ON 'INb.CINe i1nt1e2 
9 !!JWHeT icon NCI n1♦wc 

10 TNp NTe trNWCIC iii OVNOS 
11 NNeooy · �NI>. .xe e<1e!!1wx'it 
12 e■o>. at1 nicnep11a.. NT£ ifiii""ie

13 HM Nl!!JNpe iin xi:ii tl1i � 
14 .xe e'tei!,wx1l Nb.'I NHN!!IHN 
15 Npe<1t oyTa..a· b.VW 'lNb.CW 
16 n NNeYll'YXtt e■o>-. iii neao 
17 ov HRH oy· .xe RIR>-b.CHb. 
18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 
24 

25 

26 

27 
28 

29 

30 

31 

11 

24 

THP'I en.'l!!IWne e110>. a11 
nKi..a e-f11ooy-f • ceNb.!!IW 
ne a1>. T�oyc1i. 11n11oy· 
NH Ae d11uye etrN111c1c 
NTe n1!!ji. eNea nNoyre 
ii1 neyatt� iic e Ni,,, Ti,,, Ko 
..,N .xe Rnoy.x1 iiifi:" 

-�" .... no>. aii TelHNTppo NDVW� 
li.l>.>,11,. in.y.x1 iiroo� tioyl 
I .IN1>.rr,e>.oc M!!lb. nu· 
l l♦14JCTHlpl

Nlttoy e�t1
11loov-f · r" 

l1ze HH o 

Jn spite of the fact 1ha1 the illuminalor here is said to be corning for the third time,
there arc no other arrivaJ:; mentioned in the 1rac1a1e. Ct NHC 111,21\2:24.
!!jwxn==lcave over. I Jere the illuminator give.� the seed of Noah, Ham ant I 
Japhelh fruil-bearing treas to redeem 1heir souls. 73: 14 xe 1:•1e!!jw.:i(n Nb-'' 
seems to refer lo the seed ;md nm to the illuininator. 
"To receive spirit" is not a Jewish 1hc111e but certainly a Christian. 
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I l J of the grlea]t l
2 l I there, together with the holy angels (d:yye:X.oc)
3 and the aeons (atwv). 
4 The men will be like 
5 those angels (a.yyE),oc) for they 
6 are not strangers to them, but (ci>v..ci) 
7 they will act in the imperishable seed (uTTopa) 
8 Once again (rrai-.Lv), for the 
9 third time, the illuminator (cf>wuTT]p) 

lO of knowledge (yvwuu;) will pass in great 
11 glory, to (lva) give 
12 to the seed (u11lpµa) of Noa1'i 
l3 and the sons of Ham and JapheUi, 
14 to give it (the seed) 
15 fruit-bearing trees, And he will redeem 
16 their souls (tlrux-fi) from the day 
17 of death. For all that which is moulded (rrMuµa) 
18 which has come from 
19 the dead earth, will be 
20 under the power (i�ouula) or death. 
21 But (Bi) those who think of the knowledge (yvwutc) 
22 of the eternal god 
23 in their heart will not perish. 
24 For they have not received spml (nvEuµa) 
25 from this kingdom only 
26 but (ci>v..6.) they have received from an I
27 [ I eternal angels (<iyyEA.oc;) 
28 [ ] illuminator {cf>wun'tp) 
29 I lcome upon 
30 I I clead [ 
31 I 

17 ,rMoµo, all that whid1 is moulded refers to the di�tim;tion in the fost pan o( 

ApocAd between Tb.Hto and �wne (cf. the chapter "important words"). It is 
therefore the body which is intended here. 

39 
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l 2-Z..I

1 l ·' NCH8' N'lelpe iia e N
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 
11 
12 

HI),. e I It HN HN!!jlllffpe xe e'le 
t cw!!, iiN1e(')y(')soH 11N neyi..pxlwNI 
TO Te 'INb.l:!ITOPT p ii61 nNoyte 
NTe N1Sot.1· e'lxw 11t1os xe b.!!f 
Te T60H iin ntpwHe er 
xoce epON" TOTe '!Nb. TOY 
NOC oyNOI NCWNT' exi1 n, 
pl.l)He effiHi..y· i..yl.l) eqe 
oyl.l)TI iici n1eooy N'l!!,1.1) 
ne aN aeNHe1 eyoya.i..1 NH 
etb.'ICOTnOV Nb..'I' i..yw N 

13 ceNi..Ni.. v epo'I b.N fist NHDH 
14 
15 
16 
17 

18 

aN Neyei..>.· oyTe iiceNi.. 
lNl�y i..N en11ce♦wcTHP" 
Tote ceNi..pKo>.i..ze NT c i.. 
pi..� t1nipw11e enniifiii. 
noy .. 11.11 el eXW'I' TOTt 

19 ceo.pxp11.cei..1 tintpi..N iis 1 
20 N1i..fro.oc HN N1reNe1>. 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

26 
27 
28 

29 
30 
31 

- � 

TIIPDY NTe Nl60H aN oy 
n>.b.NH eyx(j) 11110c xe 

>- -l,,.Cl:!ICl)Oe eeo>. Tc.IN H N 
n.y;;' eeo>. TWN Rs, Nl!!f"
xe t1t11i"tNoyx· Nb.I e
te 11noysNTOY ii,, Nlfl o 11 l
upoy taoy1ql Te
li11HtfTPP.lo �w i111oc epo-.l
lxe i..l'fl:!IWl)le no>. Tii
l I NT l

3 MS has tiNeysoH=lheir powers, but an in�ened I and do1s ovc:r e ancl v indicate 
the reading NNt6oH:the powers. 

5 The question is not who the man is who is higher than the powers and their 
sovereign but w!iat power 1he man has which is stronger than the powers or the 
earth, i.e. the power of the man is from the gtid of light whom the powers of the 
eanh rlo not know as will be seen in 77: IR. 
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l I J of Seffi. And he will do
2 signs and wonders to 
3 dishonour the powers and their sovereigns (cipxwv). 
4 Then (T6TE) he will be worried, the god 
5 of the powers, saying: What 
6 is the power of the man which 
7 is hig.her than ours. Then (T6TE) he will arouse 
8 a great wrath against 
9 that man. And 

IO the glory will leave, it will 
11 dwell in holy houses, those 
12 which it has chosen. And 
13 the powers will not see it 
14 with their eyes, nor (ouTE) will 
15 they see the other illuminator (c/>wcrn,p). 
16 Then (T6TE) they will punish (KoM(nv) the 
17 flesh (o<ipO of the 111an, he whom 
18 tlle holyspifil (TTvEvµa) has come upon. Then (T6TE) 
19 the angels (ciyyEXoc-) and 
20 all the generations (yEVEci.) of the powers 
21 will consult (xpria0m) the name 
22 in (their) error (TTMVTJ) saying: 
23 From where has it become, or{�) 
24 where did the words 
25 of falsity come from which 
26 all the powers have failed lo find? 
27 The fir[st 
28 kingdom [says about him I 
29 [that] he has become !from 

30 I 
31 

1.5 

21 

n1KetwcTHP musL mean the other illum.inntor referring to the illuminator� in 
85:2K and the two illuminators in th� hymnic section 8:2:7. 
xprpOm has the meaning to consuJt a god or oracle about a thing, here is rhe 
name consulted. i.e. Seth. 

41 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
s 

6 
1 

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

26 
27 
28 

29 

30 

l 2...11..l
nne NCI oynn i..lycli..Noy 
� iii RnHye neooy 

,....

iinH eiiitta..y MN tcow i..'le1 
UI\N KOYNTC NT!'IHl>.1>.y· 

- ...... 

i..y111 Ntae i..<1e1 ex'i1 nittooy· 
ttteaciin ('i) �e R'Hiirppo xw 
HHOC !TBHH� xe l>.'l!!ICIIA! 

--- -eao,-. 2N OVN06 Hnp o4'HTHc· 
�vw �qea Acr oya�)\H1 �'fttl 
n1�>.-oy (Koye,) tT�YXrJO'f tt..'IXI" 
eaoyN eyrooy e�xoce· 
i..yw a..ycb.NOV!!f'I no>. att 
ntaa..>.HI iin Tne· i..yi..ilre 
�oc 'i, £Bo� HHti..y ne,c.b.q N�lqJ 
xe TIIIOyNr b.ANOVT! t eooy 
Nb.K. i..<1x1 iloyeooy HN oyxpol·I 

-
--

-b.VIII Ntae b.'l!I !XH ntHOoy· 
_ ........... tHU!!IOHTe HHNTppo .XW 

MHOC epo'I xe b.'l!!IWne UO>-
8N OVHHTfb. Ffna..peuoc 

- � 

b.VNO.X'I !BO>. 2N T!'IAO>.IC 
;;iro<i Nii n<111i..i.. y i.. yxtfti 
IEYHI>. iie PH l'I O C. b. VCb.NOY 
- - - -�'I HH b. V • b.'l!I b.'IXI NO ye 

loloy HN oysow b.VI.II itt 
lae 1,,.l<1e1 ex11 n1ttoov· 
ltt1ea'11oe Ff11N1rppo �l w I 
lR'11oc epo'I .xel 1>.tt!!111>l nel 
luo>. a'N oyn11.pleelNoc 
l Ir i.. cl o ,-. o" w" I
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l to heaven. namely a splflt (1rvEuµa). He was nourished
2 in the heavens. He received the glory 
3 of that one and the power. He came 
4 to the bosom of his mother. 
5 And thus he came upon the water. 
6 And (Bt) the second kingdom says 
7 about him that he has become 
8 from a great prophet (rrpo<P11ni<). 
9 And a bird came, it took 

IO the child who was begotten. it took him 
11 to a high mountain. 
12 And he was nourished by 
13 the bird of heaven. An angel (O.'Y)'E>-.oc;) 
14 came there, he said to him: 
15 Arise, the god has given glory 
16 to you. He received glory and strength. 
17 And thus he came upon the water. 
18 The third kingdom says 
19 about him that he has become 
20 from a virgin (rrapetvoi;) womb (µTJTpa). 
21 He was cast out from his city (rr6ALt;), 
22 he and his mother. He was brought 
23 to a dese1i (EpT]µoc;) place. He was nourished 
24 there. He came, he received glory 
25 and power, And thus 
26 he came upon the water. 
27 LThe fourth I kingdom says 
28 about him that he has become 
29 [from a vijrg[in (rrapetvoc) 
30 [ ] S[olomon 

43 
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lfil 
1 l K w  l-t le Hewe 1iro<1 Mlt tii'jici:";:;:iii
2 HN � l1fi Ne'ICTpl>.TII>. 
3 eTl>.VTb.O yo ov· l>.CO>-.OHClllt 
4 3CIIW'I Tb.YO NTe'ICTpi,. Tlb. N 
5 Te N1.i..i.1HcaiN nwn iici,. t 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

ni>.peeNoc · i,.yw Anoysi=i 
TH tTOVKWTe iicwc. i,..)..).. II,, 
tn1>.petNOC tTb.VTb.b.C Nb.y· 
� --NTOC ntNTb.VNTc· 1'.<IXITC 
iici co>-.011LwlN· i,.cep ab.Ke (tiici) 
isl tni..peuoc i..c111ce 11

12 n1i..>-.oy 11n11i.. efFit1i..v· 
13 11.CC1'.NOV!!l '1 iii OV!!IWM 
14 iin npNt1oc· NT e
15 l plqyca..NOV!!l'I i..ctx1 iio yeo 
16 q v HN oy1ot1 eeo>-. aN tcno 
17 pi.. ni..yxnoct eeo>-. iiaHfc 
18 i..yw litae 11.'I� e.xl'I ni 
19--r' t1oov· tMeat .i..e HHN 
20 Tppo XW tiHOC !p0'4 X! 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

27 
28 
29 

30 

10 

13 

1>.'l!:!JWne uo>-. iii oyIT 
� -

t>-.e Nn me· i..y ca..T'I 
eei.>-.a..CCb. b.nNOVN 
!!IOn'I epoct 11. 'lxno<1 
i..<10>0i erne li.'l.)tl iioye 
ooy HN oysoH' i,.yw 
titae i..<1elil ix'M ln111ooy·l 
ltl11eaco (c:) 4lel ijltTTif,pp lol 
lxw 11lt1oc lxe olyHl.l 
l .... In l. ,upl�i eninni 

ep ei..1<e is pt:rhaps frnrn the Bohaifil: ep eo1<1 which means become pregnant. 
ww is written above in the MS and i� a synonym to ep aoK1. 
!!IW>-z=stakc, a �take which wns used to stay t:anulbanks. 'fhc stakes were thus 
the border of the de�erL 
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[sought) after her, he together with Phersalo 
2 and Sauel ru1d his armies (oTpana) 

3 which had been sent out. Solomon 

4 himself sent out his anny (crTpaTtci.) 

5 of demons (8atµwv) 10 seek after 

6 the virgin (TTap0€voc;). And they did not find 

7 the one whom they sought after, but (a.Ua) 

8 the virgin (TTap0€voc;) who was given to them. 
9 she whom they brought 

10 took Solomon. The virgin (mzp0€voc:) became pregnant, 

11 she gave birth 

12 to the child at that place. 

13 She nourished him at a boundary mark 

14 of the desert (tp11µoc;). When 

15 he had been nourished, he received 

16 glory and power from the seed (crTTopa) 

17 from which he had been begotten. 

18 And thus he came upon the 

19 water. And (80 the fifth 

20 kingdom says about him that 

21 he has become from a 

22 drop of the heaven. He was thrown 

23 into the sea (86.>-.acroa). 1l1e depths 

24 received him, gave birth to him. 

25 brought him to the heaven. He received 

26 glory and power. And 

27 thus he c,une upon the water. 

28 And (80 fthel sixth kingdom 

29 f saysj that a [ 

30 ( ] down to the Heon (alwv) 
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l Ji.I

1 eTc11.api,. i xe e<tnl11.11.he N 
2 aeNipHpe• 11.cww no>-. aN 
3 Ten1eyH11>. AN11pepe 11.c 
4 Hee� (xno<t) FinTonoc efi1N11.y· 
5 1>.N11.rlre>-.oc c1>.NOY!!I '4 N 
6 Te Oll>.NeewNOC l>.'4XI ii

-

7 oyeooy HOHi>. eTHHl>.Y 
8 t1N oy1ot1· a..yw iitae 1.t1ti 
9 ex"Fi n1Hooy· tHea z

10; c1>.!!l<te ..,e tltiiirppo )Ill.II ti 
'"' 

11 Hoc epo<t xe oyr>-t>-e ne 
12 11.cet' e■o>-. iii me e)ti1 nu.a 
13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

i.. y.x.1;.. eap11o. i eaeN■H■ il41 
aeN ... pi..KwN b.'4!!1Wne iio y 

--- " " i..>.oy· 11.ynN11o. e1 exw<t b.'4 
xlT'f enx1ce ent111o. eri..t 
n.t>.e !!JWne e■o>. R"t111.y 
i. <1.x.1 tioyeoov H N oy1ot1 
11nt11>. e�t111.y· i.yw iitl ae I

20 11o.<1e1 exFi n1Hooy· tHea ti

21; !!fHOyNe ... e HHNTppo xw 'R' 
22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

} 

J 

HOC epo<t xe 11.VK>-OO>.e e1 
exH nKi..a i..cKwre iio y 
1J npi. eaoyN 1>.'f!!fwne 
lel■o� Nnrc· 11.yci..NDY!!l<i° 
LN11 N111.i>rlf>-OG "" n21l�NI 
ltKl>oio o >.le · i,.<1xil Hoyeqlo yl 

ltttil ov,loH R'nlt111. lef'HHi,.y· I 
11,. y III iiltae 11.<11� elx"'l1 n1t1ooy· I

MacRae has reconstructed the lucunu in line 1 rooyre:=galher. A synonym i, 
written above in the MS but it is also impossible 10 read. A(:Cording to Crum
rooyre is rnre in Sahidic and it is not enough spac:e for rooyre. The proposal
of BohJig, ri..i..re=sprcad, is more likely.
The genitjve liNiipept express the desire for the flowers. 
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which is below, to [spreadl 
2 flowers. She became pregnant of 
3 her desire (e-m0uµla) for the flowers. She 
4 gave birth to him at that place (T61rn,;). 
5 The angels (a.yyEAoi:) of 
6 U1e floral splendour (av8Ewvoc:) nourished him. He received 
7 glory at that place 
8 and power. And thus he came 
9 upon the water. And (8E) the 

IO seventh kii1gdom says 
11 about him that he is a drop. 
12 It came from the heaven to the earth. 
13 Dragons (8paKulV) brought him down into caves, 
14 He became a 
15 child. A spmt (rrve:vµa) came upon him, 
J 6 brought him to the high place from which Uie 
17 drop had come. 
18 He received glory and power 
19 al that place. And thus 
20 he came upon the water. And (8t) the 
21 eighth kingdom says 
22 about him that a cloud came 
23 upon Uie earth, it stmounded a 
24 rock (TTETpa). I le was begotten 
25 from it. 
26 The angels (ciyye) .. o,;) who were above 
27 the cloud nourished him. He !received! glory 
28 [and] power fat that] place. 
29 And [thus he! came Ulpon the water.I 
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l 
2 

3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

l�I
�--

lt11li:�l1j11he Ae HHNTppo xw 11
110c epo'I xe no>. � +;1n (e) 

...... -R"nepu, .. wN 1o.oyeI nwpx no>. 
lo.CE! exN OVTOOY e'IXOCe 11..C p 
oyoel!!I eca110oc NH i,. y • a w  c 
re �, ji'eniey11e1 epoc oyi..1,,.c 

"' 

�e ece!!jwne iia00yrca1t1e 
i..cxwK ihecen1eyt11i.. eeo>. 
tt.c&ai e10� H l1lec�n1eyN1i.r. 
i..yxnoq 1,,.ycli..lJ10vl!I" ii61 NI 
l i..1 �re>.oc N" eittx7i ten1eyt11i,.

12 i,.yw 11..'IXI iioyeooy 11n111o. 
13 leltiitn.y HN oysow i..yw 1i 
14 ltale i,.qei ex71 n1t10ov· tHea 1 
15; lt1 l11re HHNrppo xw 11t111oc epo'l 
16 xe i..ne'INoyre 11epe ovune (1<>.00>-.e) 
1 7 in ten1eyt111o. i..<1xno HH o 'I 
18 upi..T ne'lrn,c b.VW b.l!Noy.x.(s)t 
19 lehtN tK>.oo>.e (sHne) uaye epo'l 
20 �•o>. iii t�tM i:..yw i..y 
21 

22 

23 
24 

25 

26 

27 
28 
29 

19 

x no 'I· i..<1x1 iioyeoov Hii ov 
lslot1 iint11o. efH11i..y· i,. v w 
- - --Ntae 1o.<1e1 exH n111ooy· 
ltJ11ea �Toye (Ti;") U HHN 
l;i°ppo xw iiHoc xe i..ni11,1l TI 

lpemey>,1 lerle'l!!leepl el 
loyi..i:..I� i..cwlwl awwc nla:>.I 
la11 nelce1wl i..cNoyxel 
l ..... lvl ... Jvfiaeoyl 

Obviously a cosmic copulation between a god and desire. 
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And (6E) the [ninthJ kingdom says 

2 about him that from the nine 
3 Muses (rm:pl6cc) one separated. 
4 She came upon a bjgh mountain, she 
5 spent some time there, so that (wcrTE) 
6 she desired (lmElvµc"iv) herself 
7 to become man-woman. 
8 She fulfilled her desire (lm0µ(a) and 
9 became pregnant from her desire (lm0vµta) 

10 He was born. The 
11 angels who were over the desire (lm0vµ(a) nourished him. 
12 He received glory at that place 
13 and power. And 
14 thus he came upon the water. The 
15 tenth kingdom says about him 
16 that his god loved a cloud 
17 of desire (tm0uµ(a). He brought him forth 
18 in his hand. And he threw out 

19 from the drop Lo the cloud hear him 
20 And 
21 he was born. He received glory 
22 and power at that place. And 
23 thus he came upon the water. 
24 And (6E) the eleventh 
25 kingdom says that the father 
26 desired (hn0uµEi.v) his [ownl daughter. 
27 She became pregnant herself by 
28 her father. She threw I 
29 I j tomb [ 

4�1 
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lru_l 
1 i■o>. ;.- repHHOc i..ni..�re 
2 :,..oc Cb.NOY!!l'I 11n1111. e 

-
-

-

3 THHb. y· i,.yc., Ntee 11.'lel e 
4 x°H n111ooy: t11ea 7'i 
5'") tttircNooyc Htiiirppo xw 
6 HHOC epo'I xe i.'l!ijwne no>. 
7 iFi 4'wcrHp cNi.y Ci) i.yci. 
8 11oy� 111111.y li..l <Jx• io yeooy 
9 - - " 

HN oysoH' i.yw Ntae 11.'let 
10 U�H niHooy· tHU Tr' 
11 T MMY!!IOHH �e Fil11itppo xw 
12 HHOC epo'I xe s{x)INHICe NIH 
13 in neyi.pxwN oy>.orolc ne· I 
14 i.yw 11.'IXt iioyTCll!!f 11n1-1h,,l 
15 n111111.y NSI nei>.oroc· 11.'I 

- -

16 XI NOyeooy HN oycoH • 
1 7 i.y1&1 itu 11.'I� e� mHooy 
18 ii111>. xe eyend Rren11y 
19J HIii. iire nho11· truai. .11.e 
20 NNll.fP ppo upii.iexwc xw 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

26 

27 

28 

18 

- .,.... H Hoc xe 11.n11oyre cwrn 
HHO'I no>. � NteWN THpoy 
l1d'lrpe oyrNwc,c iin nti..i 
lxlwa"H iire THe l!IWne N 
lur'ifl• nex11.l'II xe i.'I;;' �leo>-.1 
laii olyi.Np N!!!lit10 el110>-. aNl 
loylNos NNt"IN NCI lnal 
l11osl 114'wcTHp· 11.lyw 

rwr means to conjoin the desire of the powers, i.e. the destiny of 1he worti of 
their sovereign is to bring the desire of the powers in union, to mingle the desire 
with each other. 
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82 

in the desert (Epllµoc;), The angel (ciyyE>..oc;) 
2 nourished him at that place. 
3 And thus he came 
4 upon the water. The 
5 twelfth kingdom says 
6 about him that he has become 
7 from two illuminators (<j>wcrTT)p). He 
8 was nourished there. He received glory 
9 and power. And thus he came 

10 upon the water. And (BE) the 
11 thirteenth kingdom says 
J2 about him that every birth 
13 of their sovereign (o.pxuw) is a word (Myoc;). 
14 And this word (Myoc;) received a des(iny 
15 at that place. He 
16 received glory and power. 
17 And thus he came upon the water 
18 to conjoin the desire (tmevµto.) 
19 of those powers. And (8i) 
20 the generation (yEvEa) without a king over it says 
21 that the god chose 
22 him from all the aeons (atwv). 
23 He caused knowledge (yvwoLc;) of the 
24 undefiled of tn1th 10 come 
25 [in his heart.] He said that he came 
26 [from] foreign air (<i11p), [from] 
27 a great aeon (alwv), namely [the 
28 great] illuminator (q>wcrnip). And I 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

4 

lfil.l 

tlrluleh, tire NlpCl)H! efiiHi..y 
p oyoeIN NH !Tlt.'fCOTOOV Nlt.'f 
awcre iicep oyoe1N exii n, 
!WN THpii Ton tcnopi.. Nlt.t
ovee tso11 NH nN11.x1 An e 'f 
PII.N -;;-XH n111oov· 11.vw NTOTO V 
THpoy· i,.yw oyii OVK>-OO>-.e 
NKb.Ke NNIIV exwoy· Tote 
CeNb.W!!) ulol» ;; oyNos iic 11" 
NSI Nl>.b.oc leylxCI) iiHoc xe 
NII. ill-TC 1iT'!>VXH iin NlpW 
He ef'Fi'1111.y xe i..ycoywN 

-
-nNoyre 8N oyrNWCIC N 

Lrel r11e· cui.wNa !!.lb. Ne 
lwlN iin NtWN xe tinoy 
lrl11iKo 'iN reyen1eyt1111. 
tfii N, 11.i>re>-.oc· ovn R 
noyxn HIUHye NTC HI 

HO!'lHTO 8N oyrNWCIC 
tin nNoyn tlee iio y o  

"' ....... 

CIN !11.'l!I CBO>-. 3N oyKw 
ff MN oycNoq• b.NON lo.! 
i.Np awe NIH -;; oy�11.-/ 
aN� NH NICOH" b.N!!IOV 

-
..... 

l!JOV HHON 8N TRb.pb. 
l11i.lc1c Hn lNleNn11ylel 
l_ .• Iv lt.�Wl!!JI oyae lnNOV 
lrle lire ln1el �e Nt'lfBlfl yel 
lrl1rnloy_ .. l�i,.111 

The resull of the hymnic section i� the resisianc.:e of the seed and the umfication ol 
uU wbo received the name upon the water. The identity between those who 
received the name and rhe name (Seth) refers to 65:9. 
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l the generation (ye:ve:a.) of those men
2 shone, those whom he had chosen for him, 
3 so that (wan:) they should shine upon the 
4 whole aeon(alwv). Then (ToTE) the seed (anopa.) wi.11 
5 resist the powers, those who will receive his 
6 name upon the water and unite 
7 all of them. And a dark 
8 cloud will come upon them. Then (T6TE) 
9 the peoples (>..a6c;) will cry with a loud voice 

IO saying: 
11 Blessed is the soul (l/Juxri) of those 
12 men, they knew 
13 the god with a k_nowledge (yvwaLc;) 
14 of truth. They will live till 
15 the aeons (alwv) of the aeons (alwv), because they have not been 
16 corrupted in their desire (e:m0uµta) 
17 with the angels. Nor (01he) 
J 8 have they fulfilled the works of the 
19 powers. But (ci.A>..ci) they have stood 
20 in his presence in a k_nowledge (yvwOLc;) 
21 of god as light 
22 which came from fire 
23 and blood. But (8l) we 
24 have done everything in the heartlessness 
25 of the powers. We have pr.aised in 
26 the transgressions (n-apa�mn<;) 
27 of our works 
28 l We have cried against [the god)
29 of [tnrthl because all his works 

30 I 

:53 
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1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 

l DA.I
oy!!la. eNea ne· NeT 9� NeN
ifiiii:"• i..NtlHt r-i,.p tMoy xe
NtNfVX" NII.NOV iii OVHOV
TOT£ b.VCHH !!!Wne !!jb.pooy

- -- .......ecxw HHOC xe HIXtY 11N
HIX!>.p NN HNffCINOyc· NH
elai,rtii n1x111Kt1 noyi,.i,.11
Hii nlHooy lelroNa xe ene

9 oy NtTtf'ii1t,1!!1 ovee nNoy 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

19 
20 
21 

22 
23 

24 
25 

26 
27 
28 

R 

23 

n noNa aN �lelNcHH iit..NQ 
HOC � aett>,.i,.c diii NOHolcl 
Tt tTOOTOV 11N aeNtVX� 
eyt1u NCNO'I Hii aulallffyel 
eycoo<1· enTNHea tl110>,.I 
8N aeN211Hye eNi.. THe !,.NNlel 
1,.),.),.1,,. Ntfiia1ooyl! HU ii 
oyNOCf Hii nrt>,.H)I.. l!llo. Tl! 
TN)!:eiM n1t1oov iin nwij'TT I
11.TtTNCWK HHO'I UOV'I 
enoy1&1!J ihe N180H 
NH tTt..Vt THVTN !TOO 

,...., -TOY xe tUTNl!!!IH!!II! 
t1t1ooy· 11.yw H°nene 
TNHl!eye tlNI! Hn11o. NI 
lplc.,t1e efiit111.y b.N "" 
lel1e�n1111 ijc;wolyl 
l_ _J l) oycl .... lci,.u 
l_len1eyt,l1i.. ....• le 

n1Nooy eroN°i, The translation "the water which is life" express the identity 
water-life. 
i1nenn11Heeye mu�t be a dittography. Here translated as negative first perfect. 
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eternity.Those are against our 
sp1nt (rrwiiµn). For (ycip) now we have known that 
our souls (<J;uxTJ) will die in a death. 
Then (TOTE) a voice came to them 
saying: Micneu and 
Micliar and Mnesmous, those 
who arc over the bath which is holy 
and the water which is life, why 
were you crying against the god 
who is life with lawless (a.voµo.:;) voices 
and tongues without law (v6µoc;) 
and souls (<J;uxn) 
full of blood and defiled 
works. You are full of 
works, not from the truth, 
but (ciAAo.) your ways are full of 
mirth and jollity. You have 
defiled the water of life, 
you have drawn it in 
the will of the powers, 
those whom you have been given to serve. 
And your 
thought 
is not like (the thought) of 
those men whom 
you persecute 

I 

l l desire (tm6uµta)f

.'i5 
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lffl 
1 lHl�peneyoyn,a >.WWH' l>.>.>. i. 
2 ceNl>.!!JWne, eycooyN HH o o y 
3 !!Ill. NINOS NN!CIIN. xe Nl�i..xe 
4 eTi.. yi.pu epooy iin nNoyTe 
5 iin NeWN t1noya1T(·)o(·)o(·)Toy e 
6 nxcowHe oyTe iicecuoy� i..N' 
1 i..>.>.i.. a!Ni..lre>.1Koc eTNb.NT o y 
8 Ni..l eTe iiceN b.�He epooy l>.N ii 
9 ct iireNei,, THlpoly iiiipwHe· c e

10 N1>.!!)11>ne ri,,lp elxii oyTooy eq 
11 xoce au�7i olylnnpi. iire THe· 
12 t: n� ni. T cui,,t pi.N epooy 
13 xe Nl!!,ll>.Xe iin tl>.♦81'.PClb. 
14 lHii tlHNTt1e iiNH dcooyN 
15 ltrlrJNOyTe N!!lb. eNea 2N oy 
16 l c I Cl! ♦11,, in oyrN111c1c HN 
17 lolyc11w iiTe a!Na.he>.oc l!Jl>. 
18 eNu xe qcooyN iiawe tfl H: 
19T ljb.i Ne Ntii.noKb.>-V'f'IC en. 
20 Li;: I l;. b.t1 s1,,>.noy uo>. Ncee neq 
21 !!JHpe· b.VIII b.n!4!!JHpe Ti.He 
22 req cn lol P. i,,. epooy- Tb.I re trNw 
23 
24 
25 

26 
27 
28 
29 

30 
31 
32 

4 

c1c iiNii.noKPVtON lire ui:'M 
en,qri..b.c iicifi· ere n1xw 
KFi noy.,i,,.11 ne NNH e1co 
0VN iitrNIIICIC iiuea uql >, J 
airooroy iiNt>.orornHc t1 t NI 
Nl♦WCTHP iii,,.i'nKO Nij ln .. yl 
ei HO>. iii tc(1l o lpi. noyi., l 11. 11 I 
1eccevc lHi.zli.peylc ti'"c'ci' 
�eKeylc n1Mlqo•1 erloNal 

�r11.nl0K11.>.ylm Nb.�li,,.HI 

11.pe2 here means that the unwritten words were bidden and protected by the seed Jwho lmvt! received 1he name. TI1e words were not proclaimed but kept in secret by Ithe seed, Selh. 
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I Their fruit does not wither. But (dX-\ci) 
2 they will become known 
3 lo the great aeons (all�v), because the words. 
4 which they protected, of the god 
5 of the aeons (aLwv), were not put in 
6 the book, nor (ouTE) we.re they written. 
7 But (d»..a) angelic beings (d.yy1:AtK6c;) will bring them. 
8 whom all the generations (yEvi:ci) of men 
9 will be ignorant of. 

10 For (yap) they will be upon a high mountain. 
l 1 on a rock (TTETpu) of truth. 
l 2 Therefore they will be named: 
13 The words of incorrnption ((l(j>6apcr(a) 
14 and truth of those who know 
15 the eternal god in 
l6 wisdom (cro<f>la) of knowledge (yvwcnc;) and 
l 7 teaching of eternal angels (ciyyi:Ao<;): 
18 He knows everything: 
19 These are the revelations (ciTTOKa>-.vtj,lt;) which 
20 J\Claffi showed Sem his 
21 son. And his son taught 
22 his seed (crrropci.). This is the 
23 secret {chr6Kpu<f>ov) knowledge (yvt7icrL<:) of Aoam 
24 which he gave to Setti, which 
25 is the bath which is holy, for those who 
26 know the eternal knowledge (yvwoK) 
27 through the logosborn ().oyoyi:v�c;) 
28 ,tnd the incorrupted illuminators (<f>woTflp) l who] 
29 came from the holy seed (o,ropci): 
30 Jesseus. Mazareus. [Jesse-1 
31 dekeus. The water which is life. 
32 The apocalypse (ci.rroKo.)..utf,tc;) of Aoaifi. 

57 
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Important words 

Even Lhe transl at ion reveals to a considerable extent the dominating 
content of the text So far we do not need any further commentary. 
Sentences such as "And we resembled the great eternal angels for we 
were higher than the god who had created us and the powers who were 
with him, whom we did not know". in the introduction, .�peak for 
themselves. Nor is it my intention to make the mythological content of 
ApocAd to the essential tJ1erne of this thesis. Nevertheless I th ink. that it 
might be of considerable value by way of introduction to look at some of 
the obviously most important words and see how they are used in the 
tractate. Through the application of tJ1ese important words we might see 
what views the tractat,e has of cosmos and man, but here the purpose is to 
get further clues to the research of the function of the text, the "Sitz im 
Leben" of the text. The page and line references refer to the Coptic text 
but is usually in accordance with I.he translation. 

T1a.111o=create 

The word occurs in the following lines: 64:6,17 65:18,31 
66: l5,20,26 71: 19. 111-1110 is only used concerning creation of the human 
body by god the creator, and when Noah is accused of creating another 
generation by god the creator. When the tractate otherwise describes 
"coming into existence" of different kinds. !!jc,.rnt is used, which usually 
is translated "become". The text itself makes a clear distinction between 
the creation of the human body from earth which is mentioned in 64:6 
and all other becoming. 

!!IWn� is used in the following lines: 64: l l  .23,32 65:2 70:3 71:24 
73:19 74�14 75:5,6 76:18 77:29 78:7 80:14,17,24 82:6.24. !!IWlllt is never 
used concerning the creation of the human body except in 76: 18. The 
Greek TTAcicrµa however, makes it clear that it is a question of a creation 
from the earth. 

The closest equivalents to the Coptic n.H10 are the Hebrew ,:,c, 
rather than �,:::i, and the Greek KT((w or TTMcrcrw. 

This consistent distinction of "the ways of becoming" is an essential 
element in the view of human existence of the text. Through this 
linguistic distinction between different ways of becoming, the tex.t ma.kes 
a clear distinction between the human body which is created from earth 
and the other faculties of man which come from other sources. Man 
himself is divided. which the tractate expresses in a mythological way 
through the description of the origin of the different parts of tile human 
being. The text consequently describes a fundamental experience in 
human existence, namely that the human body is bound 10 the earth which 
the other faculties of man are not. 



pw11!=man 

The word occurs in the following lines: 65:7,16,27 66:5,10 67:18 
69:12,22 71 :6,11,24 72:2 73:16 74:6,8,12,21 75:2,11,24 76:4 77:6,9.17 
83:1, l J 84:25 85:9. These references show that the text divides men in 
two group� (disregarding the illwninators): Those whom we might call 
ordinary people and those (fewer) who possess a special quality which 
usually is called -yvwmc;. The result of possessing that quality is that this 
minority is persecuted. The text itself gives no reason to suppose a 
.ltistorical process or event in the tractate. What the use of the word 
p1&111! shows thus far is only that the generation of men is divided in two 
groups and that the one who possess yvw<1Lc; suffer persecution because 
they own -yvwmc;-. This division of men is not peculiar. We have a similar 
division, even if it is on different principles. in the New Testament, 
between those who have faith and those who are without faith. They who 
possess the special quality, faith, also suffer persecution. 

As the individual man in himself is divided, as we have seen in the 
comparison between ra..1110 and !!JWO!, the generation of men is 
similarly duaL 

yvwaLC;=knowledge 

The word occurs in the following lines: 64:13,27 65:12 69:15 71:12 
72: I 4 73:20 76: 10,21 82:23 83: 13,20 85:16,22,26. Here we have one of 
the most important words in the tractate. 85:23 goes very far in 
emphasizing the word gnosis saying: "This (i.e. the whole ApocAd) is the 
secret knowledge (-yvwcnc;-) of Adam". 

What interests us here is what this specific text means by the word, 
not what other parts of the so cal.led gnostic movement mean. This 
however is ex.Hemely difficult to grasp. 1l1e text speaks about "a word of 
knowledge, the knowledge that breathed in us, the eternal knowledge, the 
life of knowledge, the knowledge of the great aeons, the knowledge of the 
god, the illuminator of knowledge, a knowledge of truth, in wisdom of 
knowledge, a secret knowledge". What we might say with certainty is that 
it is gnosis that separates people who belong to the earth from people who 
belong to the light, that separates the god of creation from the eternal 
god. Furthermore, t11e disappearance of gnosis that breathed in Adam and 
Eve leads to that they will come under the power of death. It is also said 
that this gnosis is not written anywhere according to 85:6. Gnosis i� 
consequently inexpressible, indescribable and indispensable. In spite of 
that, gnosis is transmittable. Adam transmits the revelation (whtch i:
gnosis) to Seth, Eve to Adam, the three men to /\dam. Seth on his part 
gave it to his seed. The illuminator passed with the knowledge to give it 
to lhe seed of Noah . 

So far gnosis seems to be an experience which is indescribable, 
int.:>-.pressible a11d indi:-pensaule, but ,11 the same tiJTit: ii b possible to 
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transmit it, either from divinities or the aeons of light to men, or from 
man to man. The transmitability of gnosis is an important idea in the text 
and we will have opportunity to return to this theme several times. 

It might also be mentioned that at the same time as gnosis is 
transmittable, there are no signs in the text that it is possible to obtain 
gnosis. ft i.s always passed on from person lo person. The description in 
Che text of what gnosis is may be poor considering the important place the 
word has. On the other hand it is explicitly said how gnosis is given. 
ApocAd 85:22 etc.: "This is the secret knowledge of Adam which he gave 
lo SeU1 which is Ule bath which is boly (an expression which we will deal 
with below), for those who know the eternal knowledge through the 
logosborn and the incorrupted illuminators, who came from the holy 
seed, Jesseus, Mazareus, Jessedekeus. The water which is life. The 
Apocalypse of Adam". 

The bath in the water of life is the giving of the inexpressible, 
indescribable and indispensable experience which ApocAd calls gnosis. 
One might speak about identity gnosis - the bath which is holy. This holy 
baUl is obviously someLhing of Lhe most central in Ule religion which 
ApocAd is a pan of. In this bath man is separated from the earth, from 
death, from the authority of god the creator, and in Ule same bath man is 
brought back to the world of light. But that which is given in the bath 
which is holy remains inexpressible. 

iT!'L8vµ(a=desire 

The word occurs in the following lines: 67:3 73:24 75:4 80:3 
81:6,8,9,11,17 82:18 83:16. The text describes desire as the exact 
opposite of gnosis. Desire leads to gnosis being destroyed and man's 
coming under death. 11 is not desire of something particular which leads 
to this disastrous result but the desire in itself, even if sexual desire is 
mentioned. Adam k.new a sweet desire for the moUler of Seth in 67:2. 

ApocAd gives no clear definition of gnosis, but through the 
description of the antithesis of gnosis in the text, a conception of what 
gnosis is may be obtained. The opposite of desire which the tractate deals 
with is absence or lack of desire, non-desire, emptiness. ApocAd should 
consequently express a classical state of opposition between the desire 
which binds man to the earth and an exalted emptiness. completely 
without desire. 1l1is exalted liberation from all desire that binds man to 
earth and death is given in the bath which is holy which washes away 
desire. The exalted liberation is named gnosis in /\pocAd. 

p-.N=name 

The word occur� in the following Jine.s: 67:3 73:24 75:4 80:3 
81:6,8,9.11.17 82:18 83:6. Note also 85:12: "Therefore they will be 
named· The wrirds (��xe not Myoc;) nf incorruption and truth of those 
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who know the eternal god in wisdom of knowledge aod teaching of 
eternal angels". By this can be seen that the name is the word of 
incorruption and truth, i.e. gnosi s. Consequently it is a question of 
identity gnosis - name in so far as the receiver of gnosis is also bearer of 
the name. 

Another identity t:an also be seen in 65:5: "Because of this, I mys,:::lf 
have called you by the name of that man who is the seed of the great 
generation or rather is from him". Furthermore in 83:4: "Then the seed 
will resist the powers, those who will receive his name upon the waiter 
and unite all of them". By this we can see an identity between the seed of 
the generation and the name, i.e.: the name is the seed of the generat"i,on 
which possesses the indescribable experience gnosis. 

The name, i.e. Seth, is in itself bearer of the essence of the whole 
message in ApocAd, a kind of mythological personification of the exalted 
emptiness. To go through the bath which is holy. to see the great Jiglht, 
implies that man becomes a part of the seed which is bearer of the name, 
which is to participate in the bearing of the name, i.e. Seth. The 
community of those who have gnosis is Seth. 

soH=power 

The word occurs in the following lines: 64:18.22 65:30 74:5,19 
75:14,27 77:3,5,13,21,26 82:19 83:19,25 84:20. The powers of god the 
creator persecute those with gnosis. It is also the powers who will punish 
the flesh of the man (the ilJuminator) whom the spirit which is holy has 
come upon. The powers are always against the spirit as Thomas Main.n 
said. 

ApocAd makes it quite clear that it is the powers who have Lbe 
authority upon earth and that they therefore are subject to god tihe 
creator. They always try to exterminate those who bring gnosis, i.e. llhe 
illuminator and the seed of Seth. They have also tried to get power over 
the water of life which is given in the bath which is holy, they have 
defiled the water. ApocAd considers that all earthly power has 1its 
legitimacy from god the creator and that these earthly powers always are 
against gnosis, the water of life, the spirit which is holy, the illumirrnto1rs, 
the seed of Seth and tbe bath which is holy. 

By mentioning the powers and their destructive work led by Saklla, 
god the creator, the text is expressing an experience by those who have 
received gnosis, namely that all the powers on earth are destructive and 
full of desire, i.e. empty of gnosis. The powers in ApocAd are a kind of 
mythological creatures fom1ed oul of the experience of the real iLy on 
earth which those who possess gnosis make. 
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alcJv 

The word occurs in the following lines: 64: 11.21.23 65: 1,5 66:4 
71:13,15 73:31 74:2,13,20,27 75:13,16,21,31 76:3 79:30 82:23,27 
83:4,14-15 85:3. There is no description of cosmos in the tex.t, but the 
tractate uses cosmological ideas to explain the message, the experience 
which proclaims to be the utmost value of lffe, gnosis. In Lhe same way as 
the mythological characters scarcely have any dominating function in the 
text, the conception of cosmos arranged in different spheres of space an<.l 
time with their sovereigns has no runction worth mentioning. The tractate 
draws very freely from the mythological material of its culture and uses 
iL for its special purpose. In the same way it makes use of the cosmology 
of its time to present the most important issue of human existence. To

look for a particular cosmology or doctrine about the aeons in ApocAd is 
therefore a rather useless occupation. 8ut we might ask for what purpose 
ApocAd uses the word aeon. 

An aeon is first of all a conception concerning space and time, an 
instrument used to describe physicaJ reality, but ApocAd uses the word to 
describe events in the spiritual world. Space and time dimensions are 
simply what is at hand to describe the indescribable. Through dividing 
human existence into different spheres it is possible to describe human 
origin and goal, to reach the great light away from desire of the earlh. 
And through using this idea of aeons it is possible for the author of the 
tractate to describe the actions of the light, whose purpose is to take man 
up to the light and to protect those with gnosis through descending 
illuminators. 

Briefly: The spiritual existence which ApocAd deals with can only 
be described allegoricalJy, and ApocAd makes this description by means 
of the dimem;ions of space and time. There is consequently not any 
particular cosmology jn ApocAd. 

HOOV. HOV=Water 

The word occurs in the following lines: 69:3 70:6,9 78:5,17,26 
79:19,27 80:9,20,29 81:14,23 82:4,10,17 83:6 84:8.18 85:31. 
Furthennore we have the expression xwKH er oyi..1,.11="the ba1J1 which 
is holy", which in spite of its great importance in ApocAd only is 
mentioned twice, in 84:7 and 85:24. 

Pirst of all we have the problem of translating this expn.:ssion. The 
Coptic synonym to lhe Greek �cirmcrµa (which is used in NHC 111,2, The 
Gospel of the Egyptians,GBgypt) is primarily w11c. In ApocAd however. 
xwtci1 er oyll.ll.11 is used. This can mean bath, but also and perhaps first 
of all washing. ApocAd does not make it quite clear if "bath" is a mere 
wa�hing or total immersion. Support for the immersion theory could 
poi;sible be found in NHC IIl.2 where similar mythological material can 
be found. The other version of GEgypt. NHC IV .2. unfortunately 
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fragmentary but older than NHC Hl,2, has sometimes c.,t1c and 
sometimes xwKii, where NI-IC Tll,2 has �cbrnaµa. Guided by this 1 
have chosen the translation "the bath which is holy", but ''the washing 
which is holy" is also possible. I 

Water has an extraordinary importanl function in the text. both 
water as symbol of death and the water of life which is given in the bath 
which is holy. Apart from the introduction (64-67) l maintain that 
ApocAd is a text which first of all deals with the water, the water of 
death and life. The god tries to drown all the people to exterminate 
gnosis. he throws his power upon the water, the kingdoms answer the 
question how the illuminator came upon the water and at the end of the 
text there is mention of the water of life and the bath which is holy. 
Through water, life and death are given. 1t is difficult to free oneself 
from the thought that the way in which the text deals with water, the bath 
as giver of the utmost experience of life, gnosis, connects the text with 
some kind of baptism. The connection between -yvwatc;:- and Mooy might 
very well lead to the conclusion that the text belongs in a context 
concerning baptism. 

Conclusion of "important words": 

This brief analysis of the important words shows that ApocAd 
considers man to have two origins, one heavenly (from the eternal god) 
and one earthly (from god the creator, i.e. Sak la). This is emphasized by 
the use of the word Tb.HID. 

Similarly human beings are of two kinds, those with gnosis and those 
without. Those who are without gnosis live under the powers (coH) of 
god the creator, and arc full of dark desire which in itself exclude gnosis 
which is the experience of illuminated, exalted emptiness. Those who 
have gnosis are the seed of Seth, they are the name (pi.N), Seth. 

Gnosis is given through water, the bath which is holy. It may even 
be considered that the bath which is holy is the ccret knowledge 
(-yvwat<;) of Adam which is ApocAd according to ApocAd 85:22 etc .. 

By this may be concluded that ApocAd is a Coptic Gnostic text 
which has water (and the bath which is holy) as the dominating theme. 
water as giver of life and death. This suggests that thb Copric text belongs 
to a kind of baptismal context. 

1 Cf. Crum W.E. A Cop1ic Diclionarv. lhe word, w11c ancl XWICH C'f al,n lhe c-hap!c-1 
"The Egyp1ian backg1ound of xwic'R n oyii. .. ,. 
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The structure of the text 

Even if no definition of the form of ApocAd has been attempted, it 
might be of some help for the further research lo analyse the structure of 
the text. For practical reasons we presuppose that it is a prosaic text. I 

Part A: 
64:1-6 
64:6-19 
64:20-29 
64:30-65:5 
65:5-9 
65:9-21 
65 :22-66: 14 
66:14-25 
66:25-67:14 

67:14-68: 

Part B: 
69:1-18 
69:19-
70:4-16 

70:16-71:8 
71:8-15 
71: 16-
72:1-14 

72:15-

73:1-12 
73:13-24 

73:25 

74:3-26 

74:26-75:16 

Introduction. 
The condition of man when his two origins coexisted. 
The condemnation in wrath by god the creator. 
Glory flees. 
The giving of the name. 
Gnosis leaves Adam. 
The three men appear and Adam sighs. 
TI1e second condemnation by god the creator. 
God the creator generates a son and man experiences 
desire. 
The revelation of the three men. 

The flood comes. 
The great angels save those with the life of knowledge. 
All flesh is drowned and god lhe creator rests from his 
wrath. 
God the creator gives the eanh to Noah and his sons. 
Those with gnosis return. 
God the creator accuses Noah; th.e defense of Noah. 
Those with gnosis get their land and dwell there 600 
years. 
Noah divides the earth among his sons and tells them 10 
serve god the creator in fear. 
One of the sons of Noah speaks .. Shem? 
400 000 men of the seed of Ham and Japhelh go to 
them with gnosis. 
The seed of Ham and Japheth establish twelve kingdoms 
and another k.ingdom is established by their other seecl. 
The seed of Ham and Japheth go to Sakla and accuse 
him. 
Sakla tries to exterminate the 1111defiled with fire, 
sulphur and asphalt (cf. Sodom and Gomorrah). 

1 C'f. the strucrnral analysis by A Bohlig in his presentation of the text 1963: Koptisd1
Gnostische Apokalypsen aus Codex V von Nag Hammadi. 



75:17-76:7 

Part C: 
76:8-20 

76:21-77:1 
77:1-7 

77:7-18 
77:18-28 

77:27-83:4 
83:4-84:3 

84:4-85:18 
85:19-32 
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Great clouds of light come and save those without 
desire from fire and wrath and bring them to the place 
of the holy angels. 

The illuminator comes for the third time to save the 
souls of men from death. 
Those who contemplate gnosis will not be destroyed. 
The illuminator does signs and wonders in order to 
disturb god the creator. 
The flesh of the illuminator is punished. 
The name is consulted concerning whence the 
ilJuminator came. 
The hymnic section with the answers of the kingdoms. 
The people start their resistance against god the creator 
and cry out their lamentation. 
A voice declares. 
Conclusion. This is the revelation. 

It is obvious that the text is in three large sections: first an 
introduction, a mythological description of man and his situation, 
secondly the story of the flood and thirdly the salvation of men by the 
illuminator. Worth mentioning in the first part (A) are the three disasters 
which god the creator causes man: 

1. Man loses glory and gnosis and is given death as destiny.
2. The eyes of man becomes darkened. Previously they saw the great

light.
3. Man comes under the power of deatJ1, affected by desire his life is

shortened.
One might say that these three condemnations or disasters concern 

most people: tbey are blind and full of desire and they will die after a 
short life. l11is description of the human situation is clearly an. important 
issue of part A. 

ln part C those who have gnosis are described, who are quite the 
opposite of those in part A. They are liberated from the authority of 
Sakla: 

I. They stand in the gnosis of the etemal god.
2. They shine.
3. They will live to the aeons of the aeons.
Nothing can be said about the conclusive section of part A since page

68 is unwtitreo. 
The story of flood, part B, is independem. It begins with water being 

spilled and is completed when Abrasax, Sabio and Gamaliel save those 
without desire from the disaster of fire. sulphur and asphalt. The story of 
the flood describes the generation of men in a mythological way but 
prinrn.rily the great dividing line through the generation uf men, namely 
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the difference between those with gnosis and those without. ff part A 
deals with the relationship of the individual man to the eternal god and 
god the creator, to the light and darkness, to gnosis and desire. it might 
be said that -parL B deals with the same issue but now regarding the whole 
generation of men. Part C finally presents a mythological story about the 
salvation of men by the i.lluminator and the bath which is holy. 

Consequently there is the same pattern here when the text is dealt 
with as a whole as when the separate important words were analysed. 
First of all concerning the idea that there have always been people who 
have had the indescribable gnosis and when their existence has been 
discovered by SakJa and his earthly powers they will be persecuted, but in 
this persecution they can always trust in the help of the eternal god and 
his messengers, the illuminators. 

Briefly concerning the literary form of ApocAd 

The main issue of this thesis is the form of ApocAd. Therefore this 
issue will be dealt with below, but there are some matters which might be 
w orth mentioning in the presentation of rhe text. As we have seen 
ApocAd uses myths, mythological persons and cosmologies in a rather 
free way. Therefore one should be very cautious and not see ApocAd as a 
complete mythological cosmology in which a soteriology has been 
incorporated. The purpose of ApocAd is to trimsmit the inexpressible 
experience, gnosis, which is given in the bath whicl1 is holy. But there is a 
paradox in the text. On one hand the text wants to lead the reader to a 
hidden inner secret, on the other hand it is hiding the same secret.ApocAd 
is an apocalyptic text but to the same extent it is apocryphal. Its purpose is 
therefore to help the reader to reach the meaning. but at the same time 10 
hide its meaning. 

This character of transmission of the text together with the hymnic 
section and 1he mentioning of the bath which is holy might indicate that 
ApocAd with its revealing and hiding belongs to a cultic context and in 
that case a baptismal cult. We will return to this issue in part rl. 

Proper names in ApocAd 

We leave the more known names: Adam, Eve, Seth, Noah, Shem, 
Ham,Japheth. Solomon, Sauel. and Phersalo. 

74:3,7 ci..1<>.t. Sakla 
Occurs also in NllC II,! J 1 :17 NHC 11:4 95:7 NHC l ll,2 57-58. 

Sakla is according to all these texts god the creator, Yaldabaoth. 
70: 19 .l!..ey1<t.>- IWN Deucalion 
From the Greek 8Evw=make wet, rain and Kn.>,iw=call on, �urnmon 

to do something. 
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75:22-23 i..11pi..ci..\. cu>.o ri..t11i,.>.IN>. Abrasax, Sabio, GamalieL 
Occur also in NHC lll,2 52-53 where they are the servants of the 

illurninator together with Gabriel. They have a similar function in 
Zostrianos, Codex Brucianus and the Trimorphic Protennoia. 

84:5-6 t1Ixey t11xi..p HNNCINoyc Micheu, Michar, Mnesinous. 
Mnesinous from the Greek µvflaLc:=remind and vouc:=mind. Occur 

also in Codex Brucianus, NHC UI,2 64:14-20 NHC Xl11.1 48:18-21. [n 
all these texts they are concerned with the water of life. Note that they 
seem to have a negative function in ApocAd (they defile the water of life) 
unlike the other texts. (Cf. also the Mandaean Ginza L.). 

85:30 1ecceyc H1>.Zb.peyc 1ecce.l.eKeyc Jesseus, Mazareus, 
Jessedekeus. 

Occur also in NHC Vlll.J 47:5-6 NHC In,2 65:10- l 1. In Zostrianos 
they are called immortal spirits and in GEgypt TTapaCTTciTTJC:. 

ApocAd in relation to Genesis 

ApocAd seems to be very free in its relations to the mythology of 
the Old Testament. But the text is more consistent than it seems at first 
�ight. ApocAd consistently uses the tradition which usually is called the 
Yahvist tradition (J) and ignores the Priestly tradition (P). This becomes 
apparent from the following examples: 

1. ApocAd 64:6 etc.: OTb.N iin.p!�Tb.HIO!I N$1 nNoyre HO>.
tti nKi..a Hi eyab. Te-KHb.b.V' "When the god had created me of the 
earth with Eve your mother''. Here i1 is obvious that the way in which 
ApocAd uses the word ti..11I0 corresponds to the llebrew 'l�' in Ge 2:7 
(J) and not tn:i in Ge 1 :27 (P).

2. ApocAd 64:28 66:21. That ApocAd uses the .I-tradition is -also
confirmed by the use of Nl'le, the Hebrew (l]!Jl in Ge 2: 7 (J). 

3. ApocAd takes also up the J-tradition in Ge 4:25 where the birth of
Seth means 1hat there are two generations of men jn mankind from the 
first man, namely the genera1ion of Seth and the generation of Cain. But 
the P-tradition incorporates Cain in the generation of Seth. This tradition 
is of course unacceptable for ApocAd. It would spoil the whole meaning 
of the text. 

The genealogical table of Ge 5 (P): Adam, Seth, Enosh. Kenan, 
Mahalalel, Jared, Enocb, Methuselah. Lamech and Noah. Because 
ApocAd keeps to the J-tradition and not incorporate Noah in the 
generation of Seth it is possible for ApocAd to use the story of the flood 
in its own way and with its own purpose. 

4. J\pocJ\d 65:26 etc. 75:9 etc. have their parallel in Ge 18:1-19:38
(J) even if it was Abraham who met the three men in Ge and not Adam as
in ApocAd.

5. The woman gives knowledge to the man in ApocAd 64: 12 a.� in
Ge 3:6 (J) and the unity between man and woman came to an end in 
ApocAd 64:23 and m Ge 3 (J) because of this knowledge. 
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6. ApocAd 66:25 where god the creator creates a son with Eve
corresponds to Ge 4:l (J): mil" n� l!i•� 't7'lp. Septuagint has:EKTT)oaµ1111 
ci118pWTTOV 6(a TOU 8e:o0. 

7. The story of the sons of Noah in Ge 9: 18-27 (J) is taken up by
ApocAd in 72:15 etc .. 

It seems that ApocAd is consistent in keeping 10 the I-tradition. How 
that was possible or in what purpose it chose this tradition is difficult. to 
say but it can be noted that the final redaction of Genesis was completed 
long before ApocAd was written. Is there a preference for the name of 
God, Yahweh? 

ApocAd in relation to the New Testament 

From 76:6 there are elements in the text which are not parallel to the 
New Testament, but there are subjects, thoughts and expression which 
we might associate with the New Testament and the early church. 

1. The illuminator descends to the earth in 76:8-17 to save the
generation of men. 

2. The illuminator perfonns signs and wonders according to 77: 1-15
to dishonour the powers of the earth. 

3. The flesh of the man (whom the illuminator has come upon) is
punished by the powers of the earth. 

4. The hymnic section contains themes which we also can find in the
New Testament: 

a. 78:7-8 The i.lluminator has become from a prophet.
b. 78:18 etc. The illuminator has become from a womb of a virgin

and he was cast out from his city and was taken to a desert place. 
c. 80:14 The illuminator became a child and a spirit came upon him

and brought him to a high place where he received glory and power. 
d. 8'2: LO etc. The sovereign gave birth to a word and the word

received a destiny, a mission. 
e. The god chose him and because of that gnosis came into his heart.

Furthem10re the illuminator chose men for himself so that they should 
shine upon the whole aeon. 

5. Another example of an early Christian theme might be the end of
the whole apocalypse where the bath which is holy and those who know 
gnosis through this bath and the illuminator are identified with the first 
bearer of the name and gnosis, i.e. Seth. 

But neither these examples, nor any other sections of the apocalypse 
represent any certain Christian influence. The text itself does not exclude 
any of at least two possible relations to the New Testament and the early 
Christianity: 

1. ApocAd is a syncretistic product from the second century which
has been influenced by the etU"ly Christian preaching on salvation. 

2. ApocAct is a product from an apocalyptical movement in Judaism.
During the first centuric.� ii wa� possible for the spirituality of ApocAd to
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coexist with and perhaps be united with other apocalyptic movements in 
Judaism or/and Christianity. The subject of ApocAd is an experie1ace 
which was not unfamiliar to early Christianity or to the growing monastic 
movement in Egypt and it is not unfamiliar to esoteric monastic 
movements of our days. But ApocAd can never coexist with a State 
religion. The gnosis of ApocAd is always against the powers of the 
earth.1 

Conclusion of Part l 

ApocAd is a Coptic Gnostic2 text. Tts purpose is to transmit and 
express an experience which is indescribable and to inform how and 
where one might get this ultimate experience. This experience is usu2tlly 
called grtosis and means non-desire, exalted emptiness, great formless 
ligh.t, purity. T.his gnosis liberates man from the earth and the powers of 
the earth and unites him with his real origin, the light. Man receives 
gnosis from the illuminator and through the bath which is holy. The 
water of life washes away destructive desire and gives gnosis. 

This can be accepted without any doubt so far. After this gene:ral 
presentation of the text a more detailed analysis of some sections will now 
be dealt with. First of all we have to consider if the text belongs in a 
context of baptism, a baptismal cult. ApocAd itself takes up this question 
through its content, the hymnic section and the very important functions 
given to the water and the holy bath. 

t J.M. Robinson has considered the oppo�itional character of the Nag Hammadi te:xts 
toward the established society and the state in the introduction of the Nag Hammadi 
Library in English. Considerir1g ApocAd it is easy allow Robinson's theory. his not 
possible lo integrate ApocAd into a sodety as the religion of the state. It is, in its es�ence 
ho1aile to earthly power. Cf. also Pagel ·, E. The Gnostic Gospels. General remarks on 
the relations between the Nag Marnmadi te/Ct, and the New Testament d. Pearson, B.A. 
De nyfunna gnostiska te,'(lema och nya testamentet and Cahiers Evangile 58, 1987. 
2 The word "Gnostic" is used without any further definition. Cf. Eltester. W Vorschliige
des Messina Kongrcsses von 1966 zur Gnosisforschung. According to the consideration 
of the most important words in ApocAd it is eviclent that this is a Gnostic text in the sense 
◊f the Me�sina Conference, There is a conception of man in ApocAcl which implie:s a
divine origin and an origin from the lower god ll1e creator. The clesce11cling illuminmor
bring� gno�is bad ... to mnn. liberntes rnan ftorn 1:Urfh iincl unites him with the light. hi� real
origin and essence.
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II. THE HYMNIC SECTION NHC V,5 77:27 -
83:4 

Introduction 

A ·great deal of attention has been paid to ApocAd since it became 
accessible for scholars 1963, eighteen years after its discovery. This has 
been caused by Alexander Bohlig who in his presentation of the text 1963 
(Koptiscb Gnoslische Apokalypsen aus Codex V von Nag Hammadi) 
argues that ApocAd contains a non-Christian and n1aybe a pre-Christian 
redeemer myth. The redeemer came from heaven to earth to establish a 
community of men who are saved. The redeemer perfonned this through 
a temporary union with a man whose flesh is punished by the powers of 
the earth, 60M. This hypothesis has received support in all essentials from 
scholars as MacRae, Rudolph, Schenke and Smithals. G.M. Shellrnde 
argues in favour of the opposite opinion in ''The Apocalypse of Adam: 
Evidence for a Christian Gnostic Provenance". The discussion has not 
been particularly fruitful. In any case it is obvious that nobody has been 
able to present conclusive evidence in favour of their opinion. 

Very little has been said up to now about the text itself in spite of the 
recommendation by Rudolph to study the poetry in the Nag Hammadi 
texts.1 The present work offers more detailed studies of the text to find 
out if that might be a way to understand the "Sitz im Leben" of ApocAd. 
The hymnic section in ApocAd which Rudolph commented: "Dieser stuck 
isl eines der merkwiirdigstel1 und nicht eiofach zu deuten". has been 
chosen first. 

The prelude to the hymnic section NHC V,S 76:8-77:26 

"Once again, for the third time, the illuminator of knowledge will 
pass in great glory, to give the seed of Noah and the sons of Ham and 
Japheth, to give it fruit-bearing trees. And he will redeem their souls 
from the day of death. For all thal which is moulded which has become 
from the dead earth, will be under the power of death. But those who 
think of the knowledge of the eternal god in their heart will not perish. 
For they have not received spirit from this kingdom only but they have 
received from an [ ] eternal angels [ I muminator come upon 
I l dead I l of Seth. And he will do signs and wonders to dishonom 
the powers and their sovereigns. Then he will be worried, the god of the 
powers, saying: Whal is the power of the man which is higher than ours. 

1 Rudolph has not presented n clctaikcl analysis of irny Nag I lamm::icli text�, but he 
emphasizes that detailed studies of the texts remain to be undertaken. 
Cf. Die Gnosis, Wesen uncl Geschichte einer spiirantikt:n Religion. 
Der MandUismus in der 11eueren Gnosi�forschung. 
Coptit;a-Mandaie,a. Zu e\nigen iibc1ci11s1irnmungen zwisd1en Kopti,.:h-G110Mischc11 u11d 
Mandtiischen Text en in NHS VI p. l 91 e1c .. 
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Then he will arouse a great wrat.h against th,1t man. And the glory will 
leave, it will dwell in holy houses. those whiich it has chosen. And the 
powers will not see it with their eyes, nor will they see the other 
illuminator. Then they will punish the flesh of the man, he who the holy 
spirit has come upon. Then the angels and all the generations of the 
powers wit I consult the name in error saying: From where has it become, 
or where did the words of falsity come from which all the powers have 
failed to find?" 

The hymnic section 

Strophe 1. 
The first [ l kingdom says about him 
that he has become from [ 

] to heaven, namely a spirit 
he was nourished in the heavens 
he received the glory of that one and the power 
he came to the bosom of his mother 
and thus he came upon the water. 

Strophe 2. 
And the second kingdom says about him 
that he has become from a great prophet 
and a bird came 
it took the child who was begotten 
it took him to a high mountain 
and he was nourished by the bird of heaven 
an angel came there 
he said to bim: arise 
U1e god has given glory to you 
he received glory and strength 
and thus he came upon the water. 

Strophe 3. 
The third kingdom says about him 
that he has become from a virgin womb 
he was cast out from his city, he and his mother 
he was brought to a desert place 
he was nourished there 
he came, he received glory and power 
and thus he ca.me upon the water. 

Strophe 4. 
The fourth kingdom sayi; about him that he has become from a 

virgin 
Sulomon �ought after he1 
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he together with Phersalo and Sauel and his armies whicb had been 
sent out 

Solomon himself sent. out his anny of demons 
to seek after the virgin 
and they did not find the one whom they sought after 
but the virgin who was given to them 
she whom they brought took Solomon 
the virgin became pregnant 
she gave birth to the child at that place 
she nourished him at a boundary mark of the desert 
when he had been nourished he received glory and power 
from the seed from which he had been begotten 
and thus he came upon the water. 

Strophe 5.

And the fifth kingdom says about him 
that be bas become from a drop of the heaven 
he was thrown into the sea 
the depth received him 
gave birth to him, brought him to the heaven 
he received glory and power 
and thus he came upon the water. 

Strophe 6. 
And the sixth kingdom says 
that a [ J down to the aeon which is below to spread 

flowers 
she became pregnant of her desire for the flowers 
she gave birth to him at that place 
the angels of the floral splendour nourished him 
he received glory at that place and power 
and thus he came upon the water. 

Strophe 7. 
And the seventh kingdom says about him 
that he is a drop, it came from the heaven to the earth 
dragons brought him down into caves 
he became a child, a spirit came upon him 
brought him Lo the high place from which the drop had come 
he received glory and power at that place. 

Strophe 8. 
And the eighth kingdom says about him 
that a cloud came upon the earth 
i1 surrounded a rock 
he was begotten from il 



the angels who were above the cloud nourished him 
he received glory and power at that place 
and thus he came upon the water. 

Strophe 9. 
And the ninth kingdom says about him 
that from the nine Muses one separated 
she came upon a high mountain 
she spent some time there 
so that she desired herself 
to become man-woman 
she fulfilled her desire 
and became pregnant from her desire 
he was born, the angels nourished him 
those who were over the desire 
he received glory at that place and power 
and lhus he came upon lhe water. 

Strophe JO. 
The tenth kingdom says about him 
that his god loved a cloud of desire 
he brought him forth in his hand 
and he threw out to the cloud near him 
from the drop and he was born 
he received glory and power at that place 
and thus he came upon the water. 

Strophe 11. 
And the eleventh kingdom says 
that the father desired his own daughter 
she became pregnant herself by her father 
she threw ( l tomb 
I I 1n the del-ert 
the angel nourished him al that place 
and thus he came upon the water: 

Strophe 12. 
The twelfth kingdom says about him 
1hat he has become from two illuminators 
he was nourished there 
he received glory and power 
and thus he came upon the water. 

Strophe I 3. 
And the thirteenth kingdom says about him 
that every birth of t11eir sovereign j:, a word 
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and this word received a destiny at that place he received glory and power and thus he came upon the water to conjoin the desire of those powers. 
Strophe 14. And the generation without a king over it says that the god chose him from all the aeons he caused knowledge of the undefiled of the truth to come in his heart he said that he came from a foreign air from the great illuminators great aeon and the generation of thc,se men shone those whom he had chosen for him so that lhey should shine upon the whole aeon. 

Language and dating 

The MSS which are accessible today were written ca. 350-375 A.O .. This dating is based on the fragments of papyrus which were used to pad the leather covers of the MSS, and the fact that the different Codices seem to have been written in order to be bound in these covers. 1 Palaeographic research of ApocAd comes to the same result.2 The letters in ApocAd differ apparently from the Greek letters of the third century and they are obviously before the Coptic writing of the fifth century. The MS were consequently written during the fourth century and hardly during its first half. Coptic literature is to a great extent translations. TI1is is probably also the case with the Nag 1-lammadi texts even if it is somewhat 
'uncertain.The frequency of Greek loanwords and words like -yup, ,;, T6TE:, 8{, ouTE etc. are not an indication of that a particular text is translated but that the Coptic language was created for translation·. The dating of the Coptic ApocAd below (300-350 A.D.) makes it unlikely that the text was written in Coptic but as will be shown. the border between translations and real authorship is diffuse. ln this tJ1esis the creation of the Coptic ApocAd is considered to be a translation but the reader must bear in mind that this standpoint first of aJI depends on the dating of the texts 

I Cf. The inLroduc1ion 10 the Nag Hammadi Library in English. 
Darns. J. Greek 11nd Coptic Papyri from the Covers c,f the Nag I lammacli Codires: A

Preliminary Report in NHS VI p. 9 etc .. 
Wbse. F. Codicological Introduction in NHS VI p. 225 e1c .. 
The introduc1ions in the ag Hammadi Studie�. 
2 Cf. Stegeman, V. Kopti�che Palaogrnphie. 
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and that Coptic was a language for translations. The construction of the 
text also indicate that it is a translation. for example the frequent use of 
iiu. 

The translations of the Nag Hammadi texts were probably made 
before 350-375 A.O. when our MSS were written. How long the texts 
were transmitted in Coptic before our MSS were written is uncertain. 
Some scholars argue that the considerable amount of scribal errors in the 
text have occurred during the Coptic transmission and that these scribal 
errors are a sign of a loog Coptic transmission. The scribal errors are 
however difficult to distinguish from known and unknown variants of the 
dialects. Moreover, errors in the Coptic text are not necessarily due to a 
long Coptic transmission. These. errors might as well be due to lack of 
education of the scribes. 

The Coptic language was created for and with the translation of the \
Bible into Coptic. The whole Bible was translated into Sahidic ca. 300. )
The books of the New Testament were translated ca 270. The Gospel 
according to Matthew was translated as early as 250. The beginning of the 
translation of the Bible cannot be dated earlier than 200. The translation 
into Bohairic is probably later. The need of an Egyptian Bible must have 
been more acute in Upper Egypt than in Lower Egypt where Greek was 
well known. I 

By these chronological facts concerning the origin of the Coptic 
language and the dating of the MS we have access to. it follows that 
ApocAd hardly can have been transmitted in Coptic very long. The so 
called scribal errors cannot depend on a long Coptic transmission of the 
text but rather the incompetence of the scribe or dialectal variants. Some 
uncertainty remains of course concerning the original Coptic version of 
ApocAd, but the text cannot have been transmitted in Coptic for a longer 
period than 75 years. This is not an unessential fact. Errors in the 
transmission of the text are very important for a metrical analysis of a 
poetical text. 

Scriptio continua is used in ApocAd and in all the Nag Hammadi 
texts and has nothing to do with the literal fonn of the text. This makes it 
especially difficult for a metrical analysis of poetical texts because one 
should be able to separate the verses and the strophes. 

The dominating point of view today is that all the Nag Hamrnadi 
texts are translations from Greek even if there seems to be so.me 
uncertainty concerning ApocAd which might be of Aramaic origin. Tit is 
however not likely that the Egyptians were able, as early as 300 A.O.,, to 
tran.�late a text such as ApocAd directly from another Semitic language 
into Coptic. On lhe other hand we have the possibility that ApocAd was 
written in Aramaic, translated into Greek from which the text was 
translated by the Egyptians into their own language. This possibility is inot 

1 CL S1eindorff, G. Bemerkungen liber die Anfiinge der Koplische Sprache und 
Uter:11ur. 
Till. W. Koptische Grammatik (Saidisclter Diulekt). 
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uninteresting in �onnection with a metrical analysis of the text. 
Translations of poetry often preserve the metre of the original language 
even if the translation is relatively free. 

Translations from Greek into Coptic were absolutely not a work 
word by word. The translators were obviously so free that translations of 
poetry demanded an independent poet just as transla!iorn� of poetry 
between modern languages demand a poet. A Coptic hymn is therefore 
never a copy of the Greek original. The Greek original is according to 
Junker almost a starting point for the Coptic writer and translator.A 
metrical analysis of Coptic hymns and poetry is therefore relevant even if 
it always is translated poetry. It is then possible to consider if the 
translator has preserved the metre of the Greek poetry, or if he has 
created a Coptic metre, or if he has transferred a foreign metre from an 
original Semitic language. We have also the possibility that the poetry 
has been translated without any thought of the metre. 

Coptic poetry 

Erman, Junker and Save-Soderbergh have established the 
fundamental rule of Coptic poetry' (ancient Egyptian poetry will be dealt 
with after the metrical analysis): Only stressed syllables are of account. 
Unaccented syllables are of no importance in order to establish the 
measure of a hymn. The verses in Coptic poetry may therefore vary in 
length though they have the same number of stressed syllables, the same 
number of beats. The difficulty is consequently to know if a word should 
be stressed or not. There are many poetical deviations from the 
grammatical accentuation, but to describe all these deviations here would 
distract from the subject. 

There is also the difficulty of separating each verse or stichoi in a 
metrical analysis and sometimes even the strophes because of '!11e lectio 
continua in the Nag Hammadi texts. The strophes are however easy to 
separate in the hymnic section of ApocAd. 

TI1ere are simply three dominating difficulties in a metrical analysis 
of the hymnic secLion of ApocAd: 

I. It cannot be completely certain that the text is original. It could
have been altered during the Coptic transmission even if this was short. 
The text might also have been misconstrued because of the scribe's 
incompetence and there might also be dialectal variants which have 
influence on the metre. 

I Cf. Allberry, C.R.F. A Manichaean Psalm-Book Part IL 
Erman. A. Bruchstiicke Koptischer Yolksliteratur. 
Junker, 1-1. Koptis<.:he Poesie des 10 Jahrhunderts Tei) I, Tei! II in Oriens Christiano� 
1906 and I 908. 
Savc-Soderbergh, T. Some remarks on Cop1i<.: Manichaean Poe1ry i11 2nd Byz. Bull. p. 
159 e1c .. 
Save-St\derhergh, T. Studits in 1he Coptic Manichne-un Psalm Boo�. Pr1.1sody :111J 
Mandae:in Parallels. 
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2. The separation of each stichoi is not evident. Punctuation is a
poetical instrument in Coptic poetry but it is used rather freely and 
irregularly (cf. the chapter on Egyptian poetry). 

3. The rules of accentuation in Coptic poetry contain many
possibilities of deviations from the grammatical accentuation and gives 
the poet/translator much freedom and the scholar great agony. 

111 spite of these difficulties a metrical analys.is of the hymnic section 
of ApocAd will be attempted. The poetical sections in the Nag Hammadi 
texts are the oldest Coptic poetry known. older than the hymns and 
psalms of the Coptic Manichaean Psalm-book which was analysed by 
Siive-Soderbergh 1949 on the basis of the poetical rules presented by 
Erman and Junker at the turn of the century. Despite this, the:;;e rules are 
Llsed here in this attempt at metric analysis. There is scarcely any reason 
to suspect any changes in the rules governing Coptic poetry during the 
time which separate the Coptic Manichaean Psalmbook from the text 
under consideration. fn this way may the poetical sections in the Nag 
Hammadi te:xts become an imponant link between later Coptic poetry and 
ancient Egyptian poetry. 

A metrical analysis of the hymnic section in ApocAd 

A. Bohlig as well as G.W. MacRae defined the hymnjc section in
ApocAd to NHC V,5 77:27-83:4. TI1is definition is reliable. The structure 
of the hymn is clear. It consists of 14 strophes.Each strophe is an answer 
of a kingdom to the question where the illuminator came from. All 
strophes are structured in the same way. First there is an introduction. 
For example: ''And the third kingdom says about him ... ". This 
introduction seems to have a common metre as will be shown. After the 
introduction follows a varying number of stichoi, but usually they are 
four. In all the strophes except the last strophe 14, there is as conclusion a 
refrain: ''and thus he came upon the water". 

The sign - between two words means that they are connected and 
shall be read with one accent only. The sign .. between two words means 
that they may be read with one accent only. 
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Strophe 1: 77:27-78:5 

1 tao1nn l HHNTPPO xw--ti'Hoc--epo'l 

2 xe--i:,.<1!!,lwne--eeo>- TN 

3 I - --
nne NS1--oynN11. 

4 

5 !..'IXI neooy--tinH !THHI>. y--Hii--ts OH· 

6 1>.<te1--ex7i KoyNl'c NT£'!Hi..i..y· 

7 i.. yw--11tae !..'1£1 exH--naHooy· 



Strophe l: 77:27-78:5 

1 The first [ 1 kingdom says about him 

2 that he has become from [ 

3 ]to heaven, namely a spirit 

4 he was nourished in the heavens 

5 he received the glory of that one and the power 

6 he came to the bosom of his mother 

7 and thus he came upom the water. 

79 

Probably a 7-line strophe. Verse 4 deviates since it seems to be read 
with two beats only. We have the same deviation in strophe 3. Is it 
possible to read �yci..MOY!!l'l with two beats in order to preserve the 
metre? All the verses after the introduction begin with i... The 
punctuation confirms the division of the verses. 

Metre: 
Introduction 3:? 
Verses ?:2:3:3 
Refrain 3 
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Strophe 2: 78:6-17 

1 FftTiirppo -
,..,. 

.XW--H HOC--eTIIHHTq 

2 xe--a..q!!)wne--no>- a'N--oyNoc 11npo4'HTHC' 

3 a..yw--a..qei isi--oyn,>-H1' 

4 a.,qq1 n111.>.oy na..yxnoq 

8 

9 

"' 
-eI--e10>---H Hb.V 

nexi,.q Na..q xe--rwoyNr 

10 11.qxI iloyeooy HN--oy.xpo• 

11 



Strophe 2: 78:6-17 

1 And the second kingdom says about him 

2 that he has become from a great prophet 

3 and a bi.rd came 

4 it took the child who was begotten 

:5 it took biro to a high mountain 

6 and he was nourished by the bird of heaven 

7 an angel came there 

8 he said to him: arise 

9 the god has given glory to you 

10 he received glory and strength 

I I and thus he came upon the water. 

The second verse of the introduction is obviously to be read with 
four beats. It is possible to stress no>. but it is more likely that 
npotHTHC has two stresses. The first is the original Greek accent and 
the second the new Coptic one. All the verses after the introduction begin 
with � except verse 8 which however is a so called ne��<1-verse which 
often has metrical deviations in Coptic poetry. The punctuation confirms 
U1e division of the verses based on the contents of each verse. 

Metre: 
introduction 3:4 
Verses 2:3:3:3:3:3:3:3 
Refrain 3 
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Strophe 3: 78: 18-26 

1 

2 

3 

-......

tMU!ejOHTe Fi'HNTppo .XIII--HHOC--epo'I 

5 

6 

7 

xe--11,,'l!!Jlllne--no>-. u--OVHNTp11. 

11.yNOX'l--e10>-. 

,... 

11.'1e1 i..'IXI iioyeooy--H"ii"--oysow 

11,, y co--iitn 11.'lel e;iO:i--nlHOOY" 

Hnll.pUNOC 



Strophe 3: 78:18-26 

l The third kingdom says about him

2 that he has become from a virgin womb

3 he was cast out from his city, he and his mother

4 he was brought to a desert place

5 he was nourished there

6 he came, he received glory and power

7 and thus he came upon the water.
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Once again a 7-line strophe. Verse 5 diverges with two beats but
may have three if '-YC .. Noy!jii can have double accent (cf. strophe L). 
All verses after lhe introduction begin with ... The punctuation confirms 
once again lhe division of the verses. 

Metre: 
Introduction 3:4 
Verses 3:3:3:3 
Refrain 3 
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Strophe 4: 78:27-79: 19 

1 tHnToe H11NTflpo xw--i111oc--epoct 

2 xe--11.ct!!lwne--no>.. Tii--oy ni.peeNoc 

3 11.C0>.0H0N KWT! iic Ill C 

4 JiTO'I--HN--♦H pc .. ,.. w tili--CII. YH >.--Hi--N!'tCTP'-Tl._ 

eTa.yTi.oyooy· 

5 II.C0>.0HWN--8WWCf TII.VO--NT!CfCTpll.TIII. NT!-- Nllio.11.IHWN 

6 eKwTe--NCb. tn11.pnNoc· 

7 1i.yw--t1noyiH--TH noyKwn iicwc· 

8 liJ.>.>-.b. tn11.peeN0C !TII.YTll.11.C-·HII.V. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

- -

NT0'-1--neNTII.VNTC" 11.yxffc iist-·CO>-.OHWN. 

11.cep 11._Ke iiu--tni..peuoc 

11.c111ce Rn111.>-.oy 11n1111.--efti1111.y· 

11.cca..N0V!!l'l aii--OV!!IWU ihe--TepH11oc· 
- -

Nnpoyci..N0V!!l'l .. 'IXI iioyeooy--Hii"--oyco11 

-

11.yw--iitae 11.'lel ex11--n111ooy· 



Strophe 4: 78:27-79:19 

The fourth kingdom says about him 

2 that he has become from a virgin 

3 Solomon sought after her 

4 he together with Phersalo and Sauel and his annies 

which had been sent out 

5 Solomon himself sent out his anny of demons 

6 to seek after the virgin 

7 and they did not find the one whom they sought after 

8 but the virgin who was given to them 

9 she whom they brought took Solomon 

lO the virgin became pregnant 

11 she gave birth to the child at that place 

12 she nourished him at a boundary mark of the desert 

13 when he had been nourished he received glory and power 

14 from the seed from which he had been begonen 

15 and thus he came upon the water. 
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TI1rough its length a very complicated strophe (the fact that strophes 
have varying length is mentioned briefly in the chapter on ancient 
Egyptian poetry). It is twice as long as the usual 7-line strophes. Several 
separations of the verses may be discussed, but the punctuation supports 
lo some extent the proposed division. The aecentuation in several verses is 
also uncertain. In spite of that it is possible that the metre of three feet is 
applicable even here. Verse 8 and the first part of verse 9 may be one 
verse and 11.»>-11. would in that case lose its accent. Accordingly all verses 
after the iJ1troduc1ion except 13-14 begin with 1>.. 

A very uncertain metre: 
Introduction 3:? 
Verses 3:3:3:3:3:3:3:3:3:3.3:3

Refrain 3 
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Strophe 5: 79:19-27 

1
__ .,... 

t1HNTppo XIII--MHOC--epo<t 

1o.nNOVN !!!On'I epo'I 

5 i,,.qxno'I 11.'IO>-'I nne 

6 

7 

i.<1x1 ifoyeooy 
-

HN--oysow 



Strophe 5: 79:19-27 

1 And the fifth kingdom says about him 

2 that he has become from a drop of tl1e heaven 

3 he was thrown into the sea 

4 the depth received him 

5 gave birth to him. brought him to tl1e heaven 

6 he received glory and power 

7 and thus he came upon the water. 
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Once again a very regular ?-line strophe. The second verse of the 
introduction has four beats provided that tao>. is stressed. Verse 3 has 
three beats because the Greek accent of ei..>.1i.cc1i. is kept and is 
completed with a Coptic accent. All verses after the introduction begin 
with 1i.. The infrequent punctuation is of no help in the division of the 
verses. 

Metre: 
Introduction 3:4 
Verses 3:3:3:3 
Refrain 3 
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Strophe 6: 79:28-80:9 

1 tHuco--.i..e HHNTPPO xw--ti'Hoc 

2 xe--oy�l lnl upli,.i entewii dc11.ap11.i 

xe--e'leT1>.11< Te NUUpHpe • 

3 i,.cwci--uo.>- Tii--Ten1ey11111. NNeapepe 

4 
-

i,.cH eCT'I FinTonoc .. efHHi.y· 

5 1>.Ni,.he>,,oc ci,.NoyQ<i iin--n111.NeewNoc 

6 

7 

iioyeooy -
-

HnHi,.--eTNHb.V 

ex"H--niHooy· 

Hi--oycow 



Strophe 6: 79:28-80:9 

And the sixth kingdom says 

2 that a [ Jdown to the aeon which is below 

to spread flowers 

3 she became pregnant of her desire for the flowers 

4 she gave birth to him at that place 

5 the angels of the floral splendour nourished him 

6 he received glory at that place and power 

7 and thus he came upon the water. 
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Probably another 7-line strophe. Because of the lacuna in rhe second 
verse of the introduction it is impossible to say anything concerning the 
number of metrical feet there. Another uncertainty is verse 6 which 
according to the metrical analysis has four beats. Jt is possible that it was 
originally constructed <1s verse 6 in strophes 7 and 8. HN 0vc0t1 is in 
that case placed incorrectly in this verse, which originally may have had 
three beats. All the verses after the introduction begin with 1>. The 
punctuation confirms the division of the verses. 

Metre: 
Introduction 3:? 
Verses 3 :3:3:4(3'!) 
Refrain 3 
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2 

Strophe 7: 80:9-20 

,.. "' -

,u--oyn,t>-e--ne a..ce1--no>- Tii--Tne ext1--nKa..a 

3 a..yx1N--eapa..i ean11H11 ii11--aeNla.pb.KWN 

4 

6 

1 

- -- --

.. YRNII. £1--l!XW'I 

11.'IXI iioyeooy--Rli--oysoH " 
-

MnHa..--!THHa..y. 

b. y w--iitae ll.'1£1 exti--n111ooy·



Strophe 7: 80:9-20 

And the seventh kingdom says about him 

2 that he is a drop, it came from the heaven to the earth 

3 dragons brought him down into caves 

4 he became a child, a spirit came upon him 

5 brought him to the high place from which the drop had come 

6 he received glory and power at that place 

7 and thus he came upon the water. 

9 t 

Another 7-Jine strophe even if the division of the verses is somewhat 
uncertain, especially because of the punctuation in verse 4 and the four 
beats in verse 4 and 5. All the verses after the introduction begin with �--

Metre: 
Introduction 3:4 
Verses 3:4:4:3 

Refrain 3 
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l 

2 

Strophe 8: 80:20-29 

" ............ t1t1NTppo .XIII ·-HMO c--epo'I

3 a..cKc,ne iioynnpa.. uoyN 

4 

6 

7 

" 
,..._ 

ll.'l!!JWOe eeo>. N3NTC 0 

-. .. .x, iioyeooy--t1 N --oy1ot1 i1nt1a..--ef'Ht11>.y 

" 
"" 

-.yw--Ntat b.4!1 exli--nlHOOy' 



Strophe 8: 80:20-29 

And the eighth kingdom says about him 

2 that a cloud came upon the earth 

3 it surrounded a rock 

4 he was begotten from it 

5 the angels who were above the cloud nourished him 

6 he received glory and power at that place 

7 and thus he came upon the water. 

Once again a 7-line strophe. All the verses after the introduction 
begin with ll.. 

Metre: 
Introduction 3:4 
Verses 3:3:3:3 
Refrain 3 
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Strophe 9: 81:1-14 

1 

2 

3 

--

tHUtlT!-·A.! HHNTppo xw--ti11oc--epo'I 

,u--uo>..--aN--tt1n 
" -

Hn!plA.CllN 

.. C!I !,0:.N--OyTooy !'IXOC! 

4 ..,cp oyo!l!!J ,cat10oc--HH..,V' 

5 &CllCT! iicep en1ey11ei epoc--oya..a..c 

6 :au--ece!!lwne fiaooy-/ C81H! 

8 ..,cci--eeo>-. 8N--T!C!nl8VHI b. 

nwpx--!10>.. 

9 11.yxno'I i,.yc..,Noy!!I" ii11- -N1..,he>..oc--NH 

10 naix7i tenieyt1111. 

11 

12 e.x71--mH ooy 

� 
11N--oy1ot1· 



Sti:opbe 9: 81:l-J4 

And the ninth kingdom says about him 

2 that from the nine Muses one separated 

3 she came upon a high mountain 

4 she spent some time there 

5 so that she desired herself 

6 to become man-woman 

7 she fulfilled her desire 

8 and became pregnant from her desire 

9 he was born, the angels nourished him 

10 those Who were over the desire 

11 he received glory at that place and power 

12 and thus he came upon the water. 
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Through its length a very complicated strophe. Not even the division 
of the verses is certain. In verse 6 is iiaooyrce1t1! presupposed to have 
two accents. In the verses 7,8 and 10 have !nteyt11b. both Greek and 
Coptic accents by the inversion of the rule concerning accentuation of 
Greek loanwords in Coptic poetry. Verse 11 may originally be 
constructed as verse 6 in strophe 7 and 8. In that case it had three beats in 
the original version. 

Metre: 
Introduction 3:4 
Verses: 3:3:3:3:3:3:3:4(3?) 
Refrain 3 
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Strophe 10: 81:14-23 

1 tt1eaHHTe HHNrppo xw--1111oc--epo'I 

2 xe--�ne'INoyre 11epe oysHne ihe--ten1ey1111). 

3 l).'lxno--11110'1 upl).i ne'l61X 

4 l).VW--t..'INoyxe exli--tK>.O0>.e eaoye--epo'I 

5 e110>. Tii--tnt>.e ll,.VW l).yxnoq• 

6 l).'IXI iioyeooy--RN--oyco11 Ffnt1t..--efii"t111.y 

7 l).VW--iitae t..'ltl ex11--n1t1ooy· 



Strophe 10: 81: 14-23 

l The tenth kingdom says about him

2 that hjs god loved a cloud of desire

3 he brought him forth in his band

4 and he threw out to the cloud near him

5 from the drop and he was born

6 he received glory aod power at that place

7 and thus he came upon the water.

97 

Another 7-line strophe, but the separation of the verses 5-6 is
uncertain. The divisiou of the other verses is confirmed by the 
punctuation and the structure of the strophes. All the verses after the 
introduction begin with i.. except verse 5. 

Metre: 
JntroductiQn 3:4 
Verses 3:3:3:3 
Refrain 3 
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Strophe 11: 81 ::24-82:4 

1 tHUHNTOVe--.a.e 11R1frppo .XW--HHOC 

2 

3 �cwci aw111c--eao>. aH--nece1111-I 

4 11.CNOV)C.C lyl ly11aeoy 

5 li110>. al THPHHOC 



Strophe 11 : 81 :24-82:4 

And the eleventh kingdom says 

2 that the father desired his own daughter 

3 she became pregnant herself by her father 

4 1,he threw l )tomb 

5 J in the desert 

6 the angel nourished him at that place 

7 and thus he came upon the water. 

Once again a 7-line strophe whose metre however is incomplete 
because of the lacunae in the verses 4 and 5. The verses after the 
introduction begin with �- Note the peculiar punctuation after verse 7 
which only occurs here and in 85: 18. 

Metre: 
Introduction 3:4 
Verses 3:?:?:3 
Refrain 3
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Strophe 12: 82:4-10 

tHUHNTCNOOVC HR"iiTppO XCII--HHOC--!PO'I 

2 X!--ll.'l!!:jWn!,, no>. 'iH .. 4,CIICTHp CNll.V" 

3 

4 

5 

� -

..... , NOV!OOV--HN-- OV60H 

111,.yw--ita! i,.cie1 !.lltti'--n1Hooy· 



Strophe l2: 82:4-l0 

The twelfth kingdom says about him 

2 U1at he has become from two illuminators 

3 he was nourished there 

4 he received glory and power 

5 and thus he came upon tJ1e water. 

IOI 

This strophe is different from the preceding, firstly because of its 
length, it has only five verses and secondly because the hymn seems to 
have a different. metre here. According to Bohlig the hymn with stroJPhe 
l 2 is at a new and higher !eve.I. Here is for the first time a divine origin
of the illuminator mentioned. This may confirm the change of metre. The
change of metre is also confirmed by the peculiar double punctuation at
the end of strophe l l .  Verse 2 may have four beats if no>-. is stressed or
if *wcrNp has two accents, one Coptic and one Greek. All the verses
after the introduction begin with i... The division of the verses is
confirmed by the punctuation.

Metre: 
Introduction 3:4 
Verses 2:2 
Refrain 3 
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Strophe 13: 82: I 0-19 

1 tH88HNT!!jOHH--li.8 HHNTJ>PO :i(ll)--HHOC--8pO'I 

2 :,(8--IINHIC8-. NIH NTe--neyi,.p)(WN oy>..oroc--ne· 

3 i,.yw--i,.<1x1 NOVTW!!l--HnHli.--e�Hb.V f.is1--ne1,-.oroc· 

4 

5 

- -

�<!XI NOV80OV--HN--Oy6Ol1" 

l!XH--nlHOOV 



Strophe 13: 82:JO-l9 

And the thirteenth kingdom says about him 

2 that every birth of their sovereign is a word 

3 and this word received a destiny at that place 

4 he received glory and power 

5 and thus he came upon the water 

6 to conjoin the desire of those powers. 

103 

This strophe diverges from the other through the addition of a verse 
after the refrain. This verse has three or four beats. It may be an 
extension of an original shorter version of the hymn together with 
strophe 14 which has a very irregular metre. The fact that only thirteen 
kingdoms are mentioned at page 73 (and in GEgypt are only thirteen 
aeons mentioned) may indjcate that the end of strophe 13 and strophe 14 
are an extension of the hymn. The division of the verses is rather certain 
because of the punctuation. The verses after the introduction begin with 11. 
except verse 6 after the refrain, 

Metre: 
Introduction 3:4 
Verses 3:2 
Refrain 3 
Verse 6 3(4) 
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Strophe 14: 82:19-83:4 

1 
" -

" NNi,. rp ppo eapi,. I exwc xw--t111 o c 

2 xe--i,.nNOVTe cw�--HH0'4 UO>, ili--NleWN--THpoy 

3 a.'4Tpe oyrNWCIC 

4 NTe--n11 .. rxwfH NTl!--THI! 

5 !!)wne iiurii• 

6 hexi,.14 xe--b.'4e1--e110>. 

7 Tii--oyi,.Hp ii!!fit110--n0>. 

8 Tii--oyNos MN e w N 

9 NSI--OINOS HtWCTHp· 

10 a.yw--l l treNeb. ihe--N11pw11e--efi111i.,y p-oyoetN-

-NH

11 ni,.ycoTnoy--Ni,.'4 awcn iicep--oyoe1N exii--niewN-

THji,T 



Strophe 14: 82:19-83:4 

And the generation without a king over it says 

2 that the god chose him from all the aeons 

3 he caused knowledge 

4 of the undefiled of the truth 

5 to come in his heart 

6 he said that he came 

7 from a foreign air 

8 from the great illuminators 

9 great aeon 

LO and the generation of those men shone 

105 

L 1 those whom he had chosen for him so that they should shine upon 

the whole aeon. 

This strophe is very different from all the others. It deals with the 
answer of the generation without a king, i.e. those who possess gnosis. 
The introduction is different, the strophe is without refrain and the 
division of the verses is uncertain. The end of the strophe is however 
confirmed by the following TOTE:. It is possible that all the verses have 
two beats. Verses 6-7 may be one verse with diverging metre which is 
common for ne�i.'1-verses in Coptic poetry. The end of the strophe 
seems to stand by itself as far as metre is concerned. 

Very much is uncertain concerning strophe 14 but the following 
metre is most likely: 

Introduction ?:4 
Verses 2:2:2:2:2:2:2 
The end?:? 
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Comments on the metrical analysis 

The separation of the strophes is certain. Each verse is usually a 
natural unity. The content of each verse shows where the verse begins anG 
ends. Punctuation has no grammatical function in Coptic but is used in a 
free way as a poetical instrument.. The division of the verses in the hymn 
is confirmed by the punctuation. Where punctualion is  used a verse ends. 
The double punctuation at the end of strophe ·11 confirms that the hymn 
changes character and metre from strophe 12. 

The verses usually have three beals and the strophes with four verses 
have therefore the metre 3:3+3:3. This regularity cannot be accidental. 
Finally, the strophes form an unsophisticated kind of achrostichon since 
all verses usually begin with i... 

Conclusion from the metrical analysis 

L. The metre in the hymn is regular. The introductions to each
strophe have the metre 3:4, the verses have three beats with a few 
exceptions which have two or four beats. From strophe 12 when the 
answers of the strophes are given at a new level the metre is changed. The 
refrain follows after the first thirteen strophes and has three beats. The 
hymn is concluded by a strophe whose metre seems to diverge from the 
earlier variants. 

2. The analysis of the prosody of the hymn makes it probable that
the hymn was in cultic use in its Coptic form. According to the rules of 
liturgkal use of Coptic hymns which have been presented by Junker and 
Save-Soderbergh in their analysis of Coptic hymns and poetry. one or 
two alternate cantors sang the introduction of the strophes and the verses 
and then the whole community answered with the refrain. 

3. The hymnic section belongs intimately to the rest of ApocAd. The
answer in the s1rophes of the hymn presuppose the question before the 
hymn: Where did the illuminat.or come from? The question on its part 
presupposes lhe text at least from 76:8, i.e. where the third part of 
ApocAd begins with: "Once again,for the third time, the illuminator of 
knowledge will pas1- ... ". Consequently the hymn places the whole 
ApocAd in a cultic context. 

4. The metre 3:3+3:3 together with verses of two beats is a common
metre in Mandaean prayers and hymns, but it also occurs in early 
Aramaic and Syrian poetry. This metre occurs also in ancient Egyptian 
hymns. It is consequently also an Egyptian metre and the hymn might be 
an Egyptian composition. It cannot be certain that the metre followed the 
hymn in the transhttion from Greek into Coptic. 

5. The length of the strophes 2. 4, and 9 are obviously different
from the length of the other strophes. ft might also he argued that the 
content of these strophes diverge from the other through the bib I ical 
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characters and the Greek divinities. At least strophe 2 has also linguis:tic 
peculiarities as n1HHT<1 and oyxpo. lt is not impossible that th<�se 
strophes are an extension of an original hymn of eleven strophes if 
strophe 14 is included. Strophe 14 describes the answer of the chosen 
generation and in strophes 12 and 13 there is no desire involved in lthe 
coming of the illuminator. There remain eight strophes in tlhis 
hypothetical considerntion. Is there a connection here with the atmosph,ere 
and the seven planet spheres with their sovereigns, the seven archons. Is 
there any allusion to the seven planets in the strophes 3,5,6,7 ,8,10 and J I? 
Strophe 1 has a lacuna in the beginning. Strophe 3 should correspond to 
the moon. The strophe has a parallel in the apocalypse of the New 
Testament 12:1 etc., where the woman appeared in the sky with the mo,on 
under her feel. The woman fled into the desert where she was nourished 
durjng 1260 days. Strophe 5 should correspond to Venus, Aslraphaio in 
the Apocryphon of John, the guardian of all water. Strophe 6 has a lacuma 
in  verse 2. Strophe 7 could correspond to the sun, Sabaoth in the 
Apocryphon of John, which has a face of a dragon. This hyporhesis has 
almosi- no importance in our research but it might be mentioned in 
pas!iing. 

Erman and Fccht on ancient Egyptian (as distinct from Coptlic) 
poetry 

All archaic Egyptian literature can be divided into short sentences. 
In the New Kingdom these sentences are separated with dots which also 
are used as punctuation in prosaic texts. These short sentences, lines, 
verses, are a sign of a metrical construction of the text according to Adolf 
Erman. Often three or four sentences are connected with each olher and 
constitute a strophe. The poems have often the peculiarity that each 
strophe begins with the same word. This custom does not appear in late 
Egyptian poetry. The strophes may have <lifferent number of verses and 
still be regarded as poetical strophes. The constructions of the strophes 
are more free than in the classical poetry we are familiar with. 

Erman w.is however unable to say anything about the metre in 
ancient Egyptian poems. He thought that each essential word (noun, 
adjective and verb) may have had one stressed syllable (as in Coptic). fn 
that case the ancient Egyptian verses had 2-4 beats. This free prosody 
might according to Erman be the prosody which the early Coptic poe1try 
took over. L 

Gerard Fecht has developed Erman's theory and in convincing 
articles he has elaborated the metrical rules of ancient Egyptian poetry_2 
Egyptian verses have two or three beat� according to these rule.�, in 

1 CL Erm<1n, A. Die Literatur der Aeg:ypter. 
An example of am:icnt Egyptian metres is a hymn tu Re from the end of Dyn. XVIII. The 
smne metre as in 1he hymnic �ec1ion of Apcx:Ad. Set: app1::ndi11. 
Z Cf. Fechr, G. Die Form der altagyptis1.:hcn Li1cra1Ur: Metrischc und stilistische Analy�e. 
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exceptional cases one or four beats. A number of verses consticute a 
group and more than one group of verses constitute a strophe if the text is 
long enough. To describe all the rules of ancient Egyptian poetry would 
distract from the subject, it is enough to establish that the metrical 
analysis of the hymnic section in ApocAd is compatible with the 
possibility that the metre in the hymn is an ancient Egyptian metre. The 
analysis does not prove that this is the case. nor does it make it more 
plausible than other alternatives, but there is nothing against the 
possibility that the metre of the hymn is an ancient Egyptian metre. The 
hymn in ApocAd is in that case the utmost link between Coptic poetry and 
ancient Egyptian poetry. 

The structure of the hymnic section 

Bohlig showed that there is a rising line in the different answers of 
the kingdoms in his presentation of the text 1963. the answers to the 
question where the illuminator came from.' 

Strophe I: 
Strophe 2: 
Strophe 3: 
Strophe 4: 
Strophe 5: 
Strophe 6: 

Strophe 7: 
Strophe 8: 
Strophe 9: 
Strophe 10: 
Strophe 11: 
Strophe 12: 
Strophe 13: 
Strophe L4: 

? because of the lacuna. 
From a great prophet. 
From a virgin womb. 
From the virgin of Solomon. 
From a drop of heaven. 
From somebody who became pregnant or her desire 
for the flowers, the lacuna unfortunately conceals the 
being who became pregnant. 
The illuminator is a drop from the heaven. 
From a cloud which surrounded a rock. 
From one of the nine Muses. 
From his god who loved a cloud of desire. 
From the daughter who became pregnant by her father. 
From two illuminators. 
From the sovereign who gave birth to a word. 
The god chose him from all the aeons. 

The strophes (1)2-4 mention a human origin, 5-9 a heavenly origin, 
10-13 a divine origin and 12-13 without any desire involved. Strophe 14
is the summit, the gud chose the illuminator.

The GEgypt (NHC JII,2 and NHC IV,2) mentions 13 aeons in 63:l8 
and 64:4 and rhe fragmentary Marsanes (NHC X, I) contains mention of a 
journey to the highest heavenly reality through explanationl> of 13 seali.. 
Accordingly the answers of the kingdoms in the hymn may be an 
expression for a stratified reality of I 3 aeons with different participation 

I Cf. Bohlig, A. Die Koplisi:h-Gno�tische Apokalypse-n aus Codex V von N:l!! 
llammadi. 
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in the light of truth. The answers to the question about the origin of the 
light are mythological. That the man whom ''the spirit which is holy" has 
come upon should be a hjstorical person as G.M. Shellrude argues is not 
confirmed by the hymn, which in a mythological way describes different 
levels of self-consciousness, different degrees of knowledge about the 
divine origin of the soul.The illuminator in the sense of the hymn is 
hardly a light which came upon a hi'storical person, it is ralher a matter 
of divine Light in each man. Complete participation in the light cannot be 
reached by man, it is a pure gift, a matter of election as strophe 14 says. 
The light in itself is a gift, the knowledge of the divine origin of the soul 
is varying aod it is this variation which is described through the 14 
kingdoms. Passing through the hymn one gets higher and higher 
knowledge of the light through tJ1e answers and maybe also through the 
baptismal e,.;pression i..yw litae �•m e-'Ui n1ttooy, "and thus he 
came upon the water". The question before the hymn probably has the 
origin of the jnner light in view, which worries the powers. The powers 
try to destroy this inner light by punishing the flesh of man. This 
interpretation of the fourteen answers shows that the illuminator is a 
mythological character as Adam is in the introduction of the trnctate. 

Significance of water in the hymn 

Water har-: a very important function in ApocAd, both the waler of 
death and of life. Water has also a conspicuous function in the hymnic 
section. The refrain runs: "and thus he came upon the water". This 
expression occurs also in Zostrianos (NHC VIII,!) 1.8:2-3 and is probably 
a reference to baptism (cf. also NHC Vlll, I 17:J -5). Each strophe in the 
hymn (except strophe 14) is concluded with an expression which might be 
a baptismal expression! 

We have also the peculiar sign J between the strophes. Similar 
hieratic and demotic signs are discussed below. Note also the Egyptian 
expression won .l)r rnw=being upon the water, i.e. being loyal subjects, 
from Dyn. XVlll. l 

The context of the hymn 

The limits of the hymn are clear. The section which follows the 
hymn begins with TOTE as the section before the hymn which contains the 
question which is answered by the kingdoms. Despite the clear limits of 
the hymn it is obvious that the hymn belongs to the original ApocAd. The 
hymnic section is an essential element of the third part of ApocAd. The 
different answers of the kingdoms are answers to the question which 
according to the tractate is most essential for man: where did the light of 
knowl�dgc which now has come for the third (and last) time. come from? 

1 Cf. Steindorf'f. G. Urkunden de� agyptis<.:hen Altertum� rv I 098-9. 
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Arter the hymn follows the mythological story about the recognition by 
the people of those with the knowledge of truth, i.e. the generation 
without a king in the hymn .. 

From this it follows that the hymn is an essential part of ApocAd and 
that it continues the texl. Neither does the language of the hymn separate 
it from the rest of the text. The fact that the hymn is inseparable from the 
rest of the text is an important conclusion in our effort to understand 
ApocAd and its Sitz im Leben. 

Bohlig suggested in his presentation of the text 1963 that the hymn 
might be cln excursus of the real apocalypse. If that is the case, the 
conversion of the people comes directly after the punishment of the flesh 
of the man by the powers and not as now, after the answer of 1he 
fourteenth kingdom. This is hardly possible. 83:6 is also a direct allusion 
to the recurrent refrain in the hymn. The hymn is simply impossible to 
understand without the preceding story about the third arrival of the 
illuminator and the following section is impossible to understand without 
the hymn. 1t is only in one way the hymn is different from the preceding 
text. It is an extension of the mythological material, it moves away from 
the world of Genesis. 

Conclusion of Part II 

The papyrus used lo thicken the leather covers of the Nag 1-lammadi 
Codices, the palaeographic studic� of ApocAd and the chronological facts 
we have concerning the origin of the Coptic language show that ApocAd 
cannol have been in use for long in its Coptic version. The metrical 
analysis is 1herefore quite certain. I.e., there is no reason to doubt that the 
text we have access 10 is more or less identical with the original version. 

The metrical analysis of the hymnic section shows thar the hymn has 
a regular metre. The dominating metre after the introduction (3:4) is 
3:3+3:3, an Mandaean, 1 Syrian, Ar::imaic and ancient Egyptian metre. It 

I The me1ril.:al form of 1hc hymnic ,ec1ion is con$equcn1ly a common Mandaean metre. 
Micheu, Midiar and Mne,inous are dcs1rm:1ive charnc1er� in NI IC V ,5 84:5 as they are in 
Mandaeism and finally have the bath which is holy, bapti�m. imponant functions in 
ApocAd and in the Mandaci�m. Conse4uently there are al least 1hrce independent factors 
which indicate a connenion between ApocAd and 1hc Mandaeans. llere lhe Egyptian 
background i� considered but the Manctaean question i, wonhy of mcmion. 
Cf. Bohlig, A. Mysterion und Wahrheit. 
Bohlig, A. Die Adanrnpokalypse aus Codex V von Nug llammacli ab zeugni� JUdisch
iranischer Gnosis in Orien, Chris1ianu, 47 l \/63. 
Drower, r::.s 111c Canonic.;al PrJyerbook of the Mandacan�. 
Drower, E.S. The Mandacan). of IJaq and Iran. 
Orower, E.S. The secret Adam. A �lllcly of Nasor�ean Gnosis. 
Ruciolph, K. Der Mandiiismus in dcr neueren Gnosisfors,.;hung in (.lnosis, Fest�d,rift fUr 
I tans Jonas p. 244 ctl' .. 
Rucloplh. K. Coptica-M,mduica. Zu einigcn iibcre111st1mmungl'll 1whchen Koptiseh• 
Gnostischcn und Manciai,;i;hen fextcn 111 NIIS VI p. lt>l et..: .. 
Scgelberg. E. Ma�bula. Stuciics in the Ritual of 1hc Mandnean Baptism. 
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is therefore possible that the hymnic section in ApocAd is !he utmost ilink 
between Coptic and ancient Egyplian poetry. 

The strophes. which from a metrical point of view are similar, 
might be a shorter original version of the hymn, bu1 on tbe other hand 
the length of the strophes is insignificant in for example ancient Egyptian 
poetry. 

From the metrical analysis follows with certainty that the hymn was 
in cultic use in its Coptic version. The context of the bymn indicates that 
lhe whole tractate is connected with a cult. The cult which ApocAd must 
have been connected with is probably a fonn of baptism if we consiider 
the function of the water in the text. The 4uestio11 which now remains and 
which is the issue of part Ill and IV is if it is possible to find out how the 
text was used in the cult. 

Segelberg. E. The pihtu an<I m:1mbuha prayer!;. To the question of the liturgical 
development among mandueans in Gnosis. Fests1ohrift fur Hans Jonas p. 464 etc .. 
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ill THE CONCLUSION OF APOCAD 

NHC V,5 85:19-32 

The text 

These are the revelations which 
Adam showed Seth his 
son. And his son taught 
his seed. This is the 
secret knowledge of Adam 
which he gave to Seth. which 
is the bath which is holy, for those who 
know the eternal knowledge 
through the logosborn 
and the uncorrupted illuminators who 
came from the holy seed: 
Jesseus, Mazareus. Jessc
dekeus. The water w•hich is life. 

The Apocalypse of Adam. 

Further remarks about the hymnic section 

It is almost certain that the hymn is prosodic. The most common 
metre in the hymn is 3:3+3:3. The conclusion from that is that the hymn 
has been sung in its Coptic version. 

We have also the peculiar sign J which the .�cribe put in the margin 
hetwcen the strophes. 1 at least from the end of strophe 4. The sign might 

I This thesis deals with th{" sig11 J fir�! of all :1s a division between the strophes. The 
J•s.ign ha$ the same function in Papyrus Berolinensis 8502,1 15: I I lll>.>-IN 1>.ct:1 ETii 

THE��OHNTE iiliE�oyc11>. "Once agai11 it l'amc. the third power .,.". It is 111ore 
difficult to know if it has this function in NHC' V 3 39:8 bec;mse of the lacunae. 

IL is worth noting that it is a hit-r.ltic sign which reminJ& uf the J-sign in ApocAd. 

namely the hieroglyphic Q which in the second ce11t11r} A.D. was wrillen T i n 

hieratic writing. or T at the beginning of the Christian era. In Dcmotil: 1r or j· 

A sin,ilar sign 11 .means libalion. This becomt·s intuc-s1i11g ii' the meaning of 1hc-s<' 

�igns is considered.� is determinative in Q :c l}St. which means wnter-plit.'
1

�, J V 

sobt has the same meaning./� is :il�o determinative in .aJlfy kbh which means lihation. i) 

is also phonogr:im 111 H� 1\f� l�i=sing. prnisc. singer anJ 1n �'.l.2)
7
1
1

"- 11
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have been used earlier in the text but it is impossible to say anything 
certain because of the lacunae. From the end of strophe 4 the sign is 
wrillen between all strophes where lhe papyrus is intact. NHS has not 
observed all of them. First between strophes 13 and 14. The MS shows a 
faint but clearJ. NHS has also missed the sign between the strophe.s 9 
and 10. There is al::.o a faint line between 83:3 and 4 which might be a T 
-sign after strophe 14.

Lectio continua is used in the Nag Hammadi library and these si;gns 
(T) must have helped the singer to notice the change of strophe. The
sign confirms the result of the metrical analysis: the hymn has beeo sung
in its Coptic version. The sign might also have had another liturgical
function as suggested in note I at page I 09.

In the melrical analysis of the hymnic section double punctuation 
between the strophes 11 and 12 is mentioned. There is another double 
punctuation in ApocAd. namely at the end of 85: J 8 and from 85: 19 the 
conclusion of the whole apocalypse begins. Moreover. the sign J. is 
written in the margin between 85: I 8 and 85: 19. It is not clear but 
perceptible. The double punctuation between 85:18 and 85:19 and the 
signJ in the margin and the rhythmical character of the conclusion 
makes it very plausible that another short hymnic section occurs ht:re. 
Erman showed in his metrical analysis of Coptic poetry at the turn of the 
century that prosaic texts were given metrical form in the sections of the 
text which was especially important. The text was recited. but the 
important sections were sung, perhaps as an antiph on. I This 
argumentation by Erman is very applicable to ApocAd and its hymnic 
sections. The conclusion of ApocAd is a concentration of the whole iext, 
this is the revelation. It could be said that it is the most important section 
of the whole apocalypse. If any section was sung because of its 
importance it was 85: 19 etc .. 

From Erman's reasoning we may also draw some conclusions 
concerning the hymnic section. The writer and the readers cannot have 
considered the hymnic section as sClmething peripheral to the tractate. On 
the contrary they considered the hymnic section so important that the 
answers of the kingdoms were given metrical form and therefore the 
hymnic section was sung by a cantor and a community. The hymnic 
section must be placed side by side with the conclusion of the apocalypse 
in consideration of its importance. The conclusion is a concentration Clf 
the whole tractate. 

At least two sections in the text have consequently been sung. Thii; is 
not an unimportant achievement in this effort to unckrstand the Sitz im 
Leben of the text. 

h,st=pcrform the cull, Is lhe J-sign in ApocAd a hie.ratic/den101ic instr\ll.'tion 10 thr 

singi:r to sing or an instruction to use the water in tlu, water-pot? 
J Cf. Errnan, A. Bruchsttickt: Koptischer Volkslilcr;ilur. 
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At least two sections in the text have consequently b een sung. Thjs is
not an unimportant achievement in this effort to understand Lhe Sitz im
Leben of the text. 

The metre in the conclusion of ApocAd 

The metrical analysis of the hymn as presented earlier, rests on 
relatively finn ground as we have access to several strophes whose metre
can be compared and thus come to a probable common metre. The
conclusion of ApocAd is rather more difficult. There is nothing with 
which any possible metre can be compared but the suggestion given here 
could eventually give the only logical metre. This metrical analysis does 
not however prove that the material under observation is metrically
bound. Various factors, i.e. double punctuation after 85: 18 and the , 
-sign, before 85: 19 plus the fact that there is nothing to hinder a metrical
conclusion being construed, makes it very likely that the text is metrical 
and also is to be sung.

tTu, i .. Ne--NI11.nou.>.y,111c 

2 ni.� o..>.noy--eeo>. i'ciia--ne'l!:JHpe 

3 i,.y111--11.ne<1!!JHpe ri..He re11c nop�--epooy· 

4 ri,.'j .. re--trNfllCIC 

5 ifNi.noKpy♦oN iire--� 

6 en,'lri..i..c iiciie• 

7 ere--n1x111KFf eroyi..i.11--ne 

8 NNH--ercooyN iitrNwc1c .• NENU 

9 no>.--alT00TOV NNl>.OroreNHC 

10 t1N--Nl♦WCTHp ih,TTla.KO 

11 

12 

"" NH--eri..yeI--eto>. iii--tcnopi.. .. e:royi,.i,.e 

1ecceyc tn,zi..peyc 1ecc1:.1 .. e1<eyc 

13 111H00Y--ETON2 
14 }711.n01<1,,>.yt1c i,ii.. Jo. i,. H 



These are the revelations 

2 which Adam showed Seth his son 

3 and his son I.aught his seed 

4 this is the knowledge 

5 the secret of Adam 

6 which he gave to Seth 

7 which is the bath which is holy 

8 for those who know the eternal knowledge 

9 through the logosbom 

10 and the incorrupted illuminators 

I l who came from the holy seed: 

12 Jesseus, Mazareus, Jessedekeus 

13 the water which is life 

I 4 the apocalypse of Adam. 
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The first three verses serve as an introduction to the conclusion. 
Each of them have three beats. Then there are four verses which have 
two beats and four verses with two or three beats. It is impossible to be 
certain. The three last verses seem to be completely independent. The 
metre of the conclusion seems to be similar to the metre of the hymnic 
section. A possible metre is consequently: 

Introduction 3:3:3 
Verses 4-7 2:2+2:2 
Verses 8-11 2:2+2:2 or 3:3+3:3 
Conclusion ? 

The analysis of Coptic poetry 1897 by Adolf Erman 

E,man did a work of epoch-making impor(ance at the turn of the 
century when he succeeded to elucidate the rule:s of Coptic poetry from 
the tenth century. It was also Errnan who came to rhe conclusion that 
Coptic texts with a metrical fonn certainly have been sung. From the fact 
that we have a prosaic Coptic text in which one or several poetical 
sections are integral parts he also drew the conclusion that such a text 
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constituted a drama, 1 that the text becomes understandable only together 
with a dramatization. Song was. according to Ennan, used to emphasize 
important sections in the text, in the drama.2 In the text under 
consideration the conclusion at least was sung and also the answers of the 
kingdoms. Whether there are any more hymnic sections in the apocalypse 
is an open question. but in part C there are another two sections which 
have rbythmicr1l character. 

Accordingly ApocAd may be considered as a dramatic text, a text 
accompanied by a dramatic perfonnance which elucidates the text and 
vice versa. The d.rama of ApocAd may be a presentation and illustration 
of the Adam and Noah mythology and the salvation through the 
illuminator and the bath which is holy. In this way primaeval states and 
"future" salvation are made present. lt is easy to imagine ApocAd in a 
dramatic context. There are many monologues and dialogues interrupted 
by what might be changes of scenes and explanations of them. For the 
moment this remains a theory. Jf this statement is to be proved it would 
be necessary to compare the strucrure of ApocAd with ancient Egyptian 
dramatic texts. It seems however very plausible that the text has been used 
in connection with some cultic action and regarding the content of the 
text, this cult must have had a close connection to Gnostic baptism. There 
are three essential elements of baptism in the text; water, fire and spirit. 
The first part of the tractate consists of a mythological description of man 
which is the background, the reason why salvation through the bath which 
is holy is necessary. ll is possible that ApocAd is a Gnostic drama of 
baptism, a primitive stage of formalized liturgy. The hypothesis of 
Em1an that a prosaic text with poetical sections indicates that the text has 
been used in a cultic drama, makes this possible. 

Two facts from the introduction of this research remain: 
1. The manuscript.
a. The language.
b. The content of the text.
2. The place of discovery.

Up to now, the MS has been almosl exclusively dealt with. The place 
of the discovery, i.e. Upper Egypt, will now be approached. Many 
scholars seem to have forgotten that ApocAd and the rest of the Nag 

I One might discuss if tl1e wurd <irarna is appropriate a� definition of the �m:ic;nl Egyptian 
cul 1. Thc:,e arc obviously con1raclic1ory upinions concerning the ancient Egypti.tn cult, if it 
can be described as a drarnu nr not. It is not necessary to take pan in lhat discussion here. 
It is :incienl Egyptian cull and the strucLUre of ancient Egyptian texts with counection to 
the cult which are relevant here and by practical reason� the words drama and dramatic 
arc used. The word drama has therefore nothing to do with drama in a modern �cnsc as a 
theatrical performance prodm:ecl in all details. We will return lo thi� j,._�uc in the 
conclusion. 
Z Cf. Errnan, A. BruchstUcke Koptischer Volksliterntur. 
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Hammadi library was found in Upper Egypt and that it obviously was 
translated and used there. 

To undertake a comparison in Egypt itself and to analyse whether 
there are any similarities between ApocAd and ancient Egyptian dramatic 
texts might be a help in understanding how ApocAd was used in Egypt. 
What function did the drama have for the performance of different cults 
up until the second and third century? What function did the community 
have, did they participate in the drama or were they just audience in the 
modern me,ming? Did the pi:iests participate in the mythological 
performance? Was the Egyptian drama a way to make the myth present? 
Which function had the song, the music and the dance? 1 All these 
questions are important if a more complete understancting of the function 
of ApocAd in Egypt duriog the fourth century is to be reached, but here 
the consideration will be limited lo the structure of ancient Egyptian 
dramatic texts and if this structure is applicable to ApocAd. 

Nomina sacra 

To ret11.1rn to the Nag Hammadi texts before continuing the 
consideration of the Egyptian background of our text: Nomina sacra in 
Coptic are marked with a horizontal line above them. First of all frequent 
nomina sacra which are abbreviated. For exampleTc, cwp and nN11. as jn 
ApocAd. The nomina sacra-line is however used in a quite different way 
in the rest of ApocAd and in other texts in the Nag Hammadi library. 
Here the nornina sacra-line is also used above non -abbreviated oames. In 
this way it is possible to see which of the mythological characters the 
writer considered as "holy", for example ciii . .11,,.�yK11.>.1111N, xu1, 
c1>.K>.b. and who had not this status, for example NCIIU (except in 76: 12 
where the seed of Noah received the gift.s of the illumjnator) and 
CO>.OHIIIN. 

There is however a peculiar phenomenon in the tractate concerning 
the important human characters Adam and Eve which is worth 
mentioning. Sometimes they have the nomina sacra-line above their 
names, sometimes not, and it seems that the scribe did not use the nomina 
sacra-line in an accidental way. 

Adam occurs in the following Jines in ApocAd: 64:l ,2 66:2,17 and 
85:20.23 and 32. Neither in the title, nor i11 the first line of the tractate 
there is any nomina sacra-line. But in 66:2,17 after Adam saw the three 

1 According lo Erman Coptic lex.ts with a meLric;al form have been sung. The hymn in 
ApocArl has almost Lhe same number of beats in all verses of the strophes. II is 
impossible to be certain concerning the func;tion of music when the hymn was sung. but 
that a hym11 with Ibis regular metre ha� been performed wi1hour use of the Egyptian 
in�trumcn1 sistnun seems unlikely, especially if Lhe close connection between sisLrnm and 
cull during the Greek-Roman per_iod in Egypt is considered. 
Cf. Bonnet, 1-1. Reallc:\ikon Der AgY,ptischen Religionsgeschichle. 
Heick. W unct Ot�o.P. Lexikon der Agyptologie. 
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great men in 65:25, the line is used. There are also nomina sacra-lines 
above the name of Adam in the conclusion, also in the last line of the 
conclusion. MacRae has not the nomina sacra-line in this last line but it is 
visible in the MS and Bohlig marked it in hi� edition from 1963. So far it 
could be a coincidence that there is no nomina sacra-line above Adam in 
the introduction but after the revelation of the three great men. 

Eve occurs in the following lines: 64:8,26 65:3, 12 66:8,13,27 (27 
however very fragmentary) and in 69:16. Here the same pattern occurs as

in the nomina sacra-line above Adam. After the revelation of the three 
great men the nomina sacra-line is used. However 64:26 and 69:16 
diverge. This pattern, even if it is not completely clear. might indicate 
that the nomina sacra-line is used after Adam and Eve received gnosis (cf. 
also the nomina sacra-line above Noah in 76: 12). This might also explain 
why the nomina sacra-line is used in the conclusion but not in the 
introduction. 

The Nag Hammadi 1exts show a very varying carefulness concerning 
the nomina sacra-lines. ff the two versions of GEgypt, i.e. NHC Ul,2 and 
Nf-lC JV ,2 are compared, it will be found that NHC JJI.2 uses the nomina 
sacra-line with great arbitrariness while NHC IV.2 uses it very carefully 
and very accurately. NHC IV,2 is also an older and more reliable version 
even if it is very fragmentary. The purpose of the peculiar way in which 
ApocAd uses the nomina sacra-line may be discussed but it is very 
plausible that the way in which it is used has a particular meaning. Adam 
has obviou:;ly gone through a fundamental lransfonnation during the text 
so that h e  becomes worthy the nomina sacra-line. However, it is not 
possible lo know ror certain if the use of the nomina sacra-line is an

indication of how the text has been used. 

ApocAd and the Gospel of the Egyptians 

The mythologica I elements which constitute the conclusion of 
ApocAd are also found in tJ1e conclusion of GEgypt. The parallel 10 the 
end of the conclusion (ApocAd 85:30 etc.) however, is 1101 in the 
conclusion of GEgypl but in NHC lll,2 64: IO eti.:. and 66: IO etc.: "Jesseu, 
Mazareu, Jc:-sedekeu, the water which is life". 

The conclusion of NHC lll.2 translated from Coptic 

68 

Truly (a.>.1:8(Ji;). tntly (d,\f8wc;). This is the book (�t�>.oc::) 

2 wl1ich the great Seth wrote. I le put 

3 it on high mountains over which 



4 the sun has not risen. Nor (ou8i) 

5 is it possible. And since the days 

6 of the prophets (TTpoc/>11TT1c;) and the apostles (a:tr60TOAoC:) and 

7 t·be preachers (Ki)pue) has not the name at all (oAwc;) risen 

8 over their heart, nor (oun) is it possible. 

9 And their ear has not heard it. 

IO The great Seth wrote his book (�t�Ao<;) 

l 19 

l l with letters in one hundred and thirty

12 years. He put it at the mountain,

J 3 it is called

14 Charaxio: to come forth ('rrpoEA0€'tv) at the end of the

J 5 times (xp6voc;) and the opportunities (Katp6c;) according to the

16 will (13€->..l)µa) of the divine Autogenes (auTOYEV'flc;)

L 7 and the whole fullness (TT�d1pwµa), through

IR the gift of the fatherly love, untraceable.

19 unthinkable.

20 It will be revealed for this

21 incorruptible (cicp6apToc:-) holy generation (y€VE<i)

22 of the great saviour (awn,p), and for those

23 who dwell with them in love (aya1fll), and

24 the great invisible (acp6apToc;) eternal

25 spirit (TTVEvµa) and his only begotten (µovoyEV'fl<:-)

26 son and the eternal light

69 

1 and his great incorruptible (d<f,6apTOc;) wife (cru(uyo<;) 

2 and the incorruptible (acf>6apTOc;') 

3 wisdom (<roqita) and Barbelon and 

4 all fullness (n>..11pwµa) in eternity. 
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5 

6 

7 
8 
9 

Amen (ciµnv). 
The gospel (diayyD,Lov) of Egyptians. 
The godwritten, holy (lE:pci), 
secret hook. (/3l(3Aoc;). l11e grace (xciptc;), 
understanding (auvEcrLc;'), perception (alcr8T]O'L<;), prudence 
(<f.,p6VTJO'Lc;) and 

10 the one who wrote it, Eugnostos. 

11 the beloved (ciya1TT)TLtc6c;) in spirit (TTvEuµa) , in the flesh (acipt) rs 

12 my name Gongessos, :and my 

13 ligl1t-friends in incorruptibility (dq>0apala) 

14 Jesus Christ (I riaouc; XPLO'T6c;), son of god, 

15 the saviour (crWTTJP), 1x11yc. Godwritten (8E6ypaqioc;) 

16 is the holy (lEpci) book ((3((3Aoc;) of the great 

17 invisible (ci:opaTov) spirit (TTVEuµa). 

18 Amen (ciµT]v). 

Once again the text which precedes the conclusion of ApocA<l, i.e. 
NHC V,5 85: I etc. should be considered: 

"Their fruit does not wither. But they will become known to the 
great aeons, because the words, which they protected, of the god of the 
aeons, were not put in the hook, nor were they written. But angelic 
beings will bring them, whom all the generations of men will be ignorant 
of. For they will be upon a high mountain, on a rock of truth. Therefore 
they will be named: The words of incorruption and truth of those who 
know the eternal god in wisdom of knowledge and teaching of eternal 
angels. 1:-le knows everything''. 

ApocAd is older than GEgypt (NHC 111.2). This is indicated by the 
Greek loanwords which are more fre4uent in GEgypt than in ApocAd. 
Greek loanwords are almost twice as many in GEgypt as in ApocAd. In 
the conclusion of GEgypt Coptic words are very few and Greek 
loanwords in the majority. It is most likely that the knowledge of the 
Greek language was less spread in the Sahidic-spe<1king area when 
ApocAd was written than when GEgypt was written. 
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ll could be said that GEgypt is a development of the mythology and 
the soteriology which is found in ApocAd. 1 The conclusion of GEgypt 
which was rendered above is consequently a conclusion of the same 
soteriology which is met within ApocAd. ln spite of that the conclusions 
of the two tractates apparently diverge from each other, as regards 
language and content: ApocAd speaks about the words of god of the aeons 
which were not put in the book, nor were they written, and angelic beings 
will bring them to a high mountain. In GEgypt the words are written by 
Seth with letters and the book was put on the Charaxio mountain to come 
forth at the end of time and be revealed to the incorruptible holy 
generation. In ApocAd the holy words are an inner undescribable and 
unwritten experience of those who have gnosis, and who have received 
the bath which is holy. 

Briefly: GEgypt claims to be something which ApocAd considers as 
impossible to show with letters. ApocAd points to an experience which is 
possible to undergo in the bath which is holy. GEgypt claims to be that 
experience, it is godwritten. It might also be mentioned that Jesus occurs 
several times in GEgypt and as we saw be also occurs in the conclusion, 
but ApocAd has no clear Christian features.2 Because of linguistic 
arguments, because there is no clear Christian influence and because of 
the fact that ApocAd as a text does not claim to be the divine message as 
GEgypt does. it seems very plausible that ApocAd is an older expression 
of the soteriology which it has in common with GEgypt. 

It has been mentioned several times that it is most likely that 
ApocAd is to be understood from the fact that its function was in a cultic 
context. From what has been said above follows that this cultic context 
must be very early in the Nag Hammadi chronology, perhaps so early that 
it has coexisted with the christianizing of Upper Egypt and with the last 
phase of the ancient Egyptian religion. 

Myth and rite in Egypt 

The fact that ApocAd was discovered in Upper Egypt has not been 
considered by scholars, but the Egyptian background to the movement 
which used ApocAd carn1ot be unimportant. Therefore as an introduction 
lo the further analysis of the trnctate some brief remarks concerning the 
relationships between myth and rite in Egypt must be made.Eberhard 
Otto showed that there is no close connection between myth and rite in 
ancient Egyptian cult, i.e., a mythology in for example a hynm. was not 
bound to a particular rite and a particular rite did not presuppose a 
particular mylhology. The explanation of this according to Otto is that the 
rites are much older than the mythologies which later changed the 

I Cf. 1l1e introductions to the texts in NHS Xl and NHS IV_ 
?.Cf. The l'hapter ApocAd in relation to the New TeMament. 
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meaning of the rites. These free relationships between rite and myth are 
according to Otto obvious inasmuch as: 

I. That there are ritual texts which do not have any myths. lhese are
according to Otto very old. 

2. That myth and rite often change, i.e. a rite has not always the
same myth and vice versa. 

3. That an action in a rite does not need to be followed by an event
in the myth and vice versa. 

Consequently Otto means that the Egyptian rites and myths 
originally were separated from each other and during history they have 
been united, the rites have been mythologized. Moreover, the connection 
between a mythical picture and a particular god is very weak io Egypt. 
Otto also argues that an Egyptian rite in itself works out a similar event 
in the future but the mythologized rite works in the opposite direction, 
i.e. tJ1e text and tJ1e rite bring a primeval situation to the fore, make a
recurring primeval situation or action present. He speaks about a
"mythische Prazedenzfall" which is present in the mythologized rite.

Ouo's theory concerning the relationships between myth and rite in 
Egypt has been questioned later but as far as we are concerned the theory 
is based on firm ground, i.e. that there was no close connection between 
myth and rite in Egypt, that a particular rite did not presuppose a 
particular mythology.1 Is this ancient Egyptian excursio relevant for this 
analysis of ApocAd? At least it poses some new questions. The 
opportunities for a positive reception of the message in ApocAd cannot 
have been better than in Egypt. The Gnostic adaptability fits very well in 
the Egyptian relationships between myth and rite. Rites are often hard to 
kill. New movements hence often choose to change the meaning of tJ,e 
rites through new mythological material which they connect with the old 
rites rather than fight against them. 

There is so far no reason to presume that this was the case when 
ApocAd was introduced into Egyptian culture. Bui we may say that the 
Egyptian relationships between myth and rile have not been any obstacle 
concerning possible Gnostic attempts to connect ApocAd to ancient 
Egyptian rites or structures of mythological texts. It is of course 
impossible to maintain that ApocAd has been connected to a complete 
ancient Egyptian rite, but it might be concluded: 

I. That the hyinnic section and the conclusion of ApocAd through
their metrical form and the fact that they have been sung indicate that 
ApocAd belongs jn a cultic. or a drnmatic context. 

2. This cultic context might be of Egyptian origin because of the
Egyptian tradition concerning the relationships between myth and rite and 
Lhe Gnostic adapl1tbility. 

I Cf. Ouo, E. Da� Verhahni�.von Rile und Mythus im Ag,yp1ischc11. 
Erman, /\. Die Religion der Agypter. 
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3. That ApocAd in its older Greek version was bound to a non
Egyptian cultic context and tfo"H the cultic context and mythology was
transferred to the native Egyptians as a unity seems to be less plausible if
we consider Egyptian and Gnostic freedom concerning the relations
between myth. rite, god and outlook on life. 

Briefly: A comparative research within Egypt seems to be very
urgent, and that fits very well in this starting point: lo keep to the MS. the
language and the content. and lhe place of the discovery. 

Conclusion of Par·t III 

It was showed in part I, the presentation of ApocAd, that ApocAd is
a Coptic Gnostic text which gives the water of life and the bath which is
holy a most significant role. (n part II it was shown that the hymnic
section has been used in some sort of cult in its Coptic version and that
the context of the hymn indicates that the whole ApocAd belongs to a
baptismal cultic context. 

It is now possible to go further: The conclusion of ApocAd has also
been sung. which means that at least two sections in ApocAd have been
sung. According to Ennan this might indicate that ApocAd is a dramatic
text, a drama. Even if it is impos�ible to draw such conclusions at this
.stage of research it must be admitted that Erman's analysis of Coptic
poetry poses the question if ApocAd can be a dramatic text. The peculiar
way of using the nomina sacra�line which is found in ApocAd might also
be an indication of explaining scenes parallelly with the text. 

The Coptic version o[ ApocAd is from ca. 300 A.O .. ft is obviously 
)older than GEgypt. It has been kept and used in a Coptic monastery 

before it was buried near by the Nile al Nag Hammadi. It is irnpossible to 
say if the Coptic monastery used the text in a cul tic way, but it must be
remembered that the conception of the oldest Copt�c monasteries as
bastions for what later on was called Orthodox. Christianity is
questioned. I 

Finally there is Eberhard Otto's argument concerning the
relationships between myth and rite in Egypt. In other words: 

1. ApocAd, one of the oldest among the Nag Hammadi texts, has
been used in a cultic context in its Coptic version at the same time as

Christianity was spread in Upper Egypt and during the last phase of the
ancient Egyptian religion. 

I Concerning early Coptit: Christianity a.nd its relations to the so l:alted Ortho<lox
Christianity cf. 
Atiya, A. A Hi.�tory of Eastern Christianity. 
Bauer, W. Onhodoxy and Heresy in the Earliest Christianity. 
Grant, R.M. Gnostidsm and Early Christianity. 
lvanka, E., Tyciak, J., Wicrlz., P. Handbueh dcr Qqkin:hcnkunde. 
Wis.�e, f. Gno�tit:ism and Early Monasticism in Egypt in Gnosis, f.'cs1�chrift fiir 1-bns
.lon�s p 431 etc .. 
Save-Soderbcrgh, T. Holy Scriptures or Apologetic Oot.a1mentarion� 
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2. Ennan's analysis of Coptic poetry poses the question: Is ApocAd a
cultic dramatic text? 

3. The emphasizing by Otto of the weak connection between myth
and rite in Egypt might be an indication that the cultic context to which 
ApocAd belongs is Egyptian. 

Consequently a comparative study within Egypt is most urgent in the 
further research of ApocAd. 
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IV COMPARATIVE RESEARCH WITHJN EGYPT 

Religions in Egypt during the first centuries and at the ti,me 
for th� translation of ApocAd 1 

Before the problems of Egyptian translations and a comparative 
study of the structure in Egyptian dramatic texts and in ApocAd are 
approached it is of great value to make a brief survey of the situation in 
Egypt at the time for the translation of ApocAd. The Ptolemaic period 
was especially in religious matters a period of great national revival in 
Egypt. The religious centres as Thebes, Memphis and Bubastis were 
restored and new building proj'ects were undertaken as al Dendera, Edfu 
and Philae. The elaborate rites of the old religion were carried on during 
this period. lt was significant that all the ceremonial connected with the 
various cults was described in detail on the temple walls as will be seen in 
an example in the structural study of dramatic texts from the temples at 
Edfu, Dendcra and Pbilae. 

The population at large became more and more worshippers of a 
few favourite gods as lsis, Horus and Osiris. The cult of Osiris, the com
god, the water-god and the god of life-in-death, became more and more 
dominating in Egypt. ln Osiris centred all the ideas connected with the 
springing up of new life from decay and corruption. Around the end of 
the second century the knowledge of writing hieroglyphs decreased but 
some priests in the temples had a complete mastery of the art of writing. 
Osiris was still the god through whom immortality was to be obtained but 
Osiris and Serapis had been closely identified at this time. The ceremonies 
at Edfu and Philae were recalled rituals which had their origins in the 
first Egyptian dynasties. The Graeco-Roman cult of Osiris and Isis were 
culminating while the Egyptians especially in Upper Egypt still clung to 
their ancient beliefs. 

At the same time, at the end of the second century, Christianity, 
already a flourishing institution appears in the history of Egypt and it had 
already spread as far south as Oxyrhynchus. Almost nothing is known 
about the history of Christianity in Egypt before 180 A.D. except that 
there is such a history. ft is also known that there seems to have been little ( .y 
or no attempts to influence the non-Hellenic commw1ity. 111e natives were 
still uninfluenced by Hellenism and Christianity. and the gospels, 
canonical and uncanonical. were written in Greek. During the rapid 
growth of Christianity in the third century the old religion was still fairly 
vigorous and the cult of Osiris and Tsis was just slightly influenced by 
Helleni:inJ. But, of course, many converts to the new religion came from 
the old religion. The practice of mummifying their dead by the early 

IChri$tians indicates an influence of the old religion's belief in a concrete 
continuation of I ife after death, in which the cult of Osiris was un 

1 Cf. Scott-Moncrieff, P.O. Pagani�m and Christianity in Egypt. 
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important parl. It is na&ural to suppose thal when the new faith began 10 
replace lhe old, much of the outward cJ1araclcr and symbolism should still 
be retained. An example is the persistence with which the Egyptian 
Christians clung lo the use of their ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic of life 
f as a form of the Christian cross. 1 The worship of ancient gods 
continued during the third century, at Philae until the sixth century. 

The Bible was translated into Coptic and the translation was finished 
in about 300 A.D .. During this third century when Christianity was 
spread even atnong native Egyptians in Upper Egypt, Lhe esoteric 
Christian movement made great headway in Egypt. Both these closely 
connected movements in Egypt had strong sacramental character. 
Harnack goes very far. He said: Pistis Sophia places before our eyes very 
clearly the pre-history of the catholic sacramenta.1 doctrine. There was 
also another movement during this third century which became of world 
wide importance. The ascetic movement which occurred among 
"orthodox" Christians, Gnostics, Hellenic influenced and native 
Egyptians. But it was the natives who carried out this way of life in its 
extremes! degree and who under Pachom 's rule organized a community 
of monks near Chenoboskion and Dcndera. 

As a conclusion of this short survey it might be said, that at the lime 
for the translation of ApocAd from Greek into Coptic in Upper Egypt 
around 300 A.D. there was a degenerated but still living old pagan 
religion and cult, plus the Greek religion influenced by the old Egyptian 
religion, and the Christian-Gnostic movement as well as the ascetic 
movement. It was at this very lime that Christianity and Gnosticism were 
spread also among native Egyptians and many of them joined the ascetic 
movement. This is important to bear in mind when comparing texts from 
pagan cult with ApocAd. Al the time of the translation many people in the 
Gnostic movement in Upper Egypt must have had knowledge of the pagan 
and Christian cull, in Coptic and in Greek as well. It was in this 
extremely mixed world ApocAd was transmitted and translated from 
Greek into the Egyptian language. 

Egyptian influence on the structure of ApocAd 

The purpose of the comparative study within Egypt is to consider if 
there are any signs of an Egyptian influence on ApocAd, whether the 
cultic context of ApocAd is Egyptian. Briefly, has ApocAd passed an 
Egypti<tn structural adaption? If the Greek version of ApocAu was 
written in Egypt, which is possible but not cenain. nothing hindered that 
the author adopted an Egyptian structure of the t1:xl but kept the 
mythology and soleriology of the foreign Gnostic movement. But on the 
other hand. if the Greek ApocAd was not written in Egypt. but yet has an 
Egyptian structure, it is only when it was translated from Greek into 

1 Cf. Cra1ner, M. D� Allagypti,che Le�n7..e1che in L'hnsthchen (Kop11scher) Agypten.
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f'optic. or during the time the Coptic version was used lhat it could have 
adopted an Egyptian sttuctute. The f1tsl of these two possibilities is most 
likely but we cannot exclude the second alternative which however needs 
some further consideration. 

Translations of poetry from Greek into Coptic have already been 
discussed and the fact that a translator had great freedom emphasized. so 
great that he must have been an independent poet. A Coptic hymn is 
consequently never a copy of the Greek original. The Greek. hymn is, 
according to Junker, almost a source of inspiration for the Coptic poet 
:1nd translator. Lei us now consider the Egyptian tradition concerning 
translations of prosaic texts which can be relevant for the translation of 
ApocAd because of the early dating of ApocAd. 1 

I. First of all there is a great deal of uncertainty in the Egyptian
language. At the risk of being misunderstood one might say that the 
Egyptian language lacks for example Greek means of expression, way of 
specification. This uncertainty is also present in Coptic, bul is more 
apparent in Egyptian. This linguistic uncertainty in Egyptian translations 
implies a lot of opportunities for variations and is certainly one of the 
reasons to the free Egyptian translating tradition. 

2. Anot!hcr factor of uncertainty in Egyptian texts which is also met
in the Coptic Nag Hammadi library is the frequency of scribal errors. 
According to Adolf' Erman this is the result not only of the carelessness 
of the scribes but also of their lack of education. Hermann Junker 
suggested that the issue is more complicated. Some "scribal errors" in 
"Die Stundenwachen in den Osirismyslerien" are impossible 10 

understand. For example the change of = with _ or = with _, 
especially as these signs also are very different in hieratic and demotic. 
These "scribal errors" are sometimes difficult to identify. They may he 
an unkno\vn variation of the language which the scribe has used, 
sometimes a dialectal variation.2 The same problem is mel within the Nag 
Hammadi library. It is tempting to consider a peculiar way l)f writing as a 
scribal error so that the text becomes comprehensible. Briefly: The so 
called ''scribal errors" are a factor of uncertainty in translations of 
Egyptian literature into modern languages but they are also a source of 
uncertainty in Egyptian literature. 

3. Finally the confusion of the numerous Egyptian signs is to be
considered. Parallel texts are written rather differently. A scribe had 
consequently several possibilities of expressing what he wanted. Through 
the great number of signs and ways of expression the translator was 
l'Xlremely free in his translation) 

These three factors nrc certainly contributory causes I◊ the free 
Egyptian way of translating whi<'h means that the translator II rst of all 

1 Cf. Leipotdt. J, tind Moren£. S. Hc-ilige Schrif1rn. 
2 Cf. Junker. H. Die Stundenwachen in den Osirismystenen. 
· n. Gardiner, A. Egyptian Grammar.
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tried to understand the content of the text, and the.n it was possible 10 
begih with the ttanslation, a translation which had lillle or nothing lo do 
with our modern faithful translations word by word.The method implies 
of course a great freedom for the translator. but on the other hand there 
is a method which means a literal rendering of for example Greek 
technical terms (cp. Greek loanwords in for example the Nag Hammadi 
texts) and senlence-constructions. The mixlng of translation methods 
make the Egyptian texts very difficult to understand and translate. I The 
ancient Egyptian free way of translating is also found to a considerable 
extent in Coptic. The texts 111 tbe Nag Hammadi library are sometimes so 
difficult to understand and translate that it cannot be explained by the fact 
that Coptic is less expressive than Greek or that the translator·s 
knowledge of Greek was so bad that he hardly understood the text. The 
ancient Egyptian way of translating foreign lex ts might be the reason why 
Coptic texts sometimes are incomprehensible. The free Egyptian way of 
translating makes it plausible that the Coptic ApocAd is far removed 
from the Greek original, both the hymnic sections and the prosaic te.xt. 
perhaps so far that it is possible to speak of a new text. 

Consequently there are two possibilities of an Egyptian structural 
influence on ApocAd, firsl of all and most likely during the composition 
of the Greek ApocAd in Egypt. There is also a possibility that the 
structure of the text was changed during the translation or during the 
time the text was in use in Egypt. If this is the case it is "only" the 
mythology. tbe important words and the Gnostic outlook on life which 
arc non-Egyptian. ln other respects ApocAd could be an Egyptian text. 

The Eg,yptian background of XIIIKH ET oyi...1,,,a 

The importance of the expressions XIIIKH n oy1,,,u and 1,,, yfi> 
iitie 1>.<1£1 exii OJHooy in ApocAd has been emphasized again and 
again in this thesis. The significance of water generally has also been 
stressed. In spite of that it seems necessary lo return to this most essential 
theme once more. 

Bath or purification in water is not an unknown phenomenon in the 
ancient Egyptian cult. It had obviously an important function for example 
at Phile. In the eastern colonnade of the House of Birth. nearest the 
entrance, there is an ornamentation where Thot and Horus are standing 
at each side of the king pouring the water of the vessels of libation over 
him. From the vessels are signs of Sf. tlo\vmg over the king mixed with 1. 
heads of Seth. here probably meaning Jeath and corruption. 

1 The_ issue ls considered by Wilhelm �picgelberg in "Des Verhaltnis i,lcs Gricchi5thc11 
und Agyptischcn texte in dt·n Zwcisprachigcn Dekn:ten von Rosl,ttc 11ml Ka11op11s" 
Papyr11sins1i1111e. Heidelberg 1922. 



Horus says among other things: 

11 Q 1f u �� = � �
I I I 

Words spoken: I purify your ka in this water. 
And Thot: 

� �trr�:= ?66 �au 
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I inundate the vessel of libation wjth the water of the river's 
inundation. I purify your ka.1 

And Hatbor is purified at her arrival to Phile when she came to 
Egypt from Bwgm: 

Of�=��Of@ 
She purified her limbs at the pure island. 
1l1is must have happened before she entered the entrance hall in the 

Hathor temple of Phile where she met her father Re and the hymn was 
sung: 

1 Cf. Junker, H. und Winter, E. Das Geburtshaus des Tempels der lsis in Philil. 
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Your face is beautifu 1 
you are pleased in your heart 
when you appear in splendour. 

� 
I Q """""" 

Your father Re jubilates at your appearance. 

Your brother Shu jubiJates before your face. 

Thot calls on the sovereign close to her ear. 

The great ennead jubi !ates 
when the protecting lotus comes. 

The sacred baboons are in your presence 
at your majesty's dance. 

Biting the skin 
of your ka 's tambourine. 

I a 

u�
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You great Djede<l, 
you ba in Bwgm. 

The mistress of the sistrum, 
the mistress of the necklace. I 

The ancient Egyptian bath of purification exempli'fied here was 
described with the word \V'"b. The word has survived in Coptic;oyon
and means here to be clean. The Greek synonymous is a -y�o�. oyMHB

consequently means priest, Christian or pagan and was written Ci or� 
in ancient Egyptian. In Demotic 2 1 � 

This word is extremely important in ApocAd, where there is a n  
identity between Seth. gnosis, the name, lhey who have gnosis and xwKii 
n oyi,,.i,,.e. the bath which is holy (oyi,,.1i.11 is Sahidic and Subachmimic 
of oyon). This holy barh is the Gnostic baptism. It is remarkable that the 
author of A pocAd and of NHC IV .2 use the word w'"b, to define the bath. 
There were alternatives which were suitable and not so saddled as w'"b. 
First of a.II we have Ci1HC(=i3ctn,LO'µo:) which is a Semitic loanword and 
which NHC IV.2 ,'tlternate with x1111<ti n oyi,.11,.11 where NHC 111.2 has 
�CtTTTL<Jµa. 

Instead of !3<.inncr�io: and 111Hc the author of ApocAd chose a word 
which for all native Egyptians at the time of the origio of the Coptic 
ApocAd was associated with the ancient Egyptian cult, still prevalent in 
lipper Egypt. The author of our text must have known this but he still 
considered that this word with all its meanings and allusions best 
com:sponded to the acl by whicb a person received gnosis, washed away 
the old desire (cf. Hathor who after her bath enlers her temple without 
desire to meet her father Re) and reached identity with Seth. It becomes 
more remarkable if we consider that the community which used ApocAd 
a!; a holy book. during the fourth century probahly had good knowledge 
or the ancient Egyptian meaning of the word. 

With this note about the word w '" b I want to emphasize the 
importance of SltJdying the ancient Egyptian mythology and cull if we 
want Lo undersran<l the early Coptic Gnostic literature. The ancient 
Egyptian background of the early ('optic literature is of considerable 
value in understanding the fonction and meaning of for example ApocA<l. 

Concerning dramatic cult in Egypt generally 

Holy scriptures in Egypt were primarily intended for temples and 
funeral ceremonies. This ii; al:-o the case with the Copth: translation of 
biblical literature and the Coptic Manichaean Psalm-Book. h is possible 
that ApocAd belongs to this tradition where temple and holy scripture are 

1 <'f. fonkC"r, H. Der Auszug <lcr I h11hc,r-Tefout ans Nuhien 
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intimately connected with each other. The connection was so close that the 
holy scripture was preserved in the temple, close to the place of the cult 
and the statue of the god (for example io Edfu and the Jsis temple in 
Corint.h), a tradition which is also found in Christian monasteries where 
the libraries (and the a.rmarium) arc near the Church. 

Knowledge of how the Egyptian cult was performed is very limited. 
There are dramatic texts from different dynasties with a description of 
the cult parallelly with the text. In spite of that it is almost impossible to 
imagine how the cult or drama was performed. II is known, however, 
that Egyptian dramatic texts had a common structure which will be 
exemplified from different dynasties: 

Clause I. Describes what is happening in the scene of the drama. 
Clause 2. Explains the inner meaning of the events of the scene. 
Then there a.re one or several speeches which are sung.1 
FinaJly sometimes one or several "stage directions". 

An analysis by K. Sethe of a middle Egyptian dramatic text 

1n 1928 K. Sethe presented an analysis of the so-called dramatic 
Ramesseum-papayrus (RP), a manuscript found west of Thebes 1895-96. 
Gardiner dates ii 12th or 13th dynasty.2 This text has been chosen here 
because of the fact that it is almost certainly a dramatic text. There a.re 
many texts with a dramatic character, but the RP has a clear dramatic 
character. It is therefore suitable to use in order to illustrate the structure 
of ancient Egyptian drnmatic texts. 

RP is a drama which was performed at the succession to the throne 
of Sesostris I. The old king is dead and the successor firs out his ship. The 
text is written with early hieratic signs, almost cursive hieroglyphs) The 
drama contains 46 separate scenes and each scene has a fixed structure: 

I. A description of what is happening. Th.is part is often very short.
The description contains an episode, an event which is the cultic action. 

2. The event is given an explanation. First a divinity is mentioned
and thereafter comes an act which explains the following. 

3. The speech of a god, sometimes several, and each one of them is
followed by number 4. 

4. "Stage directions" (two or three).
I. A divine person is mentioned in connection with an act.
II. An earthly parallel to r.
Ill. A place, a concluding event and/or persons outside lhe drama me

mentioned. The "stage directions'' are separated from each other by a 

I Cf. Leipold!, J. und Morenz. S. Heilige Schrifren. 
l Cf. St:the, K. Dram�li.�che Texte iu l\ltaegyp1ischen Mystcricnspielen.
3 Cf. Gnrdiner. A. The RQme.�seum Pupyri (especially "Hym11s to Sobk) 
Muller, G. Hieratische Puliiographie. 
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horizontal line. Scene 2 can be taken as an example. Tl is quite free from 
lacunae. 

L 

3 

4. 

3_ 

4 

Scene 2 of the dramatic Ramesseum-papyrus: 

I I l I 

l I I I



1. The scene begins with t! pr, happen, become, come into existence
(Coptic !!)wng), All the scenes in RP begin in this way.The text runs: "Ct 
happened that eight m nsJ-jars were taken to lhe front of the ship by the 
descendants of the king". This is consequently what happens in this scene. 

2. The explaining sentence always begins with pw (demonstrative),
to be translated "that is" or ''that means". The text runs: "ft is That, Osiris 
on the back of Seth, to raise him" or in a free translation: "ft is Toth who 
placed Osiris on the back of Seth in order to f'dise him". 

3. The divine speech whjch always has .!id as i.t1troduction, i.e. the
Coptic .xw. The text runs: "Thot (to) Seth says: You cannot hold out 
under (the one who is) greater than you". 

4. After the divine speech follows the "stage directions". In the first
a divinity is mentioned and here it is Osiris.In the second there is usually 
an earthly parallel to the first, but in this sce11e the text is unfortunately 
damaged. What remains is only: ''the elders' payment ... ". 

3. Then them is another divine speech which is introduced wHb !id.
The text runs: " Thot (to) Osiris says: His heart shall not (receive) a 
libation (there) under''. 

4. Finally it follows "stage directions''. The first: "Seth". The second
may be: "elder go to libatfon" but the text is badly damaged bere.1 

This brief presentation of a scene in RP is sufficient to illustrate the 
structure of RP. It is clear that the pattern is the same as was established 
from dramatic cults in general in the chapter "About dramatic cult in 
Egypt generally". A text, ca. 1500 years later than RP, might still more 
illustrate the structure of ancient Egyptian cultic dramatic texts. 

Die Stundenwachen in den Osirismysterien 

The text is from the temples in Edfu, Dendera and Philae.2 The 
whole text is not available. We have only the sections which were used as 
decorations on the temple walls at the place where the vigil over Osiris 
was held. It is evident that Lhis cult has been performed in Egypt before. 
during and after the time ApocAd was translated into Coptic because of 
the fact that it also was performed in Phile, a fact which might have some 

1 Concerning etymological facL� cf.: 
Cerny. J. Coptic Etymologic.;al Diction�ry. 
Crum, W.8. A Coptic Dictionary. 
Gardiner, A. Egyptian Grammar. 
2 Cf. Junker, Ii. Die Stundenwat:hen in den Osirismysterien. 
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significance for the understanding of ApocAd.The drama is divided in 24 hours. Each hour has a common structure: 

1. The hour is described.2. The divinity is mentioned (i.e. the god who has the duty to watchover Osiris at this hour).3. Speech.4. More speeches.5. Lamentation.This structure is accompanied by pictures illustrating what could beclosely connected with the rite: l. The protecting god.2. The action of the hour, usually gifts being brought to Osiris.3. A goddess or Horus.4. During the day: mournersAt night: libation or incense.The third hour of the night might serve as an example. 
The third hour of the ni ght in "Die Stundenwachen m den Osirismysterien" (SO): 
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1. Each hour is introduced by wn, which express existence. The text
runs: "The third hour of the njght". 

Then is the hour, the scene, explained which is introduced by pw, 
"that is" as in RP. The text continues: "lt is the hour Horus (and) Thot 
enter for the temple-purification of Osiris". 

2. The protecting god of the hour is mentioned: "The protecting god
this hour, (who) protects the god (is) Duamutef'. 

3. Then follows Lhe speech which as in RP always is introduced by
g_d. The text runs: "The third libation is $pilled by the priest, saying:''. 
Thereafter follows a long speech. 

Parallels between RP and SO 

TI1e structure of ancient Egyptian dramatic cults is clear. The two 
lexcs which are separated by 1500 years have a common stmcture: 

I. In RP there is the introduction of a narrative section which
describes something which has happened, an event which at tbe same tiime 
is the cu Ilic action of the scene. In SO there is the introduction o,f a 
description of what is happening at this hour. The introduction in both 
these texts consequently describes tl1e cultic event in the scene. 

2. An explanation of the continuation of the scene follows in lRP.
This part is introduced by mentioning a divinity and then the action of 
this divinity follows. The text begins with pw. In SO this pw comes a 
little earlier, after the hour has been described. After the description the 
protecting god who will watch over Osiris at this hour is mentioned. 

3. Then the speech follows both in RP and SO and it is introduced by
dd. In SO tlte speech is often connected with a libation, incense or
ointment.

4. Finally RP gives the "stage directions" where a divine person and
his action i.� mentioned, further an earthly parallel to the divine action 
and finally a concluding action. In SO there are often mourners coming 
forth, sometimes Isis and Nephthys. 

There are consequently two Egyptian cultic dramas, separated in 
time and content. ln spite of that they have a common structure, i.e. tbey 
are divided into short scenes and each scene has a common structure. II is 
obviously that there is a common long-lived structure in ancient Egyptian 
cultic dramatic texts. It is also certain that this structure was used in the 
cult before, during and after the coming into being of the Coptic version 
of ApocAd. ls there any influence of this structure in ApocAd which 
cou Id be the case if the Greek original was written in Egypt? Or is it 
possible that ApocAd was tr,mslated in a classical Egyptian manner, i.e. 
very freely, and that the translation was given the structure of ancient 
Egyptian dramatic texts? If this is the case ApocAd is mainly an Egyptian 
text, and the dramatic structure would also indicate that ApocAd is a 
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dramatic cultic text. But such a struct.ure m ApocAd is not final evidence. 
There is also a possibility that the translator used a dramatic structure 
without any thought of dramatic perfonnance of ApocAd. 

"Tote" in ApocAd 

Jn part J'I concerning the hymnic section it was shown that the Greek 
word T6TE is used in the Nag Hammadi texts to separate different sections 
of the texts. F. Wisse has pointed out this function of the word. In 
GEgypt for example it  is obvious that TOTE has this function, i.e. to 
separate large prosaic sections of the text. In ApocAd however the 
function of the word is another. The fact that the word occurs 20 times in 
14 Coptic pages indicates that. Moreover T6Tt: often occurs at such short 
intervals as one or a few sentences. At the same time it retains its function 
of separating different sections of the text. After TOTE something quite 
new always follows. For example 70:4: "Then (T6Tt:) all the people of the 
flesh will be left in the waters. Then (T·6Tt:) the god will rest from his 
anger". Tt is obviously not a question of separating prosaic sections. The 
separated sections are simply so short that it cannot be a question of 
ordinary prose. 

The reason why the peculiar way of using TOH in ApocAd is 
mentioned here is that it might be explained by that the text is not prosaic 
but dramatic and cultic. A dramatic Egyptian text demands separations 
with short intervals. In any case the use of TOTE in the Nag Hammadi texts 
in general and ApocAd especially calls for further attention, but one 
cannot ignore the narrative character of the text beside the cultic dramatic 
character which l emphasize. In Egyptian narrative texts there are often 
stereotyped repeated verbal constructions in which for example I) pr and 
wn can be included. An often repeated TOTE is not enough to define the 
fonn of the text. This issue is dependent upon the content of the text. In 
the following strnctural analysis of ApocAd however, it is indicated that 
the content of the sentence or sentences which follow the I - 3 TOTE after 
each speech is a sign of a common structure in the text which reminds of 
a dramatic structure. 

The structure of ApocAd 

The question is if it is possible to find the typical ancient Egyptian 
dramatic structure in ApocAd. An analysis of plausible scenes in ApocAd 
might help to answer this question. lt is necessary to remember that 
ApocAd i1- a Coptic text. The immense concentration of the content which 
is significant in the ancient Egyptian dramatic texts is at least to some 
extent caused by the ancient Egyptian language and i� not necessary in a 
Coptic text. Coptic is a more dif

f

erentiated language than the ancient 
Egyptian language. 



The structure which is sought is: 
1. Introductory narrative.
2. Explanation to the scene. One or several divinities are mentioned

and an act is performed which explains what follows in the scene. fn 
Egyptian texts this part is introduced by pw. 

3. Speech. In Egyptian texts introduced by g_d (Coptic �w).
4. "Stage directions". l. Mention of gods and their spiritual actions.

JT. An earthly parallel or response to I. HI. Sometimes a conclusion of the 
scene. 

3. Further speeches may follow and thereafter "stage directfons".

I. 65 :22-67: 14

1. "And after that we were in the darkness or our hearL And f sle:pt
in the thought of my heart". 

Commentary: This might be an introduction to a scene. 
:2. "For I saw three men before my face whose likeness T could mot 

know, since they were not from the powers of the god who had creat,ed 
us. They passed through [ )". 

Commentary: TI1ree men are mentioned. A possible parallel is the 
divine revelation to Abraham in Mamre. It is plausible that the ancient 
Egyptian dramatic components are present here: The divine persons are 
mentioned and their action explains what follows in the scene, i.e. th1!".y 
pass down to Adam and Eve in order to give them the revelation. 

3. "And [ J men [ ] they said to me: Arise, Adam 
from the sleep of death and hear about the aeon and the seed of that man 
to whom the life has come. who came from you and Eve your wife". 

Commentary: The speech of the divine persons is introduced by �:111 
iiHoc, i.e. the Egyptian _dd, which also introduces the speeches in tlhe 
Egyptian dramatic texts. 

4. I. "When (T6ff) 1 had heard these words from the great men who
were standing before me. TI. then (T6n) we sighed, I together with Eve, 
in our heart." 

Commentary. '!'his might be two "stage directions'' separated by tlrle 
Greek TOTE. ln the first the divine men are mentioned and their action. ln 
lhe second Adam ancl Eve sighed in their heart, i.e. an earthly response to 
the first "spiritual experience". 

3. "And the lord, the god who had created us, stood before our
faces. He sai<l to us: Adam, why were you sighing in your heart? Do )'()ti 
nnt know that I am the god who created you. And l breathed into you a 
,;pirit of life in a living soul". 

Commentary: The second speech is also introduced by xw. 
4. !.''Then (-r6n:) darkness came upon our eyes. II. Then (T6TE) tile

god who had created us created a son from himself together with Eve 
your mother I I in the [ I the thought I I my I I I 
knew a �wee! desire for your mother. UL Then (ToTf) the vigour of our 
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eternal lrnowledge was destroyed in us and weakness pursued us. 
Therefore the days of our life were made few. For l understood that I 
had come under the power of death". 

Commentary: Here follows three "stage directions" separated by the 
Greek TOTE. I. Darkness came upon the eyes of Adam and Eve, i.e. the 
spiritual event. Ji. God created a son and Adam knew a sweet desire for 
Eve, i.e. the earthly response/parallel. m. Adam came under the power 
of death, which is the conclusion of the whole scene. 

Is this an ancient Egyptian dramatic structure? 

II. 76:8-77:26

J. "Once again, for the third time, the illuminator of knowledge will
pass in great glory, to give to the seed of Noah and the sons of Ham and 
Japheth, to give it fruitbearing trees. And he will redeem their souls from 
the day of death". 

2. "For all that which is moulded which has come from the dead
earch, will be under the power of death. But those who think of the 
knowledge of the eternal god in their heart will not perish. For I.hey have 
not received spirit from this kingdom only but they have received from 
an [ ] eternal angels [ l illumioator [ J come upon 
[ ] dead [ J of Seth. And he will do signs and wonders to 

dishonour the powers of their sovereigns". 
Commentary: After the introductory events where the ill.uminaror 

gives fruitbearing trees to the seed of Noah and to the sons of Ham and 
.lapheth the divine persons are mentioned: the angels, the illuminator and 
Seth. The act.ion in the scene, i.e. Seth dishonours the powers, explains 
what follows: the god of the powers punishes the illuminator, the flesh of 
the heavenly Seth. Consequently the ancienr Egyptian dramatic 
components are pre1;ent. There is an introductory narrative. The divine 
persons are mentioned and their actions explain what follows in the scene. 
Then follows the speech. 

3. Then (T6TE) he will be worried, the god of the powers, saying:
Whal is the power of the man who is higher than ours". 

Commentary: The speech of the god is introduced by xw. 
4. J. Then (TOTE) he will arouse a great wrath against that man. And

the glory will leave, it will dwell in holy houses, those which it has 
chosen. And the powers will not see it with their eyes, nor will they see 
the other illuminator". rr. "Then (TOTE) they will punish the flesh of the 
man, he who the holy spirit has come upon". IIL. "Then (T6TE) the angels 
and all the generations of the powers will consult the name in error 
saying: From where ha� it become, or where did the words of falsity 
come from which all the powers have failed to find". 

Commentary: The first T6T£ is followed by a spiritual event, i.e. the 
glory will leave. The second is followed by an earthly parallel. i.e. the 
flesh of the man will be punished. The third and last T6TE is followerl by 
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the conclusion of the section/scene, i.e. the powers ask where the 
illuminator came from and then follows the large hymnic section with the 
answers of the kingdoms. After the hymnic section there are no other 
sections with this pattern, instead there are two concluding monologues 
which are followed by the conclusion of the whole apocalypse. 

If the story of the flood has the same structure as these both 
examples is more uncertain because of the lacunae. In spite of that it is 
necessary to analyse the structure of this part of the text to see if it is 
possible to find signs of the ancient Egyptian drarnatjc structure. Because 
of the blank page 68 the beginning of this pa.rt of the text is uncertain. lt 
is plausible that a new scene begins with 69:2. 

m. 69:2-70:6 (71:26)

I. "For the rainwater of the god the almighty will be sprlled to
destroy all flesh from the earth through this which it seeks after, with 
those from the seed of the men to whom life of the knowledge were 
given. This which came from me and Eve your mother". 

Commentary: This might be tbe introduction or a part of the 
introduction to the scene where it is described what is happening in the 
scene. 

2. "For they were strangers to him. After this great angels will come
on high clouds. They will take Lhose men to the place where the spirit of 
life dwells [ ]". 

Comment'.try: Here divine persons are mentioned, i.e. the angels a:nd 
the spirit of life. and their action js the cause of what follows. 

3. The speech might be in the lacuna.
4. It is uncertain but possible that 70:3 begins with TOTE and that rhe

lacuna in line 4 also contains the word T6TE. If this is the case the scene 
continues: L "Then (T6TE) l I come from heaven to earth". TI."Then 
(TOTE') all the people of flesh will be left in the waters". Ill. ''Then 
(TOTE) the god will rest from his anger and he will throw his power up,oo 
the waters. And he will give the powers to his sons together with their 
woman through the box, together with the cattle which he liked, together 
with the birds of heaven which he called. 1--Ie released them upon the 
earth". 

Commentary: The first "stage direction" describes a spiritual event, 
1-;omething comes from heaven to eaTth. The second an earthly 
response/parallel, i.e. all the people will be left in the walers. And t!he 
third is a conclusion of this part of the scene, the god will rest from his 
anger etc .. 

3, "And the god will say to Noah, whom the generations will call 
Deucalion: Behold. f have protected (you) in the box together with your 
woman, your sons. their women, their cattle and the birds of heaven 
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which you called and released upon the earth. Therefore J will give the 
earth to you and your sons. You will reign over it as kings, you and your 
sons. And oo seed of the men who wilt not step into the presence of my 
face in another glory will come from you". 

Commentary: A second speech in this section is followed by one 
"stage direction" and a dialogue between god the creator and Noah. 

4. "Then (T6TE) they will become as the cloud of the great light.
Those men will come who have been thrown away from the knowledge of 
the great aeons and the angels. They will step into the presence of Noah 
and the aeons". 

3. "And the god will say to Noah: Why have you turned away from
what l told you? You have created another generation so that you can 
bring disgrace on my power". 

3. ''Then (T6T€) Noah will say: I will testify in the presence of your
wing that the generation of these men did not come into existence through 
me. nor through my sons I 1". 

IV. 72:1-74:2

The scene begins in a lacuna. 
I. "I I knowledge L I those men to bri.ng them into their 

land which is worthy and build them their holy dwelling place. And they 
will be called by the name which i� there and they will be there s·ix 
hundred years in a knowledge of inCoJTUption". 

Commentary; This might be the introduction to this scene, i.e. those 
men are brought to a holy place and receive the name. 

2. "And angels of the great light will be there. No disgusting deeds
will be in thejr heart, only the knowledge of the god. Then Noah will 
divide the whole earth among hi1- son.� Harn, Japheth and Shem". 

Commentary: This might be the explariatory part of the scene. 
Divinities are mentioned. i.e. the angel/! of the great light. The division of 
the earth explains the re.�I of the scene. 

3. "He will .say to them: My sons, hear my words. Behold. r have
divided the earth among you, but serve him in fear and slavery all the 
days of your life. Do not let your seed tum away from the face of the god 
the almighty I I J and[ I your I I son of Noah: I 1 
seed will please in your presence and in the presence of your power. Seal 
it with your hand which is .�trong in fear and commandment. so that ;ill 
the seed which came from me may not tum away from you an<l the god 
the almighty but serve in humility and fear of their knowledge". 

Commentary: There are some lacunae in the speech and it is 
therefore uncertain if it is an entirety. 

4. I. Then (T6n-) others from the seed of Harn and Japheth will go,
namely four hundred men. They will enler into :mother country, they 
will settle down with those men who have come from the great eternal 
knowledge .. �o that the shadow of their power will protect 1110�e whn have 
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settled down with them from every bad thing and every desire Which is 
unclean". IL Then (i◊i€) the seed of Ham an Japheth will establish twelve 
kingdoms. And their other seed will enter into the kingdom of another 
people''. Ill. Then (TOT€) I I will consider! I aeons to 
I I who are dead of the great aeons of incorruption. 

V. 74:3-76:7

I. "And they will go to Sakla their god".
2. "They will enter the powers, accusing the great men, those who

are in their glory". 
3, ''They will say to Sakla: What is the power of these men who 

stood in your presence. those who were taken from the seed of Ham and 
Japheth, who will be four hundred men? They have been received in 
another aeon from which they became. And they have converted all the 
glory of your power and the kingdoms of your hand. For the seed of 
Noah has done all your will through his son together with all the po�vers 
in the aeons which your power reigns over. Those men and those who 
have settled down in their glory have not done as you wanted. But they 
have gone away from all your people". 

4. I. Then (TOTE) the god of the aeons will give them those who
serve him I 1. They will come upon that land in which the great 
men will be. those who have not been defiled, nor will be defiled by any 
desire. For the soul has not become from a defiled hand, but it became 
from a great commandment of an eternal angel". IL Then (TOT€) fire, 
sulphur and asphalt will be cast upon these men. And fire together with 
mist will come over those aeons. The eyes of the powers of the 
illuminators will be darkened, the aeons will not see with them in those 
days". 

Commentary: The last ''stage direction" continues with a Jong 
conclusion of the whole story of the flood. 

ApocAd has a quite different structure from this Egyptian dramatic 
perspective than it has if it is considered as a prosaic texL 

The introduction 64: 1-65:21 

The introduction has almost the same structure as the other sections 
of the apocalypse: 

I. "The Apocalypse of Adam. The revelation which Adam taught his
son Seth in the seven hundredth year". 

3. "Saying: Listen to my words my son Seth. When the god had
creatt:d me of the earth with Eve your mother, I lived with her in a glory 
that she had seen in the aeon from which we had become. She taught me a 
word of knowledge of the eternal god. And we resembled the great 
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eternal angels for we were higher than the god who had created us and 
the powers who were with him, whom we did not know". 

4. L Then (TOT€) the god, the sovereign of the aeons together with
the powers, decided us in wrath. JI. Then (TOT€) we became two aeo11s, 
and the glory in our heart left us. me and your mother Eve along with the 
first knowledge that breathed in us. And it fled from us, it entered into 
great [ ) the great generation f I which had not become from

this aeon from which we became, [ with Eve your mother. But it entered 
into the seed of great aeons. Because of this, ( myself have called you by 
the name of that man who is the seed of the great generation or rather is 
from him. After those days the eteroal knowledge of the god of truth 
withdrew from me and your mother Eve. Since that time we received 
wisdom about dead things like men. 111. Then (TOTE:) we recognized the 
god who had created us. For we were not strangers to his powers. And 
we served him in fear and slavery". 

Commentary: The structure is almost the same as can be find in the 
other "scenes". First there is an introduction and a speech. Finally three 
i6i€ whjch we here call "stage directions'': In the first is a god and his 
spiritual act mentioned. In the second is an earthly parallel or 
consequence mentioned and the third is a conclusion of the scene. the 
consequence of what happened in the scene. 

The dramatic structure of ApocAd: 

64: 1-65:21 
65:22-67: 14 

67:14-? 

Introduction to the apocalypse. 
The first dramatic scene. 
Introduction to the second dramatic scene. Page 68 is 
however blank. 

The story of the flood 69: 1-76:7 
69:1-70:6 (71:26) The third dramatic scene with the dialogue between the 

72:1-74:2 
74:3-76:7 

76:8-77:26 

77:27-83;4 
83:4-84:3 

84:4-85; 18 
85: 19-32 

· god the creator and Noah.
The fourth dramatic scene.
The fifth dramatic scene with the conclusion of the

story of the flood.
The sixth dramatic scene.
The hymnic section.
The lamentation of the people. (According lo ancient
Egyptian tradition lamentations in the cultic dramas
were sung by a choir.)
The Voice speaks to the people.
Hymnic conclusion of the whole apocalypse.



Conclusion of Patt IV 

The possibility that ApocAd (the text, poetry and structure) is a 
genuine Egyptian text has been considered in this concluding part of the 
thesis. It is most likely that the text received its Egyptian character during 
the composition of the Greek original in Egypt but the possibility that 
ApocAd is a part of the classical Egyptian translation tradition has also 
been considered. The text, poetry and structure are according to this 
hypothesis genuine Egyptian. The mythology, the important words and 
the Gnostic content are however non-Egyptian. 

The structure of ancient Egyptian dramatic texts has also been 
considered and the fact that this structure was used in the cult in Egyptian 
temples when ApocAd was translated into Coptic has been emphasized. 
This ancient Egyptian dramatic structure might be applicable to ApocAd. 
The function of the Greek word TOT€ indicates a division of the text 
which coincides with the structure of ancient Egyptian dramatic texts. 
The question is consequently if ApocAd is a Gnostic Coptic baptismal 
cult-drama. 

When the Nag Hammadi texts were found many scholars hoped to 
gain insight into the Egyptian Gnostic cult. The way of analysing the tex.t 
which is indicated in part IV makes it possible to form an idea of the cult 
which might be behinu the text. From the Egyptian background it is 
known which section of the dramatic text which contains the rite, i .e 
which text is recited when the ritual is performed. 
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SUMMARY 

The purpose of this analysis of ApocAd was mentioned in the 
introduction: to consider the function of ApocAd in Egypt because it is 
only in Egypt that the text has been used with certainty. Everything else is 
speculation, and it is from the fonction of the text it might become 
comprehensible. In order to throw light on the text the MS, the Coptic 
language, the content and the Egyptian background is considered. The 
starting points have been limited to these certain facts in order to 
concentrate the discussion on the conclusion. 

The translation and the important words show with certainty that 
ApocAd is a Gnostic text. They who have gnosis are the seed of Seth. 
There is certainly identity between the seed - the generation - the name 
and Seth. 1 Gnosis and the name are received through the bath which is 
holy which is ApocAd according to the conclusion of the apocalypse. 
These certain conclusions place the text in a kind of baptismal context. So 
far we cannot say if this context is cultic or not but the content of the text 
poses this question. Neither the peculiar relation of ApocAd to Genesis, 
nor the allusions to the New Testament, throw any light on this issue. 

ApocAd was translated from Greek into Coptic ca. 300 A.D .. 
Consequently the text in the MS from ca. 375 A.D. had not been 
transmitted in its Coptic version for long. The hymnic section is certainly 
in metrical form. Consequently it was sung. This poetry might be the 
oldest Coptic poetry we know, the utmost link �rween Coptic and ancient 
Egyptian poetry. Because of the metrical form of the hymn it is certain 
!hat the hymn had a cultic function in its Coptic version. The Gnostic
ApocAd has consequently quite certainly been used in a baptismal cult in
Egypt in the fourth century A.D .. The punctuation and the sign J also
indicate a metrical form of the hymn and that it was sung. The hymn and
the conclusion are consequently the most important parts of the text

According_ to Adolf Ennan prosaic texts wilh sections of poetry are 
probable dramatic texts. This has been questioned, but the mixing of 
prose and poetry confirm the conclusion that ApocAd has had a cultic 
function in Egypt. It might also be said that the work by Erman at the 
turn of the century. concerning Coptic poetry and prose, makes the 
question as to whether ApocAd is a dramatic baptismal cultic text. to one 
of the most important issues in the study of the Nag Hammadi texts. The 
use of nomina sacra lines is also a fact wh'ich indicates that the text had a 
cultic function. 

The brief comparison between ApocAd and GEgypt shows that 
ApocAd is an early text in the Nag Hammadi chronology. Probably so 
early that it coexisted with the christianizing of Upper Egypt and with the 
last phase of the ancient Egyptian religion. All this is perhaps a weak 
indication that ApocAd is an Egyptian baptismal dramatic and cultic texl. 

1 Cf, Schenke, 1:-L-M. Das Seth,anm:he System nach Nag Hammacli Hanclsi.:hnllen. 
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but it makes it necessary 10 consider the Egyptian background and to look 
for Egyptian dramatic signs in the text 

The relationship between myth and rite in Egypt was no obstacle 
concerning possible Gnostic a1tempts to connect ApocAd to ancient 
Egyptian rites or structures of dramatic texts. The weak connection 
between myth and rile and between mythological picture and a part.icular 
god is in itself no reason to presume that ApocAd has been connected to 
ancient Egyptian rites but it indicates that nothing concerning the 
relationship between myth and rite has hindered such close connection. 
The opporn.1nities for a positive reception of the message in ApocAd 
cannot have been better than in Egypt. The Gnostic adaptability fits very 
well in the Egyptian relationship between myth and rite. There were no 
obstacles to a connection between ApocAd and ancient Egyptian dramatic 
structures. 

The free Egyptian tradition of translatioos, first of all concerning 
poetry but also prosaic texts, makes it very plausibJe that the translation 
of ApocAd from Greek. into Coptic was very free. It is possible that 
ApocAd received its Egyptian character from this translation or during 
the time it was used, but it is more Likely that the text had this Egyptian 
character at the time of the composit.ion of the Greek original in Egypt. 
The Coptic ApocAd, as well as Coptic poetry, might be a genuine 
Egyptian text even if it has a Greek original. 

In the concluding part of the thesis it has been shown that the 
Egyptian adaption of ApocAd also might have been structural. ApocAd 
seems to have an ancient Egyptian dramatic structure which Egyptian 
dramas had at the time for the translation of the text. 1 The analysis of the 
details of the structure makes it unlikely that the text is prosaic. The 
structure is very similar to the structure of ancient Egyptian dramatic 
texts. The text contains a long lamentation which also fits very well in a 
cultic dramatic pattern. 

Briefly: ApocAd is a genuine Coptic Gnostic text from ca. 300 A.O. 
intended for a cultic function, a baptismal cultic function. Structurally the 
text is very similar to ancient Egyptian dramatic texts. It is consequently 
possible that ApocAd is a Coptic Gnostic baptismal cultic drama whose 
purpose was to receive the divine gnosis (for the individual who received 
the name through the bath), or to give it to somebody (which was the task 
of the cornrnunit.y, i.e. the bearer of gnosis, Seth).2 

I huve tried to show that it is unlikely that the purpose of ApocAd 
was only to illuminate the reader by reading the text. The detailed study 
of some parts of the text indicates that the way of illuminating was / 
Egyptian, i.e. ri!lli!L This is confinned by signs of an ancient Egyptian 
structure of the text. The ancient Egyptian tradition was ritual and it is 

I Cf. Bergman, J. !ch bin Isis as an exnmplt: of free adaption uf ,mdcnl Egyptia11 
religious elements to a foreign culture/religion. 
2 Cf. The quotation of Thomas in the introduction. 
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probable that the "Sitz im Leben" of ApocAd is to be understood in thi!< 
context.I 

1 Cf. Podemann S0rensen, J. Ancient Egyptian Thought and the XVlth Hermetic 
Trat:tate. Especially the conclusion of the article pp. 55-56.
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CONCLUSION 

Afler the summary it is high time to return to the starting point of 
this thesis. It was said in the introduction of the "Presentation of the text" 
that "we cannot say how or by whom the texts have been used" and 
further: "the purpose of this thesis is to study ApocAd only in view of 
these two facts (the MS and the place of discovery) and to suggest some 
conclusions from them to improve the understanding of the function, the 
Sitz im Leben of ApocAd in Upper Egypt". In what way can the 
conclusions in the thesis help us to answer these questions? In what way 
can the conclusion that the text belongs to a cultic context with a 
significant Egyptian character help us to understand the content of the 
text? 

That the text had an illuminating function for the reader only 
through the reading of the text; that it was the text and only the text 
which supplied the reader with gnosis through some sort of mysterious 
illumination of the inner life when the teJlt was read, is a very unegyptian 
way of transmitting knowledge, insight, life, power or whatever. The 
Egyptian way of transmitting is concrete and ritual. The cult 
demonstrates this and is that which is transmitted. But at the same time as 
the Egyptian way of transmitting is ritual, Egyptian rites also include 
mythological prototypes and these prototypes are present in the ritual, 
cultic, dramatic texts. 

Realism is significant for Egyptian culture and this realism is also 
manifested in such an abstract matter as knowledge, even knowledge is an 
object. Egyptian knowledge is ritual knowledge. The mythology in the 
text leads to the essential cultjc act which is the knowledge. 

This fundamental Egyptian way of transmitting essential vital gifts 
helps us to understand ApocAd and how it was used, not in every detail, 
but in broad outline. And this understanding and insight is possible 
because it has been shown that ApocAd belongs to an Egyptian cullic 
dramatic baptismal context. The mythology of part A and B in ApocAd, 
i.e. the Adam and Noah mythology, has probably an Egyptian dramatic
structure. It is this mythology which leads towards the essential cultic
action which is an incarnation of the present rnyth.ology. The dramatic
mythology leads to the hymn, the Adam and Noah mythology is a
prototype of the ritual which must have taken place when the hymn with
its repeated refrain which is a baptismal expression was sung.
Consequently dramatic scenes do not occur after lhe hymnic section
bccau:;e their function in Egyptian cult is to lead towards the purpose of
the cult, in this text i.e. the holy bath or baths. After the hymn follow� a
lamentation and the explanatory voice before the conclusion. 

There is no sense in a detailed speculation about what was going rn, 
parallelly with the text. We have no reason to believe that a particular 
µerforn1ance was pre�cribed. Tt cotild have been the text and not the rites 
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which gave the cult an established fonn. TI1e illustration of the Adam andNoah mytJiology might have been very free. Perhaps it was not alwaysnecessary to illustrate the mythology in spite of the dramatic stmcture ofthe text. Much in the cult might have varied from time to time dependentupon those taking part and the place of the cult, but essential sections haveprobably been performed with great carefulness. First of all the holy bathduring the hymnic section. Dur1ng the hymn the candidate was movedcloser and closer towards the light and finally he became one of theelected. completely free from desire. It is out of the scope of this thesis to look for more specific Egyptianparallels, for example that the hymn in ApocAd is a parallel to the twelvehours of the night. Jt is possible to begin to see dawn already at the tenthhour, but the clear light of the sw1 is seen al the first hour of the day, the

\ thirteenth kingdom in the hymn when the word i!. born. The divergingstrophe 14 must in this pattern be a Gnostic extravagance. The graduallyincreasing knowledge in the strophes of the hymn might have the nightlyjourney of the sun in the Egyptian mythology as prototype. The content
\ of the hymn is certainly not without Egyptian allusions, for ex.ample the father who desired his own daughter in strophe eleven. AL.. .._ ki..-; ,. f; vc,, Such speculations are not necessary here. It is enough to keep to the J conclusion tlrnt the text has a cullic function and an Egyptian dramatic structure. The scenic sections in the Adam and Noah mythology leads towards the hymn and the holy bath in which man is purged from all darkdesire and remembers his true origin. receives the name and becomes oneof the elected. Out of this concrete Egyptian cu I tic perspective it ispossible to reach a more complete understanding of ApocAd. Let us finally return to the scenic sections which according to theEgyptian dramatic pattern lead the participants and the listeners towardsthe essential rite; l .  64:1 - 65:21. An introduction which desc1ibes the true origin ofman and how the knowledge concerning that origin was lost. How mancame under the power of death. 2. 65:22 - 67:14. The revelation of three men. They reveal the trueorigin of man, but god the creator keeps man under his power. 3. 67: I 4 - . Adam gives the revelation of the three men to his son

Seth. 4. 69: I • 71 :26. The rainwater is spilled to drown all flesh on earth together with everybody with gnosis. Noah and his sons receive the earthfrorn god the creator. 5. 72:l · 74:2. A generation builds a holy dwelling place in theircountry and Noah divides the whole earth among his sons. Some of rhesons of Ham and Japheth move 10 the other country and settle downtogether with the great generation. 6. 74:3 - 76:7. The generation under the power of death complainsto Sakla that some of the sons of I lam and JapJ1eth have been received into
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another generation. Sakla tries to kill this generation with fire. asphalt 
and sulphur but Abrasax, Sabio and Gamaliel save them. 

7. 76:8 - 77:26. The illuminator arrives lo save man and the powers
ask where the word came from. 

When the participants have been led to this essential question the 
illumination through the strophes of the hymn and the holy bath 
begins.This is ApocAd together with the following lamentation and the 
explanatory voice according to ApocAd 85: 19 etc .. J 

1 Cf. Assman, J. Liturgisd1e Lieder an den Sonnengou. The way in which the hyrno in 
ApocAd illuminate� the participants, the listeners. in which it reveals the secret 
knowledge, reminds of how the ancient Egyptian hymns of the sun reve11Jed the �eerrr 
knowledge of the sun in the underworld. 
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APPENDIX 

An example of ancient Egyptian metres is a hymn to Re from the 
end of Dyn. XVIII. (From the door-jamb of the tomb of king Haremhab,
now,.in British Museum.)
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Translation: 

1 Recitation of tbe words by prince Haremhab, justified. 
2 He adores Re at his rising, 
3 saying: 
4 Praise to you who come into existence every day 
5 who gives birth to yourself every morning 
6 who comes from the womb of your mother without cessation 
7 the twQ halves come to you in bowing 
8 they give praise to you at your rising 
9 you have made the land dazzling through the splendour of your 

body 
10 you are divine as Sakhme which is in heaven 
l l beneficent god
12 Icing of eternity 
13 lord of light 
14 sovereign of brightness 
I 5 who is on his seat in the bark of dusk 
16 great appearance in the bark of dawn 
17 divine stripling 
18 heir o.f eternity 
19 who begot himself 
20 who gives birth to himself 
21 the great ennead adores you 
22 the little ennead celebrates you 
23 they adore you in your beautiful forms. 

A metrical analysis of the hymn to Re: 

1. _g_d--mdw--in .. 1:{r-m-l)b mJr-l}rw

2. dwJ·f--Rr m--wbn-f

3 . .Qd-1" 

4. iw--n·k Qpr.,rr-·nb

'5 mss--sw tnw .. d\VJyt

6. pr .. m--.ht--mwt·[ nn--Jbw

7. iw--n·k . .itrty ru--ks,v

8. di·sn--n·k--iw n--wbn·k

9. stl)n·n-k .. m--iJmw--lJrw-k

10. ntry·ti .. m--Sgm imy--pt

11. n1.r inn!}

l2. nsw !,11) 
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13. nb ssp

14. 1)1$.J l)_g_g_wt

IS. t,iry--nst-f 01--msktt 

16. <J--nrw m--m'jn.9.t.

17. ]:Jwn ntry

18. iwrw 1)1) 

1 9. Wtt SW 

20. ms--sw _g_s·f 

21. dwJ--tw ps.Qt-- <"J

22. hnw--n·k ps.Qt .. n_d_st

23. dwJ·sn--tw m--irw·k .. nfr

Th,e metrical structllfe of this hyrnn to the sun is quite certain. After 
lhe introduction there are twenty verses with two or three beats. This part 
of the hymn is an example of the ancient Egyptian metre which we also 
find in the hymnic section of ApocAd. Consequently it is possible that the 
hymnic section of ApocAd has got its metre from ancient Egyptian hymns 
and not from the Greek original. 

This hymn to the sun is also an example of the perfom1ative function 
of the ancient Egyptian hymns. 1 The hymnic section of ApocAd is to be 
understood in this ancient Egyptian performative tradition. The 
mythology in ApocAd and the hymn together with the cultic action give 
the listener communion with the community of Seth. of the name, with 
Seth himself and the participant in the dramatic event receives the life
giving gnosis. 

1 Cf Assm.1n, J. I .iturgische Lieder an den Sonnengott. Unlcr�uchungen zur 
altiigyptischen Hymnik I. 
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